"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
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Individually
January
400,000

Choosing
Opens

16th

the
Annual

New Subscriptions

Our Goal in U.S.A.
!
1 Jehovah is a God of freedom. To
everyone he offers the opportunity
to individually
choose eternal life.
No restricted
or fixed destiny is
arranged for us. but as free moral
agents we are allowed to choose the
course we shall take, lie has put
before us "life and death," and he
instructs,
"You must choose life in
order that you may keep alive, you
and your offspring."
(Deut. 30: 19,
20, NW) Do we really
want life?
One’s course of action reflects
the
choice he makes.
2 What has this to do with the
16th annual Watchtower campaign?
Much! The Watchtowcr
is one of
the main instruments
being used
today to set the choice of life or
death before the people.
How? It
shows that the end of this old world
is near; it shows that tlight to the
NewWorld society is essential now ;
it proclaims
the Kingdom as the
eternal
hope of mankind and, most
important,
it keeps the name of
Jehovah before the worhl. People
everywhere must be shown how very
important it is to have the Watchtower come to them twenty-four
times a year. Make the full offer at
every door. A year’s subscription for

Destiny

of

"Watchtower"

Eternal

Life

Campaign

this magazine can start them on the
!road to life
3 Will people come to us for this
destiny-choosing
information? Ordinarily no. We must go to them. Continuing the training
program, mature publishers will take those they
are privileged to assist from house
to house with them. Carefnlly they
will demonstrate ways of presenting
the offer at the door. Talking points
will have been selected’before
going
to a door so the true value of the
magazine
will be shown to the
people.
SundayActivity
4 How many subscriptions
will you
obtain? To some extent this will
depend upon the amount of time you
devote to the service. All publishers
are encouraged to spend at least two
hours each Sunday presenting
the
offer from house to house and then
to nmke back-calls an hour or more.
There are five Sundays in January. Spending a minimum of three
hours on just Sundays alone will
result in fifteen hours of field service
per pubhsher. True, it means effort
on our part,
but the added hours
will enable us to assist many more
to choose life as more subscriptions
are obtained.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

"Yearbook"
and "Make Sure of Things"
To Be Regular
Service
of all things and equip us to effecMeeting
Features
tively use this invaluable
aid in
1 These two sonrees of inexhaust- the field.
ible theocratic
wealth will receive
"Yearbook"
regular
consideration
at service
2 Asheretofore the feature column
meetings from the first
of January
on. At the first
and third service
"Around the World with Jehovah’s
meetings
of each month Yearbook
Witnesses" will group related
exexperiences will be heard. This pro- periences
of Kingdom publishers
vides a wonderful opportunity
for preaching
in the many lands.
The
all theocratic
ministers
to become two themes appearing in this column
acquainted
with the preaching ac- may be developed in various ways,
tivities
of their brothers throughout such as by discourse, by two or three
the world. "Make Sure of All Things" publishers
discussing
the experiwill be studied the second and fourth ences, by demonstration, etc. Ten or
service meetings. A study of it will fifteen minutes will allow for good
enable us individually
to make sure coverage of a theme.

Something

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

New!

Special
Subscription
Slips
A one-month supply of experimental special subscription slips for
distributors’ copies, a letter outlining
the purpose of these special slips and
a sample nmgazine with a slip properly inserted are enclosed with this
Informant to congregations
and isolated groups. Under separate cover,
an additional
five-month supply of
slips is being sent. Pioneers working
with congregations
are to check
with the advertising servant for information on inserting
the slips in
their distributors’ copies.
Starting
January
1, 1954, the
special subscription slips are to be
inserted in all distributors’
copies
of The Watchtower
and Awake
!
Advertising servants shouht be alert
during the next six months to see
i that these slips are properly inserted
in all distributors’
copies as soon as
an issue of the magazines is received.
The Society will keep a close check
ion the number of special subscription slips
people send in during
the coming months and determine
whether or not these special slips
are to be continued.
Publishers
should not use these slips for subscriptions
they obtain.
The slips
are to be used by individuals
who
obtain distributors’
copies and who
subscribe of their own accord after
reading the magazines. Please do not
order additional special subscription
slips, for no more are being printed
FLOW.
3Every theocratic
family will
want the Yearbook for use each day
of the year. At the morning breakfast table, in addition to reading
and discussing
the daily text and
comments, it is recommended that
the report for one country be read.
The entire Yearbook will thus be
read by all publishers
during the
year. You will find this an added
inspiration
on starting
the day.
"MakeSure of AI! Things"
This handy reference book is to
be studied from cover to cover. It
contains
a wealth of knowledge
(Continued on page 3, col. 2)

Around the
with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

A Wise Choice
Every day of our lives it is necessary
to make decisions. Some are of little
importance, while others are so great
they affect our eternal destiny. As
With the
Watchtower
reported in the 1954 "Yearbook" many
persons during the last year were asSubscription
sisted to make the wisest of decisions
by choosing the destiny of eternal life.
1 For the next four months our
In Algeria a Jewess who had become
rich by telling fortunes was met in attention will be centered on offering
for
the house-to-house work. She recog- to people a year’s subscription
nized the truth, made the wise decision The Watchtower.
Knowing from our
to accept it and changed her occupa- own experiences
what an invaluable
tion. Now she is privileged to assist
aid this magazine is in the study of
others to choose life. (156)
The "Watchtower"
magazine con- the Bible, we are in good position
tinually helps us to make right deci- to present the subscription
offer to
sions. In Finland a woman living in all we meet.
isolated territory subscribed. Not only
2 The Watchtower might be introdid it assist her to make the wise
decision but also aided her brother duced to a householder in this manand eventually
others in the area.
ner: "Good morning. I am one of a
(151, 152)
How would you like to help 400 or half million ministers participating
more persons to study the truth three in the dissemination of Bible infortimes a week and assist them to make mation. I am sure you will agree
the wise choice? A manager of a plan- with me when I say that what mantation In Guatemala learned the truth
and now enjoys this unique privilege.
kind needs today is information that
(169)
offers a sure remedy for our many
In Honduras the number of pioneers problems and a real hope for the
has increased nicely. One of the pioThe Bible foretold presentneers not long ago was an evangelist ]future.
preacher, much opposed. He became a day conditions
and that they would
student of "The Watchtower," learned
the truth,
and is spending
many take place in the ’last days,’ the
hours feeding the other sheep as a time in which we are living. Shortly,
real shepherd. (173, 174) A Jesuit
wickedness will be removed and God
priest in Peru was shamed by a pub- will usher in a peaceful rule. This
lisher into buying a Bible. He is now magazine, The Watchtower, explains
studying the truth. (230, 231)
these and many other things from
The Greater Affection
the Bible. It is published on the 1st
Jesus said: "He that has greater and 15th of each month and a year’s
affection for father or mother than
for me is not worthy of me." (Matt. subscription
is only $1. Truly it
10:37,
NW) When one comes to
the Bible remedy and sole
knowledge of the truth and encounters offers
opposition from loved ones, a firm hope for suffering
mankind. These
stand must be taken to receive Jeho- three booklets, given with each subvah’s blessing.
One young lady in Japan met opposi- scription, will also be appreciated by
tion from her devout Buddhist father,
who ordered her from home; she was Individually Choosing... (Co,it,d)
mistreated in the streets by her so5 The quota for the Watchtower
called "Christian"
pastor. She left
home and "church" and now is happily campaign is two new subscriptions
obeying Jesus’ instructions to ’follow for congregation publishers and sixme.’ (188)
On coming to a knowledge of the teen for pioneers. Last year we obtruth a Chinese schoolboy (243) and tained 356,324 new subscriptions
in
a native Thailander (264) encountered the United States.
we reach
much opposition from family, friends 400,000 this year? That Can
is our quota.
and former religious associates. Both
have shown the greater affection
by It can and will be reached if we
taking an Uncompromising stand for spend sufficient time offering a year’s
the truth and are now in position to subscription
to the finest magazine
be a blessing to manyof their countrymen.
on earth,
The Watchtower,
from
By displaying proper affection for God house to house. (Both magazines,
and taking a firm stand for true wor- The Watchtower
and Awake! may
ship ’how do you know but that you be offered with six
booklets on a
will save your husband or wife’? asked
the apostle Paul. Many husbands and contribution
of $2. Remit $.90 for
wives have been helped in this regard each new subscription.)
by believing mates. Note the following: On the day of his baptism a man’s
Start the year off right.
Show
wife stormed into the Kingdom Hall that you have chosen life by helping
demanding he give up the truth. He others to make the same wise choice.
remained determined, symbolized his
dedication and today his wife, as a Before us is a four-month campaign
result of his good example, is a dedi- of presenting the precious magazine,
cated publisher. (144) Another is found The Watchtower.
We know what its
on page 108. Blessings are sure to result if consideration and tact are used pages hold for us. Eagerly take it
with a marriage mate whose heart is to others so they too may choose
.inclined toward righteousness
eternal life.

you. I have a subscription
blank
here and will be glad to write out
a subscription for you."
3 Another
approach
could
be
"Good morning. I am working with
a society of ministers. We are calling on persons
who are seeking
peace of mind in these troublesome
times. As we know, by reading the
newspaper and listening
to the radio, there is much unrest throughout
the world. Perhaps you, like thousands of others, are worried by these
conditions and wonder if they will
always exist.
If so, you will be
happy to know that God’s Word, the
Bible, assures an end to the evil of
our day and that a righteous
kingdom will bring untold blessings
of
peace and security.
The Wotcbtower
is devoted to telling
people about
that kingdom, and those who read
it regularly find they are no longer
unduly worried by world conditions.
,This magazine helps you to keep
your mind on God’s glorious
purposes and thus to gain real peace of
mind in accord with God’s invitation at Isaiah 26 : 3, ’Thou wilt keep
him in perfect peace, whose mind is
stayed on thee.’
You may obtain a
year’s subscription
for The Watchtower, whi(,h is published on the 1st
and 15th of each month, and these
three booklets on a contribution
of
only $1. I know it will help you
to have peace of mind, just as it
has me."
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
153,962Publishers

MonthlyField Service Report
NovemberReport
AV. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
181 145.5 60.2
7.1
Pioneers
5,952 93.3 31.7
4.1
Co. Pubs. 141,071
9.4 3.1
.4
Total Pubs.147,204
Public Meetings Held: 9,432

Increased Mail Rates
Parcel post mail rates have increased again. Please order tracts
and forms with literature
orders so
they may be included
in freight
shipments, All stock and congregation servants should again refer to
page 3 of the Cost List booklet regarding 100-pound shipments.

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

"Safeguarding the sheep with ’The Watchtower’" showsthe need householders have for information contained in "The Watchtower," "Ancestor
Worship" illustrates
how "Make Sure of All Things" assignment may be
developed,
Safeguard the Sheepwith
Ancestor Worship
At the home of Mrs. Eager are
"The Watchtower"
and the publisher he is priviSCENEI (3 min.) Conductor opens Zealous
assist in the training program.
with talk on our responsibility
to legedisto discussing
the death of her
people in the territory. He reads Ezek- She
parents,
which has brought a great
iel 33:7-9 and admonishes each pub- deal of sorrow
and distress
into her
lisher to think about his territory and life. Through her
regular offering to
how it was cared for during the past
church she derives some comfort
year. A new "Watchtower" campaign the
knowing that prayers are being said
is starting. Are you going to be diligent in
behalf of her parents. "It is the
in offering this most-needed magazine in
right
thing to do, isn’t it?" she asks.
to all in the territory?
Zealous
replies it is good to know the
SCENE
II (12 min.) A series of skits,
Creator’s
mind on the matter. Thus it
each about 3 minutes long, illustrates
is
very
proper and instructive to turn
how material
in "The "Watchtower"
to
the
only
of comfort and aid,
would be a blessing to people confront- God’s -Word,source
the Bible. He suggests
ed with worldly quarrels, sorrow, etc. that Mrs. Eager
get
her Bible and the
A hidden voice may keep continuity
consider what the Bible has to
between skits. First, a man and a wife three
say
on
this
subject,
are quarreling.
Woman accuses man
Using "Make Sure of All Things" as
of having lost interest
in home and
Zealous turns to the section
family. Husband charges wife is try- aonguide
Ancestor
Worship. He relates
ing to run everything.
Sharp words
if one prays for the dead this
are exchanged. Hidden voice says that
necessarily
indicates
he believes
"Whose territory do these people live the dead are consciousthat
one form or
in? Oh, Sister Negligent’s . She was another. Does the Bible inshow
this to
lax about offering ’The Watchtower’ be true? Under the heading "Ancestors
in last year’s campaign. How much Not Conscious, Unable to Help" Zealhappier these people could have been ous selects scriptures
has Mrs.
if they had been subscribers and read Eager read them from herandown
the January 15, 1953, issue. Suppose Pondering over the scriptures sheBible.
they had." He then reads paragraph Mrs. Eager concludes that prayers read,
for
starting
on bottom of page 39 and
dead accomplish nothing, that if
concluding on page 40. Husband and the
is to do good toward a parent it
wife realize how foolish they were and one
be done while parent is alive
resolve to live at unity before God. must
able to appreciate it. Publisher
Another family lives in Sister Active’s and
joins
discussion by commenting that
territory.
They subscribed for "The
Bible offers further evidence to
Watchtower." When Sister Active re- the
prove
Mrs. Eager’s conclusion. From
turns to bring their next copy (Feb- "Due Respect
for Living Parents
ruary 1, 1953) they say they are so
Proper" texts are discussed.
The
busy they just do not have time to scriptures
firmly establish the matter
read the magazine. She turns to page for Mrs. Eager.
75 and reads excerpts under "Making
She next inquires
what would be
Our Decision Today," which helps
subscriber realize the importance of the proper course to follow if instruclearning Bible truths and being able tions from parents differed from God’s.
i Zealous replies, "There is a way which
to make a wise decision.
right unto a man, but the
Next a look is taken into a home ’seemeth
thereof are the ways of death."
where a mother is mourning the death end
(Prov.
14:
Thus man is unable
of her son. Sister Negligent might direct his 12)
ways without first taking
have been a source of blessing to her God into consideration.
Turning to the
by presenting "The Watchtower," for section "Obedience to God
That
in the June 15, 1953, issue, page 381, to Parents," Zealous points Before
out scripparagraph 21, she might have read tures that prove the wise course
is to
and have been comforted by this:
obedience to God and then goes
(Read it). The last skit shows a man show
to the section "Worship Due Jehovah"
bringing in the mail, which contains
to
illustrate
importance of loyalty
the daily newspaper and "The Watch- ’to God being the
first. Mrs. Eager is
tower." On looking over the newspaper very happy to put
have
this matter cleared
he relates it contains only bad news, up and accepts Zealous’
suggestion
troubles, woes and whatnot. Howlong that she study chapter VI
of "Let
can this continue? Then his eye falls
God
Be
True"
before
next
week, when
on "The Watchtower," and he notes
Zealous
and
publisher
will
return.
the title of the main article of the
February 15, 1953, issue "When Will
(Cont’d)
God’s Kingdom Come?" Yes, when? "Yearbook" , . .
He turns to the article and reads the specially
prepared for our use. Be
first 12 lines of paragraph 1, page 113,
then paragraphs 3 and 4. "This is sure to bring it to every second
different!"
he exclaims, and decides and fourth service meeting of the
to read the entire article, for he wants mouth and follow closely
the mato know ’when God’s kingdom will
terial considered. l"Make sure of Al
come.’
SCENEIII (3 min.) Conductor con- Things" will be covered by various
cludes by contrasting how much Sister
types of demonstrations,
questionNegligent missed in theocratic blessand-answer and round-table
discusings and how much Sister
Active
accomplished
by calling
with "The sions, discourses, group discussions
"Watchtower."
He tells how demons of Scriptural application,
Each
are driving world to all kinds of de- issue of the Informant will etc.
carry a
linquency and emphasizes the stabilizing effect God’s Word has on honest- box entitled
"Make sure of All
hearted ones in territory.
Do your Things", as at right. The material to
share by regularly
presenting "The be considered at the service meeting
Watchtower"
from house to house
during the next four months.
will be specified and also a sugges-

Study

of the Hebrew
Scriptures
Have you ever wished that you
could take the Bible and go through
it verse by verse and get the full
wealth of meaning from its pages?
Not many take the time to do this
regularly.
But if we had a regular
schedule to follow each week and
if this was made a part of our congregation meetings, would we not be
able to fulfill
this hope? This is
what the theocratic
ministry school
will make possible for us under the
new school arrangement
starting
this month.
Think of it--the thrilling
account
of creation and the history of Jehovah’s people:
the laws and commandments given to them ; the blessings bestowed when faithful
and the
afflictions
experienced when disobedient-all
this and much more to
be considered
verse by verse! The
I study of Volume I of the New World
Translation
of the Hebrew Scriptares will be so interesting
and instructive
that each member of the
]New World society will want to be
on hand for each school session.
Profit from the instruction
talks on
the most important subjects
in the
Hebrew Scriptures and listen to the
;reading of the account by the student speakers.
Then participate
in
the audience discussion
of salient
points in the portions for the evening’s study. Preparation
beforehand and participation
in the study
will provide a wealth of knowledge
:of Jehovah’s Word, which will enfrith your faith and your appreciation for the things Jehovah did in
the past and yet will do for his
people. This, in turn, will equip you
to wield the "’sword of the spirit"
with greater efficiency.
tion for developing it. Usually fifteen
to twenty minutes will allow for
good coverage of the material. From
time to time, as in this issue of the
Informant,
the "Your Service Meeting" column will illustrate
how assignments can be developed. Be sure
to make sure of all things by regularly attending and participating
in
this grand study.
"Make Sure of All Things"
2nd week:
Foreword (pages 5-8)
Discourse by mature brother
4th week:
Ancestor Worship (pages 9, 10)
Back-call developing (1) ancestors not conscious, (2) proper
respect for parents, (3) obedience
and worship due Jehovah.

Become

Skilled

in

Keynote Is Efficiency
1 Jehovah has demonstrated superlative skill in all his accomplishmerits. An appreciation
of this has!
exalted
his name above all other
names in the minds of his true
worshipers. It is only proper, then,
that his worshipers demonstrate skill
in doing the work he has assigned
to them, for a skilled worshiper will
stand in a position of favor before
the King and make glad his heart.
-Prov. 22: 28, 29, AT.
2 With a desire to improve their
ministry,
during February,
Jehovah’s servants will offer a year’s
subscription
for The Watchtower
and three booklets, on a contribution

Your

Work

of $1. True worshipers are not satistied with just a presentation.
They
desire to skillfully present the King’s
message and point out to persons of
good will the value of having The
Watchtower. This can best be done
by preparing and delivering a threeto eight-minute
sermon at every
door.
On meeting objections,
a
skilled minister will be ready to give
a tactful reply and at all times will
show warmth, love, consideration
and kindness as Jehovah’s name is
exalted. Be familar with the magazine’s many features and be proficient in pointing them out to householders.

Public
Meetings
for 1934
The titles for public talks in the
1954 series are:

CONGREGATION
District
Servant’s
Schedule
1 The Society assigns the district
servant to visit each circuit in him
1. Hope in a New World
district
approximately
every six
2. Heaven, Hell and Resurrection
months. Provision
has now been
3. Whythe Bible Is True
made for him to spend an additional
4. The Conquering Power of Faith week in each circuit
working with
5. Are You Ruled by Fate?
the circuit servant at the congrega6. The Urgency of Our Times
tion scheduled to be served prior to
During
7. Can Persons NowLiving Never the week of the assembly.
Die Off Earth?
this time the district
servant will
servant am he
8. What Hope for Permanent World work with the circuit
goes through his routine of serving
Peace?
the congregation
and will give him
These talks
may he started
on counsel on improving his work and
April 18 or as soon thereafter
as
possible.
With this Informant are his ministry in the field. There will
for local pubthree sets of outlines. One set should also he opportunities
go in the school library.
The other lishers to receive training from the
servant in house-to-house
sets are to he used by brothers who district
prepare talks. Male pioneers work- preaching.
ing with congregations
will work
2 It can readily be seen that this
with the congregation copies. Isolatarrangement
will permit the dised male pioneers will be sent a set.
trict
servant
to give helpful trainThe congregation
servant and the
to the circuit
school servant should select mature ing and suggestions
capable brothers who qualify to give servants (and their wives, if married), which, in turn, will be used
public talks and make talk assignments right away.
in strengthening
the congregations
served by the circuit servants. While
Starting
March 7, the circuit
servant’s public talk will be "Living the district servant is with a congrefor the New World," and soon the gation, he will attend all congregadistrict servant’s public talk will be tion meetings as well as servant and
"Is Civilization’s
End Near?"
pioneer meetings.
He will support
Order handbills at least one month all service arrangements and observe
in advance in the East and six weeks where improvements
can be made.
in advance in the West. Send your He will supplement the counsel of
orders as soon as possible for the the circuit
servant
when thought
1954 series,
double-checking
each
item. As of April 1, handbills will be necessary. At the end of the week’s
printed for only the 1952, 1953 and visit, the district servant will give
1954 series. Write "Handbill Order" the final half-hour talk to the conon the envelope.
gregation.
¯

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House-to-House
4

3 True ministers are deeply concerned about the eternal welfare of
those who show love for Jehovah’s
comforting message. Righteous hearted ones, located through intensified
house-to-house
preaching,
will be
looked after with a skill befitting
God’s representatives.
This skill iv
demonstrated
in back-calls
made
effective
by planning, forethought
and preparation,
always with the
goal in mind of starting
home Bible
studies.
4 Let all Kingdom publishers strive
to be experts in the field of Kingdom
preaching, effective in door-to-door
presentation,
proficient
in making
back-calls, and adept at starting Bible studies. Strive to become skilled
in your ministerial
work.

ORGANIZATION
3 The circuit servant may wish to
schedule a particular
congregation
to be served while the district
servant is with him. He may wish the
mature counsel of the district
servant in nerving the congregation. This
is permissible if serving that congreIgation will not require extensive
traveling
for both him and the district
servant.
The circuit
servant
should make the most appropriate
arrangements.
The congregation
to
be served should be notified by the
circuit
servant ahead of time so it
will know of the district
servant’s
visit and can prepare accordingly.
The district servant will write to the
circuit servant a month or no in advance relative
to the arngem
ts
made, as well as other matters that
may need attention,
and the circuit
servant can acquaint him with the
arrangements.
4 The second week of the district
servant’s visit with a circuit will be
spent at the circuit assembly city.
On Tuesday evening the district
servant will give an hour service
talk to the congregation and outline
the week’s activity.
Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday and Thursday will
be spent training local brothers in
house-to-house
l)reaching.
The remaining three days will be occupied
with assembly matters. The district
servant will serve as chairman of
the assembly. After two weeks with
the circuit servant, the district servant will till out a report on the circuit servant (including
his wife)
and send it to the Society along with
his circuit assembly report.

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*

"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
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Become
Present

Skilled

The

in

Watchtower

Everyone
to Have a Share
1 Skill is what changes ordinary
labor into efficient
and productive
work. We may he able to perform a
work with limited
knowledge and
ability, but the precision of skill is
what makes it possible for one to
perform more and better work, with
greater ease and less expenditure of
energy.
A skilled
man will make
much progress
and advancement.
"You see a man skilled at his work?
lie will stand in the presence of
kings ; he will not stand in the presence of obscure men."--Prov. 22 : 29,
AT.
2 The preaching of the good news
is the most important work on the
earth today. It is, therefore, deserving of our best efforts.
As we use
The Watchtower in reaching persons
of good will with the liberating
truth, let us endeavor to use it with
skill. Upon receiving the latest issue
become acquainted
with the information in it. Remember our desire
to give an effective three- to eightminute sermon at the door and when
reading the issue select a few scriptures for use as a basis for your sermon. This will enable you to tie
in your witness with the issue being
presented.
Many honesthearted
persans will subscribe for The Watchlower as you skillfully
point out to
them the value of having it come
into their homes regularly for study
with the Bible.
NOW

YOU

TOO

CAN

BE

from

Your
House

Work
to

House

Training for Skilled Work
a Reports from all over the country indicate that the training
program has been instituted
in most
congregations with good results.
Desiring to become more skilled ministers, less experienced publishers will
gladly respond to the assistance given by servants
and more mature
publishers
in the congregation.
In
addition to being trained to give
good presentations
at the doors inelude back-call and home Bible study
activity.
Before long many now being assisted
will be privileged
to
aid others.
4 Throughout
February
offer
a
year’s subscription
for The Watch.tower and three booklets
for $1.
Have you obtained one or more subscriptions?
Remember, the minimum
quota for the campaign is two subscriptions
for each publisher
and
sixteen
for pioneers.
With each
publisher skillfully
presenting The
Watchtower
from house to house
regularly,
we should reach and exceed the national
quota of 400,000
new subscriptions.
Month by month
the subscription
chart below will
keep us abreast of the progress of
the campaign.
5 The foremost means of obtaining
subscriptions is house-to-house work.
Plan to have a regular
share in
group witnessing
Sunday morning,
arranging
to spend at least
two
hours in house-to-house
witnessing
and an additional
hour making backcalls. After making every effort to
A

VACATION

PIONEER[

Have you often felt and wished that you could be a pioneer? Well, now
you can, for under the new vacation pioneer arrangement virtually
every
dedicated publisher will be able to vacation pioneer sometime crecy year.
The details for this new arrangement, outlining how one can vacation pioneer for as short a period as a two-week vacation, are set out in a letter
to the congregations
being sent with this Informant. This letter will be
thoroughly discussed at the service meeting. After acquainting yourself
with what is required,
start planning now |o be a vacation pioneer. The
Society will be pleased to send you a vacation pioneer application
and
information letter upon request.

BROOKLYN, N. Y.

obtain a subscription,
invite people
to obtain a single copy for 5c or two
of the latest copies fro" 10c. A
fter
reading
these,
undoubtedly
many
will wish to subscribe, so call back
m a week or two. Be sure distributor copies have the new special subscription
slip in them so obtainers
of single copies will have the subscription offer before them. Congregations should be sure to have sufficient distributor
copies on hand for
use during the remainder
of the
campaign.
6 The time before
Armageddon
grows short and there are still many
who are yet to be gathered into Jehovah’s new-world society. "Really,
then, as long as we have time favorable for it, let us work what is good
toward all." (Gal. 6: 10, NW) More
than this, let us take a real interest
in our work so that we do it with
skill and zeal.
Following
Through
son Subscription
On obtaining a subscription
for
The Watchtower
or Awake! the
heart of a Kingdom publisher
is
made glad. He knows that the subscriber will regularly receive information in the magazines that sets
one free and that the subscriber may
become part
of the New World
society.
To aid these potential or prospective other sheep subscriptions should
be followed up. First of all, after
obtaining a subscription the publisher is encouraged to call back and
deliver current issues of the magazine until the subscription
starts
coming through the mail. Often these
follow-through
calls develop into
good back-calls,
and Bible studies
are started. Delivering current issues
provides an excellent means of stimulating interest,
pointing out addition-d truths
and encouraging
the
subscriber
to carefully
search the
magazine’s contents.
a When subscriptions
are turned
in by publishers the accounts servant
will see that they are properly writtell up on the Subscription
Record
sheet in triplicate.
Tim original copy,
after being checked by the congregation servant,
will be forwarded to
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Skilled Workers
A skilled worker does his work with
delight and derives great satisfaction
from doing it well. Skill must be developed and does not come without effort.
To become skilled ministers Jehovah’s
and mission the householder is put
From House
to House
witnesses study the Bible, regularly
at ease by knowing the purpose of
attend meetings and use their known
in Cold Weather
your call.
edge of God skillfully
in assisting
others to know Jehovah’s glorious
Watchtower subscriptions
are not
a If the householder consents,
a
purposes.
always obtained quickly in house-to-; brief comment on entering, such as,
Sometimes people are misinformed
house preaching. Sometimes it takes "Now I can’t stay but a minute, but
about US and our work. As reported
in the 1954 "Yearbook," such an inci- t a few minutes to point out to a, it will keep you from chilling
your
dent occurred in Italy. (184) By skillhouseholder the many merits of the house," will assure the individual
fully handling the situation
a good magazine
before
he
is
inclined
to
that you are not going to overstay
witness was given to a police sergeant
and the circuit servant was permitted subscribe.
In cold weather house-! your welcome. This puts the houseto Continue his work.
holders are not anxious to stand at holder’s mind at ease and he is preIn Pakistan friends and relatives of the door and be exposed to the cold pared to listen as you interestingly
a Moslem were surprised to see him when
they are dressed
for indoor point out the fine features
of The
engage in Christian work. One of his
acquaintances
was convinced that it temperatures.
If
a
publisher
could Watcbtower and its value to all
was his duty to kill him for leaving
By tactfully
inquiring
Islam, Skill -was used by the former enter the home, the householder Bible-lovers.
Moslem and now the acquaintance is could listen in comfort as the good if one may step in for a minute,
showing interest. (225)
presented.
But obstacles presented by cold weather
A skilled
minister in Turkey was news is effectively
and can often be overcome to a great
able to substantiate the Bible’s truth- how can this be done tactfully
fulness over evolution. A religious
?
extent and an effective
testimony
clergyman who attended
commented wisely
2 Occasionally a householder will given.
he wished his church had even a few
such skilled ministers. (167)
invite yon in, but in most cases the
4 Of course, the householder will
Does it take many years to become
a skilled house-to-house publisher? Not householder does not think of doing not always consent to the Kingdom
if one applies himself and seeks to be- so. As a minister inquire if you may publisher’s entering his home. If no
come a skilled minister. A new brother
in Indonesia, after just a few studies, step in for a minute. Necessarily this invitation is readily received, do not
started witnessing
on his own. He must be done with the greatest
of persist on being invited in. Rather,
placed 150 bound books in three
care so the householder
does not quickly bridge the situation
with a
months. (182, 183)
feel he is being intruded upon. The comment, such as, "Well, the purMissionary E
s
c
rin
e
p
publisher
should be warm, friendof my visit
is .... " and go
To preach ’this good news of the ly and tactful . When properly ap- onpose
to give your witness.
Kingdom throughout
the inhabited
earth’ the Watchtower Society estab- proached
many householders
are
5 A note of caution: On being inlished the school of Gilead. Qualified glad for the suggestion and will inpioneers from 52 countries have reriled into a strange home it is wise
ceived missionary training
and now
to stand just inside, by the door,
serve in many lands. Their experiences vite you in. The following introduction has been used with fine results:
are many and interesting.
especially
when working alone, for
In 1950 the Society sent three mis- "I am Mr. ---, a minister
of good these are evil (lays. Kingdom pubsionaries to Ethiopia. They enthusiaswork
tically began their work with the goal news. In our Bible-education
particularly sisters, will he
"each one find one." And many did I am calling on you with good news lishers,
conscious at all times that they are
they find, for there are now 83 pubabout
God’s
kingdom.
May
I
step
in
called upon to preach to "all kinds
lishers
in Ethiopia and many more
persons of good will are being found a minute?’
By stating
your name ."
of men
and fed. (148, 149)
Missionaries in Indonesia have surmounted various problems to share in ]Following Through . . . (Cont’d)
ing through on expired subscription
theocracy increase, (181, 182) At Msslips sent out by the Society. Why,,
nado 95 Per cent of the people cannot the Society each week. The duplicate
read, Missionaries often have 200 or so copy is filed by the accounts servant then, do they not renew on their" own
persons listening to them explain Bible and the triplicate
copy is given to when the year is up and the subteachings, the discussions lasting until the Bible study servant
is about to expire?
so he can scription
after midnight. Day and night these,
5 Many persons do not find it coninformation
as all missionaries, untiringly serve pass new subscription
Kingdom interests . A few additional
venient to renew their subscription
-on to congregation
book study con
experiences are found on pages 78-81,,
by making out a check, money order,
ductors.
In
about
six
weeks
from
the
97, 102, 139, 140, 164, 193.
the etc. Further, they may overlook the
The attitude of all missionaries to-, time of obtaining a subscription,
notice to renew when it appears unward their God-given assignment to congregation
book study conductor
preach in the uttermost parts of the will check to see that back-calls are der the cover of the magazine. What
earth was well expressed by the report
by the has been suggested to help subscribfrom Pakistan: "So long as men like being made on the subscriber
ers renew their subscription
early?
this see experience p. 225J can be publisher who obtained the original
contacted in this land of pagan dark- subscription.
Let us review the arrangement sugnesses, just so long are the missiongested in February, 1952.
4 Watchtower
and Awake! subaries willing, yes, eager to remain,
6 Two months before subscriptions
scribers
enjoy reading their magaWhen entering a foreign assignment,
They are not just another
it is not the filth or the absence of it, zines.
are to expire the Bible study servant
not the poverty, disease or even per- journal to them, for a goodly num- will see that the information on the
secution
that makes an assignment
Subscription
Record sheet is copied
fgood or bad, but it is the degree o ber freely express their appreciation
are off and given to the congregation
interest
shown toward their message for the magazines. Particularly
that makes the going easy or difficult."
these comments heard when follow(Continued on page 4, col. 1)

YOUR SERVICE
Considering the "Yearbook"
SCENE I (3 ram.) Conductor
opens
with a talk on the "Yearbook."
Being
interested
in "this good news of the
kingdom" spreading to all the inhabited earth, he will emphasize the importance of all reading the entire "Yearbook," as suggested
in the January
"Informant,"
and the merits
of a
family’s starting
the day by considering the daily text.
SCENEII (12 min.) Family of four
gathered
at breakfast
table.
Head of
family has "Yearbook" and for referelate
"The Watchtower"
from which
the text for the day is taken. Father
invites son to read aloud the scripture.
(To illustrate,
the text for February
will be used here,
but when demonstration
is put on the text for that
particular
day should be used.) After
text is read (John 15: 8) father asks
for question.Mother responds,asking:
"How is it that we prove ourselvesto
be Jehovah’s witnesses?" Each member of the familyeagerlyjoins discussion. One points out we must take in
knowledge
of Jehovah’s
Word and
then show we understand
the principles expressed by practicing
righteousness.
Another,
that
we must know
Bible facts in order to contradict
oldworld ideas and tell
others
what we
have learned,
for that is what is required to witness
for Jehovah.
Other
thoughts
are that we must recognize
Jehovah as Sovereign
and preach his
message,
not our own; that
all features of field service should be engaged
in; by dedication,
living
up to newworld principles
and preaching
we
prove ourselves
to be Jehovah’s
witnesses.
The "Yearbook"
comment is then
read,
after
which the father
turns
to page 139 and comments, "Today we
shall learn what our brothers
in the
Dominican Republic did last year." As
he reads the report
the rest of the
family listens
carefully,
thoughtfully
considering the difficulties
our brothers
encounter
there.
On concluding
the
report,
Jehovah’s blessing is asked and
family begins to eat breakfast.
The
father
comments how fortunate
they
are to be free to preach without the
restrictions
imposed on our brothers
in the Dominican Republic.
Mother is
reminded that there is nothing to keep
her from the morning contact for field
service,
which she plans to support.
Children relate
they appreciate
morning "Yearbook"
report
and when
studying countries in school they think
about what they have learned
of our
brothers
in those countries.
Father
comments that
though it means coming together at the table a few minutes
earlier
to carry out the suggestion
given in the January "Informant,"
it
is apparent all the family profits
very
much from the morning discussion
Certainly
there is no better
way to
start a day than by thinking
on God’s
Word.
SCENE III (3 min.) Conductor sums
up demonstration by stressing value
of maturity and unity gained by morning discussionof text and daily reading of a report from other countries.
This arrangement is recommended for
all members of the New World society.
Results of Encouragement
SCENEI (6 min.) Publisher
talking
with four visiting
friends has not been
very successful
in the "Watchtower"
campaign and is a little
downhearted.
They encourage him with helpful
counsel.
(Each speaks about a minute.)
One brings
out the optimistic
newworld outlook
of Watchtower,"
which
makes it different
from old-world

MEETING

Theocratic
Examples
1 In this

(lay of judgment upon all
magazines.
The second explains
how
the powerful
Word of God which is people,
and especially
upon all dedi"Watchtower’s"
foundation
has drawservants
of Jehovah
God, we
lag power if magazines are taken to cated
other sheep. The third tells
of maga- have been enlightened
through
The
zine’s timeliness
and benefits
of its
Watchtower
to see that antitypical
regular receipt.
The fourth describes
is beginning
to be suruniversality
of it with circulation
of Jerusalem
1,800,000 in 39 languages. Has publisher
rounded
by the armies
of destrucbeen going out regularly?
On hearing
tion.
Now is the time for all who
his no, the friends
admonish nothing
to flee
to the
can be accomplishedif nothingis done. hope for salvation
Study conductor invites him to work mountains,
Jehovah’s
theocratic
orwith group Sunday and makes definite ganization
prepared
for the preserarrangements to stop for him.
vation of all persons of good will.
SCENE11 (2 min.) Publisher
thinks
2 It is heartening
to note that ciraloud after
friends
depart.
Maybe it
was not so good to make those definite
cuit and district
servants
are taking
arrangements.
Something
might come their
proper
place
in leading
and
up he wants to do. But, then,
his
friends
were right;
he must be active
encouraging
God’s people
to bless
to have Jehovah’s blessing
and assist
and praise
Jehovah’s
name every day
others.
Besides,
staying
home Sunday in accord
with his commands.
They
morning knowing others are in service
are doing this
by precept
and exdoes bother his conscience.
leadership
in the
SCENEIll (10 min.) Conductorcalls ample, by proper
and after group contact the two pro- field
and counsel
from the platform.
ceed toward first home. Conductor During October
these
brothers
were
notespublisher’sinitialnervousness
of
enabled,
by Jehovah’s
unmerited
starting
at first
door. He encourages
publisher
by saying
every
home m favor,
to average
more than
108
territory
consists
of humans just like hours of actual
field
service,
and
ourselves,
most of whom love life.
They have right to hear the truth.
As their
wives 105 hours.
Again in NoJehovah’s witnesses
our responsibility
vember and December their
reports
is to prepare a simple direct
witness
averaged
well over 100 hours each.
and rely upon God’s promise to bless
our faithful
efforts.
Conductor suggests
This fine example
demonstrates
the two work first
home together.
He
the present
arrangement
of a
introduces
self and companion as min- that
isters
with important
message
and definite
schedule for the circuit
and
brings
out in his sermon that people
district
servants
in serving congretoday more than ever would like to
has very beneficial
results
be able to fully
enjoy life
with the gations
in the congregation,
piomodern developments available to for servants
make life more enjoyable.However, in neers and publishers.
Not only does
spite of modern developments, life
aid the circuit
and disseems more uncertain than ever. The the schedule
servants
to keep their hours up,
reasonis a lack of supplyingthe right trict
information to the mind, getting the but also greater
assistance
can be
proper perspectiveon how to live. How given to publishers
and servants
in
can it be obtained? "The Watchtower"
fillsthatpressingneedfor millionsto- field training.
day; then conductorgoes on with offer.
4 The new schedule
requires
a few
On leaving home publisher
says presadjustments in the personal schedule
entation
was down to earth and effective.
Now that the first
door has been of each publisher during the circuit
contacted,
he can proceed alone and servant’s visit. But we know each
does.
one is glad to make these in order
SCENE IV (2 min.) After a while
publisher looks at watch and thinks to receive the maximum benefits
he will go home. Conductor finishes from his visit. Circuit and district
house and, having spent two hours in servants are not able to spend much
house-to-house work, suggests that
an hour or so be devotedto back-calls. time in a social way with brothers
Publisherhas not been going out regu- at their homes or at meal times, but
larlyand does not have any back-calls.
Though invited he decides not to go the help they are able to give in efwith conductoron his back-calls,but fectively preaching the good news is
rather, now that he is warmed up, to
spend an additional hour or so in what counts. Co-operation on the
house-to-housework, and, after all, part of all will ensure keeping to
the more time he spends in door-todoor work, the more people he talks to the schedule for the week’s activity
and the more he can accomplish.
and the results will be reflected in
greater and more effective house-toUNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
house preaching
mornings,
after163,962 Publishers
noons and evenings.
MonthlyField Service Report 5 The circuit and district servants
December Report
have done well during
the first
few
months of the new circuit
arrangeAv. Av.
Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
ment. which was instituted
followSp’l Pios.
176 144.2 58.3
7.0
ing the New World Society
AssemPioneers
5,827 92.2 31.5
4.1
bly. We feel
that
the publishers,
Cong. Pubs. 146,124
8.9 3.0
.4
pioneers
and servants
will
be inTotal Pubs. 152,127
terested
in this evidence
of JehoPublic Meetings Held: 8,400
vah’s blessing
upon their
ministry.
3

Taking
Teaching
fromJehovah
Lay Groundwork
for 20 Per Cent Peak

z Are you a seeker of life-eternal
life? If you are, then you must take
yore" teaching from the life-giving.
Teacher, Jehovah God. (John 6:45,
A W; Isa. 54:13,
=IN) however,
such teaching not only takes in t
he
matter of studying Jehovah’s Word,
but also includes teaching others.
2 What better way is there to display that we are taught of Jehovah
than by presenting
The W
er
atchow
during
the remaining
campaign
months of March and April? As the
1Watchtowcr subscription
offer is
presented with enthusiasm and conviction, teaching will be imparted to
householders and many will see the
value of subscribing.
There are yet many who desire
life and who will take teaching from
Jehovah. The Watchtower will help
them just as it has us. The more you
engage in this teaching work and the
more time spent in house-to-house
preaching, the faster’ will spread the
teaching of Jehovah. Call back on
all subscribers
and assist
them
to take in the teaching
of Jehovah through
a home Bible study.
4 By the end of April each congregation
should have a new peak

Legal Notice
The United States Supreme Court
recently held that pioneers devoting
part time to secular work cannot be
legally denied exemption, if they so
notified their local board prior to
their induct(hie classification.
Pioneers facing prosecution
may write
to Hayden C. Covington, 124 Columbia Heights, Brooklyn 1, New York,
for this opinion.
Following Through . . . (Cont’d)
book study conductor.
He in turn
will give it to the publisher
who
obtained the subscription.
The subscribers
should be called upon and
given the opportunity to renew their
subscription.
By following this procedure during the last year, a noticeable increase in renewals resulted.
7 By sincere, conscientious effort
and determination
in following
through on subscriptions the greatest
assistance
will be rendered the subscriber.
No, follow through on all
subscriptions !

*

of publishers.
The goal is an increase
of 20 per cent over last
year’s average number of publishers.
Advance preparation
during M
arch
will be necessary to accomplish this.
Servants and publishers will do all
they can to support the training and
advancement to maturity
of newer
ones so they too can assist
others
into the teaching field during April.
By the end of April, then, all congregations
will be able to say "We
made it!" on the monthly report card.

CONGREGATION

"Make Sure of All Things"
2nd week:
Animal Worship (pages 10-13)
Discussion between couple in
truth who know animal worship
exists in various parts of earth.
Develop (1) man given dominion,
(2) animals are considered souls,
(3) Jehovah established his superiority
over animal gods of
Egypt, (4) animal worship forbidden under Mosiac Law, (5)
animals perish at death.
4th week:
Antichrist (pages 14-16)
Audience participation.
Brother
will prepare and ask audience
questions starting with definition and then following outline
of material.

ORGANIZATION

Group Witnessing

r tory publishers
are to work. This
The available preaching time for will eliminate losing time on arrivby publishers’
each one of Jehovah’s witnesses is ing in the territory
being uncertain
of where to work
limited.
While pioneers are privileged to spend 100 hours m" more a and with wheal Prayer should almonth in preaching
the Kingdom ways be said before leaving for the
message, congregation publishers on field. Evening group contact discussions may be limited to arranging
the average spend ten hours or less.
Proper service
arrangements
will i the work, giving thanks and proceedhelp make this time count.
With ing to the field.
4 By meeting no later than 9:30
group witnessing
through the congregation
book studies being used ion Sunday, the day most publisher
more and more, for pioneers to meet [ participate
in group work, tim distheir requirements and congregation
cussion
and group arrangements
publishers to increase and make full should be finished so all will be at
the first door by 10 a.m. The Society
use of their limited hours, wellplanned group witnessing
arrangesuggests that all endeavor to engage
ments are essential.
in house-to-house work for at least
-" The entire
group should be two hours and then devote an addiprompt, properly organized and co- tional hour or so making back-calls
operative.
When an overseer is late on previous placements. If one in a
valuable minutes may be lost, run- group is required to leave the field
circumning into hours for the entire group. early due to unavoidable
For an overseer to be on time and stances, the rest of the group, having
well planned, will be
others late results in the same thing. their activity
All should be prompt in meeting at able to continue.
5 In order to avoid delay at conthe appointed time and be prepared
to leave for the field upon being dis- tact points,
publishers
should be
missed. The new training
program equipped with literature,
house-toshould be well organized and be a house record forms, handbills
and
definite part of group witnessing in other needed things.
The overseer
order to render mature encouragewill wisely obtain sufficient territory
men( and assistance
to those who and plan ahead of time how it can
require such aid. Group witnessing
be efficiently
worked with the maximay be arranged during the week as mum time being spent in actual
well as on Sunday, Magazine Day preaching by the group. Back-call
and evenings.
activity
will likewise be carefully
a The group overseer should start
arranged.
6 Group witnessing is an effective
the discussion of the text promptly
working
at the arranged time. Friendly pres- means of systematically
territory. It is a source of encourageentations,
experiences
and points
for all sharing in it. With the
brought out at the service meeting ment
ripe and harvesttime limitrelative
to effective
preaching may harvest
ed, be prompt at all contacts,
cobe considered for approximately fif- operate with the one ill charge and
teen minutes. Definite assignments
be properly equipped and prepared
should he made by the overseer as for making the most of the available
to which streets or section of territime.

EveryPublisher
a Regular
House-to-House
Preacher
of Good
News!
*
4

"’Every day wilI I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.

MARCH, 1954

Taking
Campaign

Teaching
Half

Over-Are

from
You

Jehovah

Meeting

Your

Quota?

Plan for 20 Per Cent Peak
lisher
have you obtained at least
1 Jehovah accurately
teaches his one? As a pioneer have you obtained
eight? In the final
two
children.
(John 6:45,
NW) Obe- at least
let us put forth even greater
dient to his instructions,
the New months
World society diligently
works to efforts to reach our united goal of’
praise his name and carry his teach- 400,000.
3Endeavoring
to take the right
ing to the other sheep yet to be gathteaching
to those hungering
for
ered. As individuals in that society
knowledge,
in
the
house-to-house
each of us must share the responsiwork let us try to cover all congrebility of teaching.
gation territory
with the offer. Call
2During the past two months,
back on all who have taken single
thousands,
by subscribing
for The copies of the magazine. Show them
Watchtower, have begun learning of
advantage
of having it come
the teaching that can mean life to the
regularly.
Remember, the new spethem. In January alone we obtained
94,339 new subscriptions
in the cial subscription slip for insertion
distributors’
copies does not reUnited States. Joyfully, through the in
lieve us of the obligation
to call
next two months, we will continue back on those who receive
single
to offer the Watch tower subscription
copies. Return calls should increase
and three booklets for $1. At the their interest.
See that everyone is
halfway mark in our 16th annual
given the opportunity
to subscribe
campaign it is time to take stock of for The Watchtower.
our progress. As a congregation have
Teach Others
you obtained half your quota of new
4 A most important way of helping
subscriptions ? As a congregation pub- others to learn of our Teacher JePreparing
Talks
for the Ministry
School
It is important to remember the
necessity of an appropriate theme in
preparing assignments for the theocratic
ministry school. The introduction and conclusion of both reading assignments should accentuate a
theme that is germane to the material to be read. The third talk, a
discourse based on the material read
previously,
should likewise have a
theme that can be used appropriately
in tying together the various points
discussed.
Careful consideration
of
the material will make it possible
for students to select an appropriate
theme, even though at times incidents and points discussed in chapters assigned may seem to be only
slightly related.
2 On completing a reading assignment, make comparisons
showing
the superiority
of the New World
Translation over other translations.
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

More

and

Better

Each One Has a Part
In addition to regular house-tohouse preaching Jehovah’s witnesses arrange to speak the good, news
effectively from the public platform.
Public meetings have been the medium of arousing and assisting
many
persons to direct their paths so they[
too can bless Jehovah every day.’
Keeping abreast of other theocratic
increase,
this means of gospelIpreaching has been increasing.
Last
year there were 97,607 public talks in
the United States, to compare with
79,509 the previous year. This is a
22.8 per cent increase! Think of the
benefits
numerous persons of good
will and publishers
derived
from
those 97,607 talks:
2 Frequently it is at public meetrags that newly interested
persons
become acquainted
with Jehovah’s
witnesses.
If they and the brothers

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

hovah is to continue the training
program. All should be trained
to
present
a threeto eight-minute
sermon at the door. That all may
become regular
house-to-house
preachers,
servants and mature publishers will assist less mature publishers by taking them in the houseto-house work, on back-calls,
when
calling on subscribers,
or by starting and turning studies over to them
as they progress.
Throughout March
begin encouraging those you study
with to join you in carrying
the
message to others. By training
new
publishers
and assisting
irregular
ones to get into the service we shall
not only reach more people, but we
shall be laying the groundwork to
reach our 20 per cent increase goal
for April.
5 So onward, children of Jehovah !
Continue your teaching even as you
are being taught through his Word,
by means of his spirit and his organization.
Be assured. Jehovah’s dedicated New World society,
that "all
thy children
shall
be taught
of
Jehovah;
and great
shall be the
peace of thy children" as you march
on worshiping
him in peace and
unity.--Isa.
54:13, AS.
Public

Meetings

attending are to be edified the public
speaker must do his part. He should
treasure
each assignment, spending
sufficient time gathering appropriate
material to make his talk instructive,
up to date and alive. A variety of
scriptures,
rather than the same ones
time and again, series after series,
should be used. Jehovah has provided such an abundant storehouse
to draw from that it is not necessary
or advisable to overuse a few familiar scriptures.
"Make Sure of All
Things" will be a ready reference in
selecting scriptures that are to the
point.
3 Before considering himself ready
to mount the platform after preparing his talk,
the speaker should
rehearse
his material
The giving
of a talk is to be kept within
an hour and should be delivered
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Taught Ones Teach Others
Upon being taught the truth appreciative persons delight to share with
others the good things they have been
taught. (Gal. 6: 6, NW)This is taking
place world-wide as more and more
take teaching from Jehovah and in
turn teach others.
A group of publishers
in Colombia
was surprised on witnessing in a small
village to be greeted with: "Oh, you
talk Just like our neighbor," appreciating the truth ’the neighbor’ was
teaching others. In another area while
a witness called at the front door
preaching
the new-world hope, a
Pentecostal was going to the back door
telling householders not to listen. In
time the Pentecostal
took teaching
from Jehovah and is now privileged to
teach others the truth. (127)
"I shall remain Catholic," declared
a woman who took a publication.
Through a home Bible study she
learned the truth and now is a publisher of the new world. (260, 261) And
how long does it take to become a
teacher? Not long, if you apply yourself. (90)
Having a burning desire to tell others what he had learned, a young man
studying to become a priest
met a
witness
and asked: "Do you know
what you are doing?" The witness
knew what tie was doing and convinced him. Now the young man is a
pioneer. (137, 138)
"It’s a mystery, my son," was the
priest’s reply to a businessman’s inquiry about the trinity.
One of Jehovah’s witnesses explained the "mystery" and now the businessman looks
forward to teaching others as a missionary. (105) Are you teaching others?
Jehovah’sProvision
Of all magazines published today,
"The Watchtower" stands in a class
by itself. Whyso? Because it is Jehovah’s provision to guide those wholove
him to understand and keep informed
of his glorious kingdom. No wonder
then all of Jehovah’s witnesses delight
to take part in the 16th annual "Watchtower" campaign.
By our utilizing three- to eight-minute sermons householders are assisted
to know the value of "The Watchtower." However, some householders
need no Introduction to it, as was true
of one in North Borneo. He asked if he
could subscribe for "the best magazine
he had ever read," without the witness’
even having a chance to present the
offer. (244, 245)
In a remote part of Finnmark two
missionaries
were greeted by an old
man: "Do you really belong to my
people?" He had read issues of "The
Watchtower" a neighbor subscribed
for, understood the truth and shared
the provision with others. (220, 221)
To discourage parishioners from listening to Jehovah’s witnesses a priest
in Egypt hung a copy of "The Watchtower" on the door of the church. Did it
discourage them? Not at all! In fact, it
made some so curious they hunted up
the congregation servant and are now
having home Bible studies. (144)
Magazine Day activity
is devoted
primarily to house-to-house and storeto-store work. However, occasionally
street witnessing is done and interesting experiences result. A man walked
up to a publisher in Switzerland saying: "I must have ’The Watchtower.’ "
The man had been a Catholic monk
but, thanks to Jehovah’s provisions,
learned the truth and now shares it
with others. (261)

To Those
Who Know
of The Watchtower
During the last two months many
favorably
disposed
persons
have
wisely subscribed
for The Watchtower on our invitation.
Others, just
passively interested at the time, took
single copies. These will be somewhat acquainted
with the magazine
and when approached
later
some
will say : "Oh, yes, I know about The
Watchtower."
This opens an excellent
opportunity to respond something like this:
"I’m happy to hear you know about
The Watchtower.
Undoubtedly you,
like so many other people, enjoy the
Scriptural
comfort it offers.
Its
pages are filled with heart-cheering
information of a new world of God’s
making now so dose at hand. Jesus
centered many illustrations
around
the new world for which he taught
us to pray. One of them is found at
Mark 4: 14-20. There the Master
said the word or truth was likened
to seed that fell upon different
types of soil. Somefell alongside the
road where it could not grow; some
upon rocky places where roots could
not penetrate;
some among the
thorns only to be choked out by the
cares of this world; and, most important, some fell upon soil that was
right, took root, grew and bore fruit.
We want to be of this last type of
’soil’
and with this in view much

depends upon our study of God’s
Word, for Jesus said at John 17 : 3 :
[Quote or read.] Inasmuch as this
journal
has aided so many to a
clearer knowledge of the new world,
I’m sure you would enjoy getting it
regularly
and benefiting
too. For
just one dollar
you may have a
year’s subscription
and these three
booklets."
With our current
offer we meet
some who say, "I’ve subscribed for
The Watchtower before."
The good
news may be presented to these individuals
several
ways. The new
Watchtower features may be pointed
out, doctrinal
or other questions
cleared up, emphasis placed on the
need for Bible knowledge, things of
interest
in the current
magazine
highlighted, etc. You might say : "It
certainly
is a pleasure to talk to
you. So many people today have
little
or no respect for God’s teachings, neglecting almost completely
his counsel to be an approved workman, as 2 Timothy 2:]5 calls
to
our attention.
[Read or quote.] Having received The Watchtower before,
I’m sure you appreciate its value as
a Bible study aid. The subscription
is still only $1, and, as you know, it
will come to you twice a month. I’ll
be glad to serve you by taking your
subscription
now and leaving this
issue with you. Soon the issues will
hbe coming regularly
to you throug
the mail."

Public Meetings
( Cont’d
with conviction
and enthusiasm.
There is no short cut in doing this.
It requires practice.
4 The primary purpose of a public talk is to edify the hearers with
the truth.
While a portion of the
talk may expose and show the falsity of the old system, the greater
portion of it should be constructive,
highlighting
Kingdom truths on the
theme assigned. It is the truth that
will help those attending
to make
their
minds over for new-world
living. Make the truth stand out by:
a clear, logical presentation.
This
will enhance the desire on the part:
of the audience to hear more.
5 Since these meetings are an in-I
tegral part of the ministerial activ!ity of a congregation, all associated
should always be present and ever
be alert to assist others to attend.
Public meetings are profitable.
Something can be gained from each talk.
So, attend and profit from the many
2

hours of research
each speaker
spends in preparing
his material.
With each congregation
having public meetings regularly,
with each
speaker fulfilling the serious responsibility
placed upon him and with
each publisher
supporting
these
meetings to the full, we can look
forward to even greater results from
public meetings in 1954.
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
153,962Publishers
Monthly

Field
Service
Report
January Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
Sp’l Pios.
174 144.6 59.4
7.2
Pioneers
5,874 92.0 32.7
4.2
Cong.Pubs.145,054
9.6 3.6
.5
Total Pubs.151,102
Public Meetings Held: 9,468
Total Subscriptions:94,339

Preparing Talks . . .
(Cont’d)
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Then in concluding the talk, rather
Preparing Three. to Eight-Minute
to the superiority
of
school.Fair explainshe doesnot al- than referring
Sermons
revert
SCENEI (3 rain,) After a morning ways stay sincehe alwaysreadsthe the New World Translation,
and likesto be homeand
of witnessing two brothers discuss their "’Informant"
and tie in the theme of the
retire early. On questioning him the to
activity.
Brother
Alertenthusiastically
The amount of time
congregation
ascertains Pair assignment.
relatesto BrotherWillinghow much does not retireservant
very early even when used in reading the material will
more effectivehis witnessingis by
usingthree-to eight-minute
sermons.leaving the meeting. He then points dictate
the number of analytical
thatthe servicemeetingis espe- points that can be considered before
It is likedoinga new work.Willing out
prepared to improve our minisquietlylistensand then sayshe has cially
try. House-to-house
work must in- an appropriate
conclusion is given
not beengivinga sermon,not knowin crease
g
we must more effectively
within the six to eight minutes. If
how it is to be doneand doesnot feel minister and
people desirous of fleeing only two speakers are assigned durcapable.Alertsuggeststhey spenda to safety towith
the NewWorld society.
few minutesto see 2usthow easyit is Book study conductor
then asks about ing an evening, one should cover the
to develop
a talk.
attendance at his study. "Too busy material assigned to the first
and
SCENEII (12 ruin.) Alert explains these days," is Fair’s reply. Conductor second student
speakers
on the
firstthata themeis to be selected.stresses advantage of group study and schedule. The second
speaker should
Variousthemesmay be used,such as service. "Watchtower" conductor relates it is nice to have Fair attend then handle the third assignment ac"The New -World," "The Importance
of Bible Study," "The Kingdom, Man’s "Watchtower" study after public talk.
cording to instructions.
Real Hope," "Christ’s Purpose m Com- Fair says be does not always attend
ing to Earth,"etc. Then materialm these meetings because he wants some
In the third student
talk the
time
with
his
family
and
it
is
about
selected to support the theme and
to ’givea witness.
Willing
interrupts
to the only chance he gets. Conductor student should give much thought to
ask how this is done.Selecting
"The reasons on importance of all in family the material in order to select the
New World"theme,Alertcounsels
that attending lectures and "Watchtower" most important points that will be
to be effectivewitnessshouldhave studies where chief instrument
of
deal with the inintroduction, body and conclusion.
In "faithful and discreet slave" in min- discussed. He will
meaning of important
the introduction
of yourwitness
estab-istering food is considered. "Watch-I terpretative
lish who you are and the purposeof tower" campaign demands that we texts and events described
in the
your call. Then move to the body, know and appreciateits lifesavingassignment.
The student should be
mentioning
troubledworldconditionsmessage to help others. Fair is en- careful to give
the correct explaand need for a new world. Basic points couraged and expresses appreciation
could be: (1) old world cannot satisfy
nation from the Watchtower magafor counsel.
desire of man, (2) basis for hope
of the
SCENEill (4 min.) After Fair leaves zine and other publications
new World, (3) what is necessary
servants
analyze and discuss: (1) Old- Society. Do not spend much time on
enter new world, and (4) need for world system keeps publishers
busy
"The Watchtower" in attaining hope. trying to make ends meet. (2) All one or two points and ’thus slight
A supporting scripture
or two woven must realize
that while attending
others of importance.
into talk will increase effectiveness
meetings and service keeps one busy,
4Principles
of good speaking
and add authority
to witness. Mat- yet
it is practical and best for Kingthew 24:37 shows old-world conditions dora interests.
Meetings are for should be kept in mind in caring for
will Pass away; John 3:16 gives basis good of all, being(3)God’s
provision to the reading assignment. The reading
for new world; and Romans 12:2 shows bless his people. (4) New-worlddiscusneed for study. These simple basic sion and association
is relaxing as should be natural and expressive so
points are noted and a mental outline well as uplifting and should
be enjoyed it will not sound as though the
formed to ensure directness
at the by all family members. (5) Servants material
is being read. Audience
door. In concluding
witness restate the must do their part by planning and
’’
contact should also be maintained as
"Watchtower offer. The various fea- conducting good, lively and instructive
tures of "The Watchtower" and its
meetings,
and publishers
must do much as possible.
The material
value in giving Scriptural help to un- their part by regularly attending and should be read aloud many times
derstand God’s purposes can be high- encouraging others to do so.
beforehand
in order to achieve
lighted. Brother Willing now understands just what should be done, likes
proper sense stress, pausing, correct
the idea and will try it himself. It is Publications
Now Available
pronunciation and fluency. Preparanot as difficult as he had thought. He
Tracts
tion is the key to successful
and
will develop several sermons for vaWhat
Do
Jehovah’s
Witnesses
Beriety.
In summary Alert reiterates
edifying student talks.
need for thorough preparation to give
lieve? (T1)--Cebu-Visayan,
Chia good witness,
hold attention
of
Greek, Icelandic,
Ilocano
householder,
and arouseinteresteven nese,
Korean, Papiamento
though offer may not always be placed.
Coming Literature
Offers
Hell-Fire
(T2)--Arabic,
Chinese
Take Teaching
May
and
June:
The
book
"New
Greek, Ilocano
SCENEI (4 ruin,) Congregation
serv- Jehovah’s Witnesses,
Heavens and a New Earth" and
Communists or
ant, "Watchtower" study conductor
the booklet After Armageddon,-Greek,
and schoolservantdiscussneed of I Christians? (T3)--Chinese,
taking teaching from Jehovah. Do all
God’s New World, for 50 cents,
Ilocano
associated with the congregation reg- "Awake from Sleep:"
(T4)--Chlularly attend meetings? Each one comnose, Greek, Ilocano,
Korean
pares number attending
meeting he!
"Make Sure of All Things"
oversees with number associated
and Hope for the Dead (T5)--Arabic,
adds appropriate
comments. Why do
Apostolic
Succession. Two separate
Chinese, Italian,
Papiamento
some who could attend regularly fail
back-calls on interested Catholic
to do so? Or prefer one meeting over The Trinity--Divine
Mystery or Pacouple.
another?
At thistime Brother
Fairand gan Myth ? ( T6 t--Arabic, Chinese,
2rid week:
congregation
bookstudyconductor
enPage 16 to Acts 17: 31, page 21
Italian
ter KingdomHall.Theydecideto dis- How
Valuable
Is
the
Bible?
(T7)
Develop:
Catholic teaching, who
cuss the matterwith BrotherFair,
the "Rock" is, Peter’s position,
who does not attend regularly.
apostles
have no successors,
--Arabic, Chinese, Italian,
Korean
SCENEII (12 ruin.) Tactfully the Life in a Nero World (T8)~Arabic,
Christis headof church,
use of
the
keys.
matter of meeting attendance is apChinese, Italian,
Korean
proached. Fair replies he feels tired
4th week:
afterworkand needssomerelaxation,
Booklets
Page21, starting
with Gel,2: 9, to
so he cannotalwaysget to m
y
r
t
s
n
i
After
Armageddon--God’8
New
page
24
schoolregularly.
SchoolservantreDevelop:
Peter
did not rule
latesthat teaching
received
directly World
--Spanish
congregation, was not infallible,
fromBibleis neededsourceof refresh-Can You Live Forever in Happiness
Christ
holds
and
will
use keys,
ment and preparesus to talk truth ! on Earth ?
Peter not in Rome, was married,
--Greek
more fully to persons of good will. Congifts
of
holy
spirit,
position
of
gregation servant tactfully brings up God’s Way Is Love--Cebu-Visayan,
144,000.
matter of Pair sometimes leavingafter
Ilocano,
Papiamento, Tagalog
3

enjoy a grand week end of service.
Engage
in Pastoral
Work
withtheShepherd-Prince
a April brings to a close the Watch-

Start Organizing
April Activity Now
1 April will be a full, happy, busy
month of theocratic activity for all
who "engage in pastoral
work with
the Shepherd-Prince."
(Ezek. 34: 23,
24) Memorial falls on Saturday the
17th, the new public talks start the
18th, all publishers should have engaged in house-to-house
witnessing
by the 18th. It is the final month of
the Watchtower campaign and each
congregation will want to be able to
say "We made it!" for the 20 per
cent increase.
Briefly, that is our
activity for April.

Subscription

Renewals

1 More subscription
renewals are
being received
now than ever before. Chiefly, this is due to subscribers’ being called upon and given an
opportunity to renew their subscription before it expires. To promptly
and efficiently
handle these renewals
and to take care of the thousands
of new subscriptions
pouring" in
daily, the Society’s office will appreciate it if all comply with the following suggestions.
2 EARLY RENEWALS: When submitting a renewal for a subscription
that has not yet expired, fill out the
subscription
slip exactly as shown
on the address label appearing on
the magazine or wrapper. Mark the
slip clearly as a "renewal."
3 RENEWAL NOTICE
: The Society
inserts a renewal notice in the magazine when a subscription
is about
to expire. This slip should be used
whenever possible. Attaching the address label from the magazine or the
wrapper will be a help to the office.
4 NEw SUBSCRIPTIONS : ’Insufficient
Address,’ ’No Such Post Office,’ and
’Subscriber
Unknown at This Address,’ etc., are reasons magazines
are returned,
with great inconvenience to subscribers
and added expense to the Society. So carefully fill
in each subscription slip. Make certain the city or town in the subscriber’s address is the post office
town from which mail is received.
Never abbreviate
the name of the
street or city and in larger cities
always include zone numbers.
5 If these suggestions
are carefully followed, the net result will be
time saved in handling renewal subscriptions, a miniature of complaints,
and uninterrupted
service assured
to subscribers.

2 Jehovah’s people will arrange to
attend and will invite persons of
good will to attend the Memorial on
Saturday
and the public
talk on
Sunday. Additionally,
special group
witnessing will be arranged the 17th
and 18th and encouragement will be
given to all publishers and good-will
persons to join in the activities.
Between April :1 and 18 all should engage in house-to-house
preaching.
The total number who do is to be reported to the Society on the Memorial card. Congregation
servants
will plan a stimulating service meeting just before Memorial and outline
local arrangements for one and all to

CONGREGATION

tracer campaign. By the end of the
month will we in the United States
have obtained 400,000 new subscriptions?
It will be determined
by
preaching activity during the month.
And during April assist all publishers to share in Kingdom service.
With study conductors
and ones
privileged to train others diligently
doing their part, and an invitation
given to new ones to join, April will
see a 20 per cent increase
as all
congregations will be able to write
"We made it 1" on their report.
4 By carrying out the above suggestions during April, it will be a
full, happy, busy and blessed month
for all.

ORGANIZATION

Service Meeting Preparation

and-answer discussions, service talks
1 To unitedly
"preach the word" (using secondary Watchtower articles, etc.) and other methods to preand continually
improve ministerial
may be used.
activities,
Jehovah’s witnesses look sent the material
forward to regularly
attending
and Generally a meeting will have three
or four different parts, handled varbeing edified
from well-prepared
Other servservice meetings.
A great deal of ious ways for variety.
for program
thought, time, effort
and co-oper- ants may be consulted
ation are required
for wholesome, suggestions.
5 It is a privilege
to impart ininstructive meetings to result.
2 The congregation servant is re-! structions to a congregation. Brothers will wisely accept each assignsponsible for planning instructive,
time prewell-balanced
and interesting
meet- ment and spend sufficient
paring so proper edification
will
ings. Upon receiving
the Informant
Every part should be rehe will study it thoroughly and then result.
plan meetings for the entire month. hearsed before it is presented and
each should stay within his allotted
The article dealing with ministerial
so the service meeting does not
work for the current month will be time
While
considered
at the first meetingof the exceed one hour in length.
etc., may be lively,
month,if at all possible,
whilethe demonstrations,
articledealingwiththe nextmonth’s it should always be kept in mind
activitywill be consideredat the that the purpose of a service meetlast servicemeetingof the month. ing is to impart ministry instrucnot to entertain.
The Yearbook
and "Make Sure of tions,
6 Since everyone will want to conAll Things" will be considered in acto meetings as opportunity
cord with instructions
appearing in tribute
the next week’s program
the January, 1954, Informant. Other affords,
Informant articles
and local minis- should be announced at the end of
terial matters to be considered may each service meeting. Articles to be
by discussion
or other
be worked into different weeks’ pro- considered
ways calling for congregation particgrams where desired.
3 To ensure coherence each meet- ipation can thus be studied before
next meeting. Many will then be
ing should be developed around a the
able to join in the discussion
and
theme. Brothers preparing parts will contribute
toward an instructive
have the theme in mind and work meeting.
it into their part. The first meeting
7 With the congregation
servant
should highlight the current month’s
planning instructive
meetings, those
theme as outlined in the Informant,
properly
while succeeding
program themes assigned parts preparing
may be based upon the daily text or and all associated
attending reguan appropriate Scriptural
theme.
larly, the service meeting will pro4 Demonstrations,
pantomimes, in- vide instruction
for all to more effectively
"preach the word" as Jeterviews, round-table
discussions,
quizzes, forums, dialogues, question- hovah’s ministers.

* Every
Publisher
a Regular
House-to-House
Preacher
of Good
News!
*
4
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"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Engage
in PastoralWork
withthe Shepherd-Prin
400,000 NewSubscriptions?
1 True to his promise, Jehovah, as
the great Shepherd, is now gathering
the scattered
sheep. He has commanded his Shepherd-Prince,
Christ
Jesus, to gather the sheep from all
nations into the one fold. (Ezek.
34: 23, 24, AS) Serving under and
with the Shepherd-Prince in the pastoral work is the "faithful
and discreet slave,"
along with the thousands of other sheep that have
already been gathered.
Not content
just to be gathered themselves, they
extend the invitation
to others:
" ’Come!’ And . . . take life’s water
free."--Rev.
22: 17, NW.
2 Faithfully,
since 1879, The
Watchtower
has been used to announce
Jehovah’s
kingdom
and
promote the gathering
work. During January
and February
the
total of 183,127 new subscriptions
were obtained in the United States,
and each day throughout
March
thousands more have come into the
office. The big question, "Shall we
meet the quota of 400,000 for the
campaign?"
will be determined
by
our activity
this month.
More House-to-House Work
3 Most of the new subscriptions
will be obtained in house-to-house
work. Spend the maximum number
of hours in this service during April,
presenting a year’s subscription for
The Watchtower for $1, with three
of the older booklets
you have in
stock as the premium. Prepare a
threeto eight-minute
talk on a
theme highlighted in the issue presented. It is very effective.
4 April concludes the 16th Watchtower campaign. Let each publisher,
pioneer and congregation
work to
make it the greatest campaign month
for new subscriptions.
In addition to
house-to-house
work, make return
calls where subscriptions
are promised. Be one who shares fully in pastoral
Pr
i nce work with the Shepherdduring April.

Memorial Activity

Shall WeMake It?

1 If each one does his share and
1 On Saturday,
April 17, after
6 p.m., Standard Time, the memorial co-operates
fully we can make the
20 per cent increase. The potential
of Christ’s death will be observed.
The faithful remnant will be present is present and Jehovah assures he
and with them thousands
of good- will bless our faithful service. What
will companions. On that occasion
we need to do is to aid all associated
we shall witness a great demonstra- persons and those who are studying
tion of the extent to which the pas- to share in the preaching work.
toral work has progressed. All per2 To assist all servants, pioneers
sons of good will should be given and publishers to co-ordinate
their
personal invitations,
wherever possi- efforts in reaching the 20 per cent
ble, and, where necessary, assisted
peak, the following suggestions are
to attend this most important event. given. 1. A list of all who did not
2 Each congregation
should make publish during March will be given
advance arrangements
now for Me- to study conductors.
They will see
morial week activity.
A special serv- that these are given assistance
at
ice meeting will be programed for the beginning of April. ALL ASS0that week and service arrangements
CIATED
ONES
SHOULD
ARRANGE
TO
clearly outlined.
Saturday morning SHARE IN THE FIELD WORK BY THE
and afternoon
house-to-house
and 11TH AND PROMPTLY REPORT. 2. A list
store-to-store
magazine work will be of those who have not preached by
featured and Sunday’s public talk
the 11th will be given to study conadvertised.
This will let them know
3 At least a half hour before the ductors.
who still
need assistance.
ARRANGE
Memorial service
starts,
the hall
TO TAKE PART AND ASSIST
OTHERS TO
should be open and several publishSHARE
IN THE FIELD
WORK BY THE
ers present to welcome all who at- 18th. 3. If any have not reporttend. The speaker, in concluding the ed by the 18th, congregation servants
discourse, will highlight the impor- will notify study conductors. Special
tance of preaching and invite all
plans will be made to help them into
present to share in Kingdom service
the service during the remainder of
the next day.
the month. Use the training program
4 Sunday will feature house-tothroughout April and thereafter.
house witnessing, followed by a pubStart
New Publishers
lic talk and the Watchtower study
3 Thousands of persons have had
in the afternoon or evening. Use the
Kingdom Hall as the contact point.
home Bible studies for many months,
If it is not convenient for all to meet and, in some cases, for several years,
there, congregation book study loca- without publishing.
Both study and
tions may be used. A brief program service are necessary for life. Tactmay be arranged
for Sunday morn- fully help these to start preaching
ing. Arrange to be at the first door this month and to continue right on
by 10 a.m. Encourage and help per- into the new world.
sons of good will to participate
in
4 Shall we reach the 20 per cent infield service with you. Explain the
crease and have 167,959 preaching?
importance of reporting and invite
them to report the time that they It depends upon each one of us. Let
us work hard, each one publish, aid
spend in the preaching work.
others and pray to Jehovah to grant
Circuit Servant’sActivity
this rich increase.
The Society
5 Congregations privileged to have awaits your report
card showing
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)
"We Made It !"

Aprilto Bea FULL
MONTH
of Theocratic
Activity

Around

the

World

with Jehovah’s Witnesses
More Ministers
During the service year of 1953 a
grand total of 519,982 different individuals had a part in Kingdom service.
Virtually all 143 lands reported marvelWhen Evasive
Answers
told, "Not this time," for the houseous increases.
Consider below a few
examples of theocratic
increase and
holder has obtained literature
previAre Encountered
how these came about.
ously. In this case you might say,
In Costa Rich a woman was continz Often in presenting the message "You know, of course, my reason for
ually heard to add to her daily rosary
calling is based on the urgency of
prayer; "Lord, save us from ’los atala- to householders
we are confronted
yas’ " (as Jehovah’s witnesses have with stock answers
our times. God’s Word c/early indideveloped
to
been dubbed there).
Her prayer was
a message of vital importance
sincere and having a proper heart con- evade salesmen. Realizing household- cates
his
Kingdom
would
be
dition she accepted the truth brought ers do not always immediately
un- about
to her by one engaged in pastoral work derstand the purpose of our call, we preached in the last days, as we
to become one of the 519,982 protactfully
endeavor to overcome the read at Matthew 24:14 [open Bible
claimers of good news. (129)
Have you talked the truth to your barriers
they raise by making known and read it]. In view of the fact that
relatives and made an effort to assist the importance of our visit as minis- we are living in the last days, it is
them in Kingdom service? A brother in ters.
vitally important for all persons to
the Sudan neglected to do so himself,
give God’s message serious considerbut now will heartily recommend that
2 For example, after the initial
Then find out what publicayou never say about your relatives, "I’ll introduction
and presentation
they ation."
just let them find out for themselves.
tions they have, encourage study,
They wouldn’t listen to me anyway." might say, "I’m sorry, but not this and,
if the householder is receptive,
(146) Try to help them understand the time." To answer this objection
truth. Maybethey will listen and even might reply, "I should like to explainwe make return calls.
start preaching with you during April.
4 The fact that we are ministers,
This work is
Do you conduct one or more home that I am a minister.
Bible studies? Have you assisted the not commercial.
Its purpose is to that the message is of utmost imindividuals
to join in the preaching
people learn of God’s kingdom portance, that we want to help peowork? ]5o not wait for them to say, help
it is that we un- ple learn Bible truths and that we
"Brother,
I would like to go out and how essential
preaching with you." (165) On hearing derstand God’s requirements to live are anxious to discuss the Scriptures
and learning the truth, the other sheep under the Kingdom rule.
It has
gladly respond to share in Kingdom brought great comfort to me to learn and their application today will aid
service.
Within three weeks from
persons of good will to put aside
starting to study a young man in Aus- of the Kingdom and I would be hap- their indifference
and misundertralia asked to go out witnessing. (89, py to discuss it with you for a few
90) Why not ask and help the one you moments." Then quickly go into your standings of our work. When practiare studying with to join in the ministhree- to eight-minute talk, stressing cal use the Bible at the door and retry this month?
ply to objections and evasions in a
the importance of gaining accurate
Public Meetings
knowledge of God’s kingdom and positive manner. While God’s minisThrough the medium of public meetout the value of the literaters do not wrangle at the door, they
ings many persons have become ac- pointing
do endeavor to leave each householdquainted with the truth. It is an effec- ture as a Bible study aid.
tive means of advertising the Kingdom s Sometimes, after a three- to eight- er with a clear understanding
of
and, as illustrated
in the 1954 "Year- minute talk has been given, we are their purpose in calling.
book," they may profitably be held at
locations in addition to the Kingdom
Hall.
may show a first
and second choice
The Holy Bible
in Braille
In the Philippine Islands a congregaso if one volume is loaned out the
tion arranged to witness in unassigned
Now available
on loan to blind
other can be sent to you. A volume
territory Amongthe blessings that repersons are the following volumes of may be kept three weeks, after which
sulted was 400 attending
a public
it must be mailed back to the Socimeeting requested by the mayor. {232, the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures:
233) Another interesting
experience
ety. Please follow return mailing inwas enjoyed by a group working unasHebrewScriptures
structions found on the inside front
signed territory in Mexico. (190, 200)
Volume1 Genesis
cover of each volume. They may be
3 Numbers--Deuteronomy
During the delivery of a public talk
returned to the Society free of post4 Joshua--Ruth
in the Gold Coast, a church bell rang.
age. There is no charge for the loan
5 1 and 2 Samuel
After the talk a person inquired why
6 1 and 2 Kings ,
of these volumes.
the church uses a bell. Read the an7 I and 2 Chronicles
swer on page 163 and also the effect
The Society also has in Braille the
8 Ezra--Job
one public talk may have on a person
9 Psalms
booklet
Can You Live Forever in
of good will, even an ardent Catholic.
10 Proverbs--Song of Solomon Happiness on Earth? It is available
11 Isaiah
Brothers, are you thoroughly preparing
on loan to blind persons for a period
12 Jeremiah
your public talks?
13 Lamentations--Ezekiel
of two weeks.
Theaters, halls and other locations
14
Daniel--Malachi
are often made available to us free for
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
public lectures, when the owner underScriptures
stands the purpose of our work. A spe- Volume 1 Greek
153,962Publishers
Matthew--Mark
cial pioneer had such an experience in
2
Luke--John
Monthly
Field
Service
Report
E1 Salvador and a few days later gave
3 Acts--Romans
an open-air talk in the public cemeFebruary Report
4
1
Corinthians--Titus
tery, with 400 in attendance. (148)
5 Philemon--Revelatio
Av. Av. Av.
n
Whoare Jehovah’s witnesses? So inPubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
terested to find out were people in an
Pios,
165 143,8 57.3 7.1
To receive one of these volumes, Sp’I
Pioneers
5,690 92.0 32.0 4.3
isolated section of Costa Rich that write the Watchtower
Bible and Cong.
Pubs. 145,791 9.6 3.4
.5
some walked ten miles to hear the Tract Society,
Inc.,
at
117
Adams
Total
Pubs.
151,646
talk. The hall was not large enough to
Street,
Brooklyn
1,
N.
Y.
Print
your
Public
Meetings
Held:
8,431
accommodateall desiring to listen. To
FebruarySubscriptions: 88,788
learn what happened see pages 129 name and address clearly and specify
Total CampaignSubscriptions
and 130.
which volume you would like.
You
to Date: 183,127

YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

FromHomeBible Student to Publisher presentation
ourselves,
we have not
otrained them. How would you like t
SCENEI (4 min.) Talk on aiding
down and have a music teacher
good-will persons having Bible studies sit
an hour of beautiful
music and
to gain life by helping them become play
turn and ask you, a novice, to do
preachers. Each month there were, on then
the
same?
Would
she
really
be
a teachthe average, 87,858 homeBible studies er? Let us see how this idea works
out
conducted In the United States during in service.
1953, but only an increase of 13,340 in
average number of publishers. Locally,
SCENEII (4 min,) Publisher takes
m our congregation
there were __ new
person in work. She goes to door
home Bible studies and
. new pub- and makes very good presentation
of
lishers. Manyare yet to be started in "The Watchtower.’" Good-will person
service.
listens, remarks how well publisher did
in her presentation.
Then publisher
SCENE
II (4 min.) ]Publisher intersays: "It’s easy. Howabout you taking
rupts: "How can they be started?"
next house?" Good-will person deDiscussion ensues with speaker mak- the
ing helpful suggestions,
While con- clines, not being capable of doing as
ducting studies highlight service as publisher did.
material ]ends itself and explain the
SCENEIll (4 min.) Publisher
privilege and responsibility of preach- called on by servant checking to see
ing. Relate experiences and joys of how she is progressing with good-will
service. Take good-will person to con- person. Publisher says she does not
gregation
book study and Kingdom seem to succeed in getting good-will
Hall meetings. Many are willing and person or others to go on their own,
desirous of joining in the preaching, even after a long time. Servant exneeding only the conductor’s invitation
plains they must be trained step by
and assistance. Uponexpressing desire step. Show them how to record results
to see how it can be done, publisher is on House-to-House Record; give them
invited by speaker to look in on Broth- a Scripture text to have ready to read
er Progressive concluding weekly study when called for and, on conclusion of
in "’Let God Be True" with Mr, Sincere. witness, have them give householder a
handbill and invite him to attend talk,
SCENE Ill (4 mind Mr. Sincere
etc. As new ones progress, additional
reads last paragraph in chapter "A parts of the witness may be given to
Ransom in Exchange for Many" and them, and before long they will be
comments that lesson helped him un- trained to effectively present the mesderstand the subject for the first time. sage alone.
Brother Progressive alertly ties this in
SCENEIV (6 min.) Publisher again
with service, pointing out how fortuthe good-will, person into the
nate they are to understand such im- takes
service,
preparing her to read a
portant things. Many do not and must scripture after
extend an invitation
be helped, for the ransom is for many. to the talk.andAttofirst
the good-will
"It is our privilege to tell them by go- person is called upon home
at proper time to
tug to their homes as I’m planning to
read
the
scripture.
Going
to next home
do this Sunday morning," he contintells the good-will person she
ues. "’Wouldn’t you like to come with publisher
did
fine
and
at
next
door
may
offer the
me?" Mr. Sincere replies that from handbill at conclusion of witness.
This
studying the Bible he knows preaching
is
done
and
on
their
way
to
the next
m necessary, but, not knowing exactly door the good-will person expresses
what to say, he m a little frightened.
over being able to share in the
Brother :Progressive says he will do the joy
work. She wants to learn
talking and Mr. Sincere can go along h reaching
ow to give a good, complete witness at
to see how it is done, considering it the
door
and
forward to the time
part of his Bible education. Mr. Sincere when she will looks
be able to go on her own.
agrees to go. Definite arrangements
are made to pick him up Sunday mornSCENE V (2 mind In conclusion
ing.
conductor points out how results are
obtained
by this method. Remember,
SCENEIV (8 rain,) Before going
we are ministerial
teachers training
the first
door, Brother Progressive
these
people
the highest profession
briefly reviews offer and points made Let us take for
more care than the best
at contact point for more effective
music teacher would to see that they
preaching. At the door he introduces are
a foundation training,
so
himself and companion and then pre- they given
will stay in the service of God and
sents offer, using three- to eightexemplary ministers to others
minute talk. The householder accepts become
seeking life.
offer and Progressive then gives householder an invitation to public talk. Mr.
Sincere speaks up to comment how inUnassigned
Territory
teresting the talks are. On leaving,
Brother
Progressive
remarks how
to
Be
Worked
helpful Mr. Sincere’s comment was and
then arranges for him to extend handAs a result of the unassigned terbill invitation at next door. He is enthused to have :part and expresses joy ritory campaigns of 1952 and ]953,
of going along in the service and ap- most of the unassigned territory
in
preciation for being invited. He wonders if it will ever be possible for him the United States was worked. Thouto do as well as Brother Progressive.
sands were privileged
to become acBeing assured that with training it quainted
the truth and over
will, the two proceed to next door, with thirty newwith
congregations were startnew publisher
eager to learn more
about preaching work.
ed. In 1954 the months of July and
August will find us again busy calling on people in unassigned territory
Doing Pastoral Work
talking about the Kingdom.
SCENE! (3 min.) Conductor talks
There is still
much work to be
on engaging in pastoral work with the
Shepherd-Prince.
Pastoral work inin unassigned territory
and all
cludes caring for the sheep by training done
are encouraged
to
them. To do this we have to lead them congregations
step by step and not only show them share in the work this summer. With
but actually help them to do the things district
assemblies arranged for all
we do. Even if we make an excellent
3

1954

District
Assemblies
Plan
Four
Days
Assemblies
always mean a special portion of Jehovah’s blessing. A
well-planned
program provides
a
feast abundantly spread. An unusual
feature of the 1954 District
Assemblies is that they are not three days
as generally scheduled, but four. The
additional
day is Thursday, which
means assemblies start one day earlier. The extra day will provide additional
important counsel and instruction
for the New World society.
The time to be at a district
assembly, then, is from Thursday morning
through Sunday evening.
Z These copiously supplied feasts
are not only for publishers and their
families,
but also persons of good
will. Include them in your plans this
year. By seeing and hearing firsthand, and feeling directly the zeal,
spirit
and enthusiasm
of the New
World society,
they will appreciate
the unity and magnitude of its operation,
as well as the devotion of
true worshipers of Jehovah.
a With this Informant a letter giving general assembly information, as
well as the Room Request and Volunteer Service forms, is being sent
to each congregation.
You will find
an assembly
reasonably
close to
where you are located, so travel will
not be much of a problem.
Start
thinking,
talking, planning, saving
and working toward attending.
4Spanish-speaking
brothers
will
be interested
in knowing that there
will be Spanish programs at the San
Antonio assembly.
5 Do you debate whether or not to
oat when hungry and food is available? Of course not, for food is necessary to sustain life. Spiritual food
is even more important, so do not debate whether or not to attend a district
assembly all four days this
summer. Start
arranging
now and
then when the time comes--attend.
to attend with limited travel,
undoubtedly most congregations will be
able to have as full a part in the
work as they did in 1952. Remember,
too, entire families
may vacation
pioneer for two, three or more weeks
in unassigned territory
as well as
with a congregation.
With this Informant the Society is
sending a new unassigned territory
book and an unassigned territory
application.
Look over the territory,
make your selection
and return the
application
by April 15. With all
servants,
pioneers and publishers
supporting this campaign, thousands
more in unassigned territory
will be
assisted this summer to learn of Jehovah’s new world.

Finding
theGreater
Happiness
in Giving
Offer New Book and Booklet
Christ Jesus was very careful to
make his disciples
aware that it Is
better to give than to receive. In
discussing this matter, Paul pointed
out that one manifestation
of this
was to aid those who are weaker,
aiding them to find the greater happiness in giving.--Acts
20: 35, NW.
2 We can bring happiness to others
during May by presenting,
the new
book "New Heavens
and a New
Earth" and the booklet After Armageddon,--God’s New World, on a contribution of 50 cents. Being familiar
with the contents
of this book,
through personal and group study,
will aid in making easy and varied
presentations.
The title of the book
and various chapter themes may be
used as a basis for developing threeto eight-minute talks.
3 More experienced publishers will
continue taking new and less mature
ones in the house-to-house
work and
training them to be effective preachers of the goOd news. Their training
Memorial Activity

(Cont’d)

the circuit servant during the week
of Memorial will have their service
meeting on Tuesday evening,
as
scheduled in the letter from the Society. The only change will be the
servants’ meeting and the talk to the
congregation,
which will be held
Thursday or Friday evening Instead
of Saturday.
RememberMemorial Report Card
S The Society is enclosing
the
Memorial Report Card with this Informant. It should be filled out and
mailed to the Society immediately
following the public meeting on Sunday, April 18. Congregation
book
study conductors will please keep a
record of those who engage in houseto-house work between the 1st and
the 18th and inform the congregation
servant so he can report on the card
the total number of house-to-house
publishers
during this period. This
will include those who participate
in house-to-house
work alone or who
share in giving the witness while accompanying another for training.
Work toward the goal of 100 per
cent or "Every Publisher a Regular
House-to-House
Preacher
of Good
News W by the 18th of April.

work and store-to-store
work, on a
contribution of 10 cents.
5 Increased activity will mean incan be carried
right on into the
back-call and home Bible study serv- creased happiness on our part as we
ice when making return visits
upon continue to give of the spiritual
means at our command. Assist and
those who obtain the new-book-andall associated
with the
booklet
offer and those who sub- encourage
congregation and persons being studscribed for The Watchtower during
ied with to share in the happiness of
the campaign.
giving. Take Jesus’ words to heart
Continue Using Magazines
by giving much and you will find
4 With the 16th annual Watch- the greater happiness.
tower campaign coming to an end in
April, do not ease up on magazine
distribution.
From now on let each
"Make Sure of All Things"
congregation
have as a quota the
2nd week:
placing of at least two magazines
per publisher
a week. By regularly
Armageddon (pages 24-27)
engaging in Magazine Day activities
Discourse by mature brother.
each publisher
will meet or exceed
his quota of two magazines
each
4th week:
week. Present the latest
copies of
The Watchtower
and Awake! toBaptism (pages 27-30)
gether in house-to-house
magazine
Discussion following home Bible
study with good-will person interested in baptism. Develop defPublications NowAvailable
inition, origin, examples, purpose
Basts for Belief
in a New World
and meaning after
coming of
--Japanese
Christ.
Can You Live Forever in Happiness
on Earth? --Croatian,
Norwegian

CONGREGATION
Welcoming Strangers
1 As more and more of the other
sheep are found, new faces will appear at organized meetings.
These
persons of good will should be made
to feel welcome. They will not be
acquainted
with God’s people as a
group and will observe very intently
what goes on. Their first impression
should be a good one. For that reason all should know how to treat
strangers
when they come to meetings.
2 The congregation book study location often serves as the first contact the stranger has with Jehovah’s
visible organization.
A friendly, receptive spirit should be displayed by
the brothers at the study. After the
conductor
is introduced
to the
stranger,
he should acquaint
the
group with the newcomer and also
aid the person of good will to feel at
ease and to know that he is welcome.
An interesting,
friendly,
informal
study will serve as an added inducement for the stranger to come again.
s When attending meetings at the
Kingdom Hall the stranger
should
be made to feel welcome and at
home. Servants and publishers
will
take the initiative
to greet newcomers, introduce the stranger to others,

ORGANIZATION
point out things of interest
at the
Kingdom Hall, such as the yeartext,
library, stock room where literature
can be obtained, the advertising department, etc. Love is further shown
by sitting
with the stranger during
the meeting, sharing songbook, Informant, The Watchtower, etc., telling him of other meetings and inviting him to return. If such an atmosphere of welcome prevails,
the
stranger
will feel like returning
again and partaking
of the lifegiving knowledge dispensed at meetlugs. A stranger should be a stranger
only once and that only on his first
visit.
4 Special occasions, such as the visit of the circuit servant or at Memorial time, afford an excellent opportunity to put into practice
a warm
Christian
welcome. Many persons of
good will attend these meetings. They
should be properly welcomed to these
as to all other meetings. Several mature publishers
might be specially
assigned by the congregation servant
to be on the watch for strangers and
to welcome them. An all-out
effort
should be made to aid the stranger
to associate himself regularly. It is
necessary to become a strong, active
worshiper of Jehovah.

* Every
Publisher
a Regular
House-to-House
Preacher
of Good
News
!¯
4

"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
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BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Adjustments

!

and Pioneer
Christ’s prophecy that "’this good
news of the kingdom will be preached
Offer
New Book
and
Booklet
in all the inhabited earth . . . to all
continue
Using
Magazines
the nations" indicates an activity -f
into
the
back-call
and
home
e
l
b
i
B
t Christ Jesus was very careful to study service when return visits are i the greatest intensity for his followmake his disciples
aware that it is made on those who obtain the cur- ers. What a huge assignment to be
completed in one generation! But bebetter to give than to receive, Follow- rent offer and those who subscribed
ing accomplished it is, under Jehoing his example we freely give to oth- for The Watchtower.
When calling
direction, as his servants puBers of our greatest of all treasures. back have a definite
point in mind vah’s
fish the Kingdom message to the ends
the truth.
The more we {live the for discussion a particular
chapter,
ingreater are our happiness, pleasure article or subject. Discussing one sub- of the earth with ever-increasing
tensity.
New congregations
by the
and satisfaction.--Acts
20: 35, NW. ject by means of a ten- to fifteenshundreds are springing up yearly a
-’ During May we are in position
se r mon on a back- cal l enabls
new preachers by the teas of thou
inute
to bring happiness to many others m
ysands join the vast throng of happ
by presenting
the book "New HeavThe New World Society
energetic workers. In the forent
ens and anew Earth" tand the lates
of the battle,
having a thrillin
g
booklet After Armageddon--God’s.
in Action
in the increase, are the full\e,w World, on a contribution
of
The Society has produced a motion share
time servants, pioneers.
fifty cents But being in position to picture entitled
"The New World So.2 Pioneering is the grandest work
bring happiness
to others
is not ciety in Action." To enable all of Je- ,any dedicated servant can do. But
;done sufficient.
Well-planned and hovah’s witnesses
and persons of unfortunately,
ninny are not sharing
rounded-out field service activity is good will to see it the Society is sup- the joy of pioneering, for it is no!
essential to be happy in giving "
plying each district
servant through- easy. But neither has the assignment
hReflect your happiness at eac
out the world with the film and given to the "faithful
and discreet
door by effectively
presenting King- instructions for showing it at circuit slave class to preach the Kingdom
,Iota truths.
This may best be done assemblies and to individual
congre- message to all nations easy
been
by preparing
simple down-to-earth
gallons as opportunity
....
affords. Be-- However, Jehovah’s
blessing
has
three- to eight-minute
sermons. The. ginning May 1, it will be shown on been upon their determined efforts
lille of the book and various chapter !Saturday night at all circuit assem- and their joys have been indescribthemes may be used as a basis foe blies in the United States. Be sure to able. The same has been true of indideveloping "these talks. The effective- attend and see "The New World So- vidual pioneers in keeping with the
hess of these short, pointed sermons ciety in Action"
Scriptual
rule that he who "sows
will be illustrated
when the demonbountifully
will also reap bountithe
interested
person
to
profit
greatstration
in "Your Service Meeting"
fully."
ly
from
the
discussion
and
often
~u presented.
3 If" you have not been pioneering.
4Many new publishers
were as- leads right into a home Bible study.
5 Though the Watchtower campaign plan now to do so. The work ahead
sisted to share in the greater happigreat. The time left is reduced
ness of giving during April. They ended in April, do not ease up on mag- .is
By using maga- The joys to be experienced are beshould be helped again this month azine distribution.
yond measure. Perhaps it will mean
and in the months to come until they zines we can keel) a vital, up-to-date
ace effective
proclaimers
of the -message before the minds of the peo adjustments in your life. But rank(Continued
page 2. col. 3)
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Word. Their training can be carried
Spread
Work

Good

News

for
a Greater
Distribution
Energetic
and wide-awake publishers
can spread good, news by
regular
and consistent
use of the
Watchtower and Awake! magazines.
Starting
this month let each publisher strive to increase his share
in magazine distribution.
The Society suggests that each publisher
set a personal quota of distributing
at least two magazines each week.
With each publisher’s
following this

with

Magazines

suggestion
month by month it will
mean the distribution
of upward of
a hundred magazines a year per publisher.
Many regularly
engaging in
Magazine Day activity
ave already
doing this and much more. although
many are not, for the average per
publisher for the world is only about
fifty-four
magazines a year. What is
your average?
2 House-to-house and store-to-store
work on Magazine Day with the latest issues of The Watchtower and

Awake! for ten cents, is "in interesting and enjoyable avenue of service
for new and mature publisher alike.
If you prefer you may offer only one
for five cents. Publishers always have
something new and different
to talk
about with each issue. That means
all territory
remains new, for none
can say, "’1 have that magazine."
3 There is a pressing need today
for placing these foremost journals
yof good news. Remember, too, the
may be placed from house to house
before the congregation book study.
(Continued
page 4. col. 1)

Around

the

World

with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Happy Giving
Regardless of surrounding circumstances or conditions, Jehovah’s witnesses Joyously give of the truth freely. This maywell be illustrated by our
God’s making? It is interesting,
too,
brothers in Tatwan, who, in spite of With the Book "New Heavens
persecution,
increased from 417 pubto note that the apostle Peter, who
and
a
New
Earth"
lishers in 1951 to 1,752 in 1953. What
walked with Jesus,
echoed God’s
method of teaching
is used? Oral
This month starts the first house- promise
at Second Peter 3 : 13 [read ].
teaching. Daily, taught ones happily to-house campaign with our latest
talk to others, so the truth remains Bible study aid "New Heavens and a And here in verse 14 he went on to
fresh and clear to them. Brothers who
give this good counsel [read].
were privileged
to donate material
New Earth". To make your witness
g3,,To do our utmost in servin
needs forwarded by the Society to Tai- and presentation the most effective,
wan may feel especially happy as they have You prepared several three- to God we must be acquainted with his
view the increase there. (189, 190)
his purOn being contacted by a witness a eight-minute sermons ? These talks at promises and understand
Methodist Sunday-school teacher in the door create interest and are ap- poses. This book "New Heavens and
New Zealand sought the help of three preciated by most householders. Pub- a New Earth", which you may have
clergy to defend Methodists’ teachings,
on the contribution
of fifty cents.
to no avail. After four studies in "Let lAshers using them report additional
and that more along with this booklet, has helped
God Be True" he was convinced he joys in witnessing
had found the truth and started teach- placements are made, since the house- me and many others to understand
ing it to his Bible class. His name was holder’s interest is aroused sufficientmore fully God’s loving provisions
soon struck from the church list, but
ly to obtain the offer. Here is a sug- and how near we are to seeing the
now he and one of his Methodist
friends are having their names re- gestion that may be used during May. complete fulfillment
of his promise
corded in Jehovah’s book of life. (205)
After a brief introduction telling to establish
a new heavens and a
*Whenno brothels are available for the-" householder
who you are and ynew earth.
You may have this cop
servant appointments, sisters are appointed to serve and care for congrega- the purpose of your call, then using now so as to gain additional
intion matters. By happily giving out the as a |theme
"new heavens
and a formation at your first opportunity."
truth and caring for these additional
4 When working territory
where
new earth,"
you might say sonicrprivileges, the3 are blessed in thei
efforts, as illustrated in Puerto Rico, thing like this: "There is so much people have shown much opposition
where a congregation increased from trouble
and unhappiness
in the to Jehovah’s
witnesses
and where
seven to eighteen publishers. (238)
The congregation
at Sap Tome in world today despite men’s efforts to they have been told by their reliAngola has had much happiness
m better conditions.
How comforting
gious leaders
not to accept Watch
giving In 1950 the congregation was it is to read God’s promise as found oTower publications,
nor to listen t
started with six publishers. Nowthere
a good witness
are twenty-three
publishers,
all of in the Bible to create a new heavens Jehovah’s witnesses,
them regular. That they appreciate the and a new earth wherein righteouscan often be given by using just the
greater happiness in giving is show
n
to the offer
by their field service report. Truly it is ness will prevail! God’s promise to Bible and not referring
a wonderful report of integrity
and do this is found many times in the until completing your three-to eightlove for Jehovah. (248)
Bible, such as here at Isaiah 65 : 17 minute sermon. The literature
should
[read it]. Note it says ’the former be introduced
and presented
after
More Happiness
have finished
your talk;
emThe more you give the happier you shall not be remembered, nor come you
phasize
its
help
as
a
Bible
study
aid
are, said Jesus. Thus the more hours into mind.’ Why, you might ask?
spent preaching to others, the more Well, the answer is evident here in to people of all religions intersd
joyful experiences one of Jehovah’s verses 18 through 25 [read portions gin knowing more of God’s lovin
witnesses has. Since pioneers and miscomments]. purposes found in the Bible. Letting
sionaries
devotemore hours to the and make appropriate
ministry they enjoy more blessed ex- Wouldn’t it be grand to live under the Bible speak often gets a hearing
periences.
where prejudice
is shown. AlHave you ever thought while work- those peaceful conditions and enjoy ear
ing a particular territory:
"Can there endless life in that new world of ways be kind and considerate.
possibly
be someof the othersheepin
this area?" A pioneer in Cameroun Make Adjustments . . .
5 TO become a regular or a vaca(Cont’d)
workinga Catholictownthoughtthat
tion pioneer will require effort on
verything.but thatdid not stophim, ing adjustments
is not something
for he knew the Kingdom message new to you. You made a major
your part. Consider your position.
must be preached.
Today a former
and make adjustments
now.
Catholic, believed by the local inhabit- change in your life by leaving the Plan
and start as
ants to be more devout than the pope, phi world and coming into the New Obtain your application
preaches to his neighbors and a con- World society. And it made you hap- soon as possible.
Once you taste of
gregation flourishes in the town. (210)
goodness in the full-time
further?
Make Jehovah’s
Just as a person IS admonished not py. Why not go still
you will view this privilege
to judge a be)ok by its cover, so Jeho- greater adjustments
and enter the asservice
the treasure it really is. Embark
vah’s witnesses do not judge the in- full-time
regular
pioneer
service.
habitants of a house or village by its
now and continue
in the grandest
size or appearance. A pioneer in Aus- li will make you still happier.
career anyone could choose--the piptria worked a village of 800 persons.
Vacation Pioneering
And what has resulted thus far? Eight
neer ministry!
subscriptions, at least 15 persons at4 Those of school age will be privtending studies he conducts and two
( Cont’d
ileged to enjoy this service during Finding Happiness
publishers reporting 25 hours the first
month. Yes, the next door may be the their summer vacation, in most cases ple. Let each congregation publisher"
location of one of the other sheep. (95) pioneering at least two months. This have as a quota the placing of at
Doesone everbecometoo old to piotwo magazines every week.
neer or to sharein happygivingas a year, too, for the first time, manyen- least
6 Increased activity will mean incongregationpublisher?For a good tire families will be privileged to pioanswerturnto page87 and readof the neer together. If it is not possible to creased happiness
on our part as
86-year-old
pioneerin Argentina,
who,
in reporting
only145 hoursonenmnth, pioneer for one, two or more months, we continue to give to others of our
greatest treasure, the truth. Take Jewroteon his report"pleasesee letterthen be a two-week vacation pioneer.
why I have not been able to make This arrangement was made to make sus’ words to heart by giving much
morehours."How evidentthispioneer it possible for virtually every publish- land you will find the greater happidesiredto sharemoreand more in the er
to pioneer some time every year.
.
ness
happiness of giving,!
2

Advertise
and Attend
a
1954 District
Assembly
Prepare and Use Sermons
1 Jehovah’s witnesses are proud to
:1-8) As these things were taking
INTRODUCTION(3 min.) Speaker 24:
place on earth, the Bible, at Revelation advertise the name of the Creator at
conveys necessity for all to prepare and 12:
7-12, tells what took place in heav- every opportunity.
This may be done
deliver three-to eight-minute sermons. o
With Satan east from heavent the year round by giving generously
They are easy to prepare and allow for en.
earth
Woes
were
to
increase,
and
they
a good Kingdom witness.
They show
With the establishingof the i of the "good news" to persons one
our desire to help people understand have
in heaven and having the l meets. Jehovah’s witnesses apprecithe Bible, and the householder is given Kingdom
sure
evidence from things happening ate too how effective advertising can
something to think about, even if no on earth
that we are living in the last
placement
is made. Using sermons
be by their meeting together in asadds joys to witnessing.
Note these days, we can appreciate the importof Matthew 24: 14. To escape de- semblies and magnifying Jehovah’s
points as illustrated in three different ance
struction
and
gain
everlasting
e
f
i
l
four-minute sermons that publisher
name on a larger
scale.
The more
giveswhile traininganotherat the under the Kingdom we must be ac- Jehovah’s
and purposes
are
quainted with Jesus’ words concerning made knownname
door.
the greater
the joy
our time and follow the course that he
SCENEI (5 min.) TO householder:
directed. Chapter 17 of "New Heavens shared by Jehovah’s people.
"My name is Mr. ---, and I’m calling
a New Earth" will be a source of
2 Are you making definite plans to
on you as a friend whois sincerely in- and
to householder in understand- attend a district
terestedin yourwelfare.
I’m hereto interest
assembly and to adsharewithyou the kindof informationing how events today are in fulfillment
vertise
Jehovah’s name? By attendthatI’msureyouwillbe interested
in. of Bible prophecy.
We are livingin a worldthat leaves One being assisted expresses surprise ing and participating
in activities
a different sermon was used. Ma- planned, your blessings and joys wi
much to be desired.It’s a divided that
ture publisher explains it is unneces- ll
world,a worldthatwinksat corruption
and unrighteousness.
It’sa worldfilledsary to stickto onlyone sermon,and be many. You may, in fact, share in
withsorrow,sickness
and death.Defi- suggeststryingstillanotherat next advertising
before reaching the asnitelyit’sa worldin whichthe peopledoor
are unhappyand are unableto enjoy SCENE III (5 min.) At this door sembly city, as follows:
Car Signs
lifethe way theywouldlike.Men con- theme selected
from chapter 19 on
tinueto promisethattheywillbuilda "End of the Heavens and Earth That
3 Car signs will be available for disnew worldand eliminatethesecondi- Are Now," outlined as follows, is used. trict
assemblies.
They are designed
tionsMany sincere efforts have been
Minister engages ’in Bible-education
made, but it is now apparent that men work.
Seriousness
of times prompts so that they will be appropriate recannot create a world where there will call with
information necessary for gardless of the assembly you attend.
be no sorrow, sickness or death.
householder
to make important and
"But the Creator of the universe, Je- wise decision. Present system is cor- The size is 41/2 inches by 20 inches,
hovah God, can and will create such a rupt and wicked, due to its god, Satan. and they are again made of fluoresnew world. Over twenty-six centuries
(2 Cor. 4: 4) Righteous persons will
cent material.
To apply, merely reago, through his prophet Isaiah, he glad to see end of such system. God move the protective
paper on the
promised he would do this and told of soon to destroy present heavens and
conditions that would then prevail
earth. (2 Pet. 3: 7) Literal heavens and back and place the sign on any clean
[Isa. 11: 4-9) Preferably read from Bi- earthare not destroyed,
(Isa.66:1; fsurface,
such an the bumper o
ble, or give substance of this and other Eccl.1: 4) Satan’ssymbolicheavens the car. The signs, cash items, are
scriptures used.] Seven hundred years and earthto be destroyed
at Armagedlater, to Christians of his day, the don. Satan and demonsnow influenceten cents each. Congregation servapostle Peter emphasized how such rulersto opposeGod’sKing and king- ants will please order the quantity
conditions would be brought into exist- dom. (Bey.16: 14-16)Christis now needed for the congregation.
You
ence. [2 Pet. 3: 13] And the apostle judgingpeoplesand separating
sheep
the assembly and Jefor everlasting
lifeand may advertise
John,in the last book of the Bible,, classdestined
goatclassdestined
foreverlasting
de- hovah’s witnesses by placing signs on
elaborated
on the wonderful
conditions
(Matt.25: 31-4,41,46) Acthat will exist in it. [Rev. 21: 1-5] struction.
Wouldn’t you like to live in that new curateknowledgenecessaryfor wise your automobile a week or two prior
world? This book ’New Heavens and decision.The book "New Heavensand to the assembly. Be sure to use car,
New Earth"givesfurtherinforma- SIGNS when going to, during,
and
a New Earth’, which I have here. will a
tion in chapter19 on end of present when returning
aid you in getting vital information.
from the assembly.
and earthand aids one to get
Right here in chapter 1 you can learn heavens
knowledgeto makerightdeBadges
more about the reliable Creator of the accurate
new world. You may have this copy on cision.
4 Everyone attending
an assembly
Assistedone exclaimsall threeare will want to advertise
a contribution
of fifty centsand with different,
by wearing a
yet effective.
Experienced
it thinmostinteresting
booklet."
(Thispublisher
out how a sermoncan celluloid
badge. It may be worn
sermonmust be four minuteslong.) be given points
in four minutes, holding from the time you leave home until
Leavingdoor, one beingassisted, householder’s
attention
and stimulatsurprised at ease and effectiveness of inginterest.
you return. The new card will fit the
witness,asks how sermonwas devel- CONCLUSION (3 min.) Speaker
holder used last year in NewYork, It
oped.It is explained sermon was prepared in advance by selecting a theme sums up advantagesof each publish- is suggested that the name and conand picking a few key scriptures for er’s beingable to make up and give gregatinn of each person be printed
sermons.They
support. For the one just given he used three-to eight-minute
chapter I of the book. Enlarging, he willre.nullin a betterwitness,
more or typed on the card. It would be
says that to quicken interest he told placements,
more back-calls
and more well to do this under nthe supervisio
householder
right away who he was homeBiblestudies.
of the congregation servant, who is
and why he was calling.
Then he conrequested to ascertain
congregation
trasted man’s inability to fulfill promises with Creator’s assurance of a new
needs and submit a cash items order.
"Make Sure of All Things"
world shown by the scriptures
used.
The cards will cost one cent each and
By questions and by illustrating
the
2nd week:
use of the hook, householder
was
the celluloid holders, if needed, five
Baptism (pages 31-36)
shown means of gaining additional vicents.
Discourse defining the three in
tal information.
whose name a person is baptized;
UNITEDSTATESQUOTA FOR
1954
SCENE II (5 min.) At second door
is required following im153,962Publishers
the sermonmaturepublisher
developed what
mersion;
baptism
with
holy
spirit,
fromchapter17 on "SureEvidences
of
into Christ’s body, with fire and
Monthly Field
Service
Report
the End’sApproach,"as set forthin
with destruction.
the following general outline is used.
March Report
He states that he is working in con4th week:
Av. Av.
Av.
junction with a world-wide society of
(pages 36-39)
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
ministers, calling to tell of good news Bible
Group
discussion.
Develop
defini187
147.2
59.6
6.8
Sp’I
Pies,
of God’s kingdom. Jesus taught followPioneers
5,609 96.3 34.8 4.4
tion of Bible; that Bible declares
ers to pray for the establishment of
Cor~g.Pubs.148,571 9.8 3.6
Jehovah’s majesty and power;
.5
his kingdom. (Matt 6: 9, 10) He said
that he reveals himself and purTotal Pubs.154,367
would not be established
then but
poses through it; that he is its
Public Meetings Held: 8,645
foretold evidences that would mark the
Author and used faithful
men of
Subscriptionsfor" March:85,391
time of his second presence and of
various stations in life to write it.
Subscriptionsfor three months:
the Kingdom’s establishment,
(Matt.
268,518
YOUR

SERVICE

MEETING

ASSEMBLY
CHANGE
The Denver district
assembly location has been transferred
to Pueblo,
Keep
Busy
Colorado. It will be on the sam(,
Coming Literature
Offers
in Kingdom
Service
dates as previously
shown for Den1 Jehovah’s witnesses have a most July and August: Three books and ver. Mail your room requests
to
important business to care for, the three booklets on a contribution
of Watchtower Convention, 2502 Court
King’s business. They are not loiterStreet, Pueblo, Colorado.
$1.50.
ers or complainers, for one and all
realize
that they must follow the
CONGREGATION
ORGANIZATION
sound counsel
of Paul found at
Romans 12:11,
NW,
Wo
r
k
i
n
g
h
t
i
w
2 Jehovah’s new-world society is a
field service centers as time allows.
the Circuit
Servant
First,
he will work with those
working organization.
It spreads good
so that they
news of the established
kingdom to
1 You will be happy to learn that scheduled for training,
the ends of the earth. Its individual
more definite arrangements are to be can instruct others after he leaves.
should enmembers, always alert
to improve made at the time of the circuit serv- However, all publishers
deavor to support field service arand increase their activity,
see June ant’s visit to permit him to train
rangements
every day throughout
;is an excellent
month to work hard more publishers.
and busily in the service of their
the week of his visit.
The circuit
2 When he advises the congregaKing, searching out the other sheep tion of his visit approximately two servant is anxious to spend time in
from door to door and training
new months in advance, he will request othe field,
anywhere from 100 t
ones in the great work of preaching.
a list of all congregation book stud- 115 hours or more a month. FollowEagerly the book "New Heavens and ies and those recommended (up to ins the schedule
drawn up, which
a New Earth" and the booklet After three) to be served during his visit.
will provide him with publishers to
Armageddon--God’s
New World will Under each study the congregation
work with both morning and afterbe presented, for fifty cents.
3 June lends itself for preaching in servant should list the conductor, pio- noon, he will have time, in most instances, to work with the majority,
and congregation
publishers
rurals and remote sections of con- neers
if not all, publishers.
assigned
to
them,
indicating
which
gregation
territory
not too often ones he feels qualify to instruct othHenceforth he will meet with pioworked. Concentrate on such terriers in house-to-house
preaching. He neers on Tuesday from 3:30 to 4: 3o
tory during the mouth, and arrange
should designate
the times in the p.m. If a pioneer cannot meet with
for public meetings wherever possi- morning and afternoon
the him then, he will arrange to interble. Remember, too, part of our work more mature publishers will when
be avail- view that pioneer at some other time.
every month is the zealous distribuable to work with the circuit servant With his second notice to the congretion of magazines, at least two for for
instruction, particularly those as- gation, the circuit servant will send
each Publisher each week.
sociated
with the groups he is sched- a Pioneer Report form for each pio4 With favorable weather and vauled to serve. The congregation serv- neer. These should be completed and
cations at hand, more hours can be ant can ascertain
this information
given to the congregation
servant.
spent in Kingdom service.
Why not
discussing
with publishers
when who will give them together
with
increase your service by becoming a by
will be, or can arrange to be, the congregation records to the cirpioneer? If not as a regular pioneer, they
free for training. In many instances,
how about vacation pioneering?
Old by knowing the schedule in advance cult6 Aservant.
meeting will be held with the
and young now have an added op- publishers are able to take time off
servants and study conductors from
portunity
under the new vacation
from their secular work or other6:45 to 7:15 p.m. on Tuesday. This
pioneer arrangement
to show their
wise adjust personal affairs in order will provide an opportunity for all
love and desire to please the Supe- to work with the circuit
servant.
to renew acquaintances,
review the
rior Authorities by actively preach- The congregation
servant will keep previous report and briefly consider
ing, teaching
and comforting
the a copy of the letter sent to the cirwhat has been done during the last
other sheep yet to be gathered.
servant for later use.
six months by the congregation
and
5 Great happiness
and joy come cuit3 The
circuit servant will indicate to go over the program for the week.
from working for Jehovah without
The circuit servant should be allotcomplaining.
We shall never cease when and where the congregation
servant is to send the letter. He will ted the last 15 to 20 minutes on the
working happily nor be found loitering at our divinely assigned business consider the schedule, possibly mak- service meeting for giving practical
ing some adjustments,
and advise
information on the training
m
progra
of preaching.
the congregation servant of Its ap- and to relate other matters pertainSpread Good News...
(Cont’d)
proval. This will be done approxiins to field service and the progrant
Are you utilizing
this time to ad- mately three weeks in advance, at for the week.
vance Kingdom interests?
time he sends the second notice
7 These arrangements
will make
a Experience
and reports
show the
of his visit.
An announcement can it possible for the circuit servant to
house-to-house
and store-to-store
then be made to the congregation
and
work to be the most effective
means and a schedule posted so all will get in contact with publishers
servants
earlier
in the week, and
of placing magazines. So. spend most know the definite
arrangements
leach
e
one will know by the schedu
of your Magazine Day activity
in made. The circuit
servant will thus when he is to work with the circuit
these features of service. Advertising have a definite
time to work with servant. All can profitably plan for
servants will see that publishers are the more mature brothers
while
the week’s activity and thus get the
supplied with the number of maga- with the scheduled studies.
gmaximum benefits from the trainin
zines they order and need. From now
4
The
circuit
servant
will
be
availgiven by the circuit servant in houseon keep in mind the quota: at least
able for helping all that attend the to-house preaching.
two magazines a week per publisher.
Work
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Every day will ! bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
Training

BROOKLYN, N.Y.
Program

Results

Fine
Progress
Being
Made
1 At the New World society
convention last July the new training
Peak
Soars
to
169,015!
program designed
to assist
more
publishers
to become regular
and
20 Per Cent
Goal
Passed!
Our Joy a Heavenly
Joy!
more effective
house-to-house minisWe have blessed Jehovah daily,
and how he has blessed us in ters was outlined. The need for this
was readily recognized by
return! In March we first
reached our 10 per cent increase in pub- training
all.
lishers,
with a new peak of 154,367. Then the very next month the
2 Since last September district
figure shot up nearly 15,000 to surpass the 20 per cent goal and servants, circuit servants, pioneers,
register
for April the resounding peak of 169,015! How ioyfully
we publishers and all servants have concentrated
on instituting
this pro!exclaim,
"
"We made it
gram and utilizing it to increase regNot only is the increase a joy to us. It is a joy to Jehovah, to Christ, ularity in house-to-house preaching.
to the angels in heaven. Did not Jesus say there was rejoicing
in And what has resulted?
Much, as
you will note with interest
from the
heaven when just one lost sheep was found? How greatly multiplied
must be the joy when in one month the number found is not one but following.
3 The number of house-to-house
some 15,000! Is it not thrilling
to do a work that brings great rejoicing
preachers
in September was 71 per
in heaven? Does it not make our joy a heavenly joy?
cent. And how many are there now?
It is only the beginning of joy. Jehovah’s work is not done. Our The grand total of house-to-house
between April 1 and 18
share in it is not over. He gives us the seed of truth. We plant it, we publishers
was 132,906. Yes, 82 per cent! An
water it, we cultivate
it. But Jehovah makes it grow, gives the inadditional
33,000 or more house-tocrease. It is time for it. It is a time of harvest, of judgment, and it is house preachers!
Also, you will be
glad to know that the number of
truth that separates wheat from chaR, sheep from goats.
who participate
in field
What truth? Psalm 96 says: ’Jehovah hath become King!’ That is publishers
service every month has steadily inthe truth Jesus said would now be preached earth-wide.
The psalm- creased
and now stands at 64 per
ist says that because Jehovah has become King the heavens are glad, cent. With so many more regularly
going
from
house to house, more
the earth rejoices, the sea roars, the field exults and the trees sing.
back-calls
will
be made and more BiThe rejoicing
is because Jehovah has come to judge the peoples with ble studies
will be started.
This
truth, the truth of the established Kingdom. This truth judges people, steady progress should soon make it
according to their reaction to it.
possible
to reach our goal of one
Bible study on the average for
And we get to proclaim it, this truth that fixes destinies!
A rare home
each publisher
and for everyone to
privilege
of great joy! Let us continue sharing in Jehovah’s work with be a regular house-to-house preacher
renewed zeal, planting,
watering,
cultivating,
and reaping un- of the good news "Is were Christ Jebounded joy as Jehovah continues the increase, bringing in the other sus and the apostles.
4 Good organization is very necessheep like clouds of doves, like the abundance of the seas, their
sary if the training
program is to
voices hailing Jehovah as King in increasing volume until it is like
work effectively.
That all congregathe sound of many waters and heavy thunders, until the earth rings tions have been conscious of this is
shown by the steady increase in conwith the daily blessing and praising of Jehovah by all who breathe,
unmarred by a single peep from Satan’s breathless,
dead system of gregation book studies and in the attendance at these neighborhood studthings! Thanks be to Jehovah for his blessings of increase!
ies. More and more publishers
are
seeing the many advantages of atPublic Meetings Held: 10,860
UNITED STATES QUOTA
FOR 1954
Subscriptions for April: 101,759
tending mid working through these
153,962Publishers
Subscriptions for Campaign: 370,277 convenient locations, as suggested by
Monthly Field
Service
Report
the Society.
An average of 66 per
cent now attends these studies,
apApril Report
1954
Memorial
Report
Av. Av.
Av.
proximately
11,000 more publishers
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. Total Memorial Attendance=
234,445than last September.
Sp’l Pios.
309 151.8 57.2
8.3 Numberof Partakers:
8,132 5These encouraging
figures
and
Pioneers
5,392 95.6 32.9
4.2 Public Meetings:
Vac. Pios.
253 90.2 31.0
3.3 Attendance at Public Meetings" 2,822 percentages show that definite progCong.Pubs. 163,061 9.6 3.3
139,875
.4
Total H-H Pub. by 18tb:
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)
Total Pubs. 169,015
132,906
"WE

MADE/T!"

Around

the

with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

AssembleTogether
In addition to regular congregation
meetings, circuit, district and national
assemblies are joyfully looked forward
to and attended by Jehovah’s witnesses, who keep in mind the counsel to be
not "forsaking the gathering of ourselves together."
But how can assemblies
be held
where facilities are lacking? Publishers
in British Guiana go into the forest
and make their own provisions. People
living in the community are amazed to
observe the activity and often join in
preconvention activities.
Interest is
created, too, for sometimes assemblies
start off with the publishers outnumbered 5 to 1. (106)
Persons of good will also receive rich
blessings by attending assemblies. One
in the Bahamas decided to attend to
see "what it is that Jehovah’s witnesses have " He was impressed with the
attitude, love, unity and interest all
manifested
in one another.
From
house to house he is now telling others
’what Jehovah’s witnesses have.’ (98)
Proper conduct at assemblies
is
pleasing
to others.
Jehovah(70,
and200-201,
results 259)
in a
blessing to
Heeding Jehovah’s call of ’not forsaking gathering together,’ no barriers
or obstacles can stop God’s servants
from commit together. Brothers located
in Eastern Germany had to make their
way through endless difficulties
and
most unfavorable conditions to assemble for new-world society instruction.
But attend they did! (160) Which district assembly will you attend this
summer?
Uncomplaining Workers
Complying with the scripture
"do
missionary work, thoroughly accomplish your ministry,"
Jehovah’s witnesses work without complaint regardless of surrounding circumstances or
conditions. Note howthis is illustrated
in "Yearbook" experiences.
Due to physical limitations,
some
publishers
are not
able towho
go isfrom
house to house.
A sister
74
years old and has been crippled for 15
years is too busy in Kingdom work to
complain or worry about her lot. ’Thoroughly accomplishing her ministry’ by
writing letters, telephoning, talking to
bedside callers, etc., has resulted in
some learning the truth and joining
with her in publishing the good news.
(72) Also on page 72 is an example
what can be done in spite of handicaps.
A blind brother that regularly preaches
from house to house places 400 to 700
magazines each month and spends
an average of 105 hours a month in
field work.
Continually the Bible holds before us
the obligation to preach right up to
death, if that is Jehovah’s will. A remarkable case of preaching to the ver
y
end is found on page 154. A brother
hurt in an accident, witnessed to his
nurse the best he could until he died.
The nurse was’so impressed she contacted Jehovah’s witnesses and now is
a Kingdom publisher.
In Eastern Germany Kingdom publishers behind the Iron Curtain continue to work without complaining of persecution measures against them on the
part of Communist rulers.
(161) Why
the persecution? Is it because they are
murderers, thieves, robbers? No, but
because they loyally uphold Jehovah’s
name. But try as they may, never will
Communists or any other effort of the
enemy stop or slow down Jehovah’s
uncomplaining, willing workers.

Using
Magazines
x More and more Jehovah’s
name
and purpose
are being declared
throughout the earth. How essential
this is to the eternal welfare of men
of good will! Of great value in this
regard is Magazine Day. The purpose of this day is to cover territory
and acquaint
as many as possible
with the Watchtower
and Awake!
magazines.
2 Whenyou engage in this pleasant
work, the magazines need only be introduced and offered. It is not necessary to deliver a three- to eightminute sermon, for the territory will
receive a regular witness with the
current offer later.
3 Inasmuch as we do not cover the
territory every week, it is advisable
to present both the latest
copy of
The Watchtower
and Awake? when
going from house to house and store
to store. The presentation should be
simple and brief. For example, after
introducing
himself the publisher
might say, "I have two magazines for
you, The Watchtower
and Awake?
for only a contribution of ten cents."
Yes, a simple presentation like that
works well for new and seasoned
publishers
alike.
Many publishers
Work

Without

Loitering

Book and Booklet
to Be Offered
A true Christian is always busy.
A true Christian is likewise happy.
Jehovah’s
witnesses,
being true
Christians, are both. As slaves to Jehovah working under his Son, Christ
Jesus, they keep busy and happy going about their Father’s business.
--Rom. 12 : 11, NW.
2 June is an excellent
month to
keep busy going from door to door
and training
new ones in the great
work of preaching.
Using three- to
eight-minute sermons, each publisher
will present the offer, the book "New"
Heavens and a New Earth" and After Armageddon---God’s
New World,
on a contribution of fifty cents.
a While continuing to be busy in
house-to-house preaching also share
in back-call
and home Bible study
work. Have a ten- to fifteen-minute
back-call sermon prepared that will
draw attention to the need for ]earning God’s purposes,
and show how
effectively
this can be done through
a weekly discussion with one of the
Society’s publications.
* Busily Jehovah’s organization
2

using this presentation
place between twenty and thirty
magazines
an hour every Magazine Day.
* Business people are usually very
nice to contact. It should be remembered, of course, that they are usually busy, so let brevity be your watchword when presenting
magazines
from store to store. After introducing
yourself you might simply say, "My
purpose in calling on you today is to
acquaint you with these two magazines The Watchtower and Awake:
which I shall be glad to leave with
you on the small contribution of ten
cents."
Generally,
business people
appreciate your coming right to the
point of your visit.
5 When unusual interest
is found
on Magazine Day record it and then
call back to be of additional assistance. Many persons contacted
in
Magazine Day activities
are now
Kingdom publishers.
This avenue of
service,
too, is a splendid way of
training
new and young publishers
to make an actual presentation.
By
using magazines you will meet or exceed each week the quota of two
magazines per publisher,
and aid in
keeping Jehovah’s
name and purposes before the people.
or

Complaining

continues to supply new issues of the
Watchtower and A wake ! magazines,
so all publishers can place their quota of at least two magazines every
week. Working with magazines
an
hour before the congregation
book
study is suggested, as well as regular
Magazine Day activities.
5 The warm month of June does
not mean more time for relaxation.
Instead, the pleasantness
of summer
will make us more mindful of the
Creator’s
blessings,
moving us to
more energetic activity
in his service. Congregations
having remote
sections of territory
not worked dur
ing winter months will delight to arrange car groups, pack a lunch, get
an early start and spend long, Joyful
days in Kingdom service.
6 Having a desire to share in this
work to the greatest extent possible,
each dedicated publisher will find
pioneering
a worthy goal. If you
cannot enjoy regular pioneer blessings and privileges
now, then be
vacation pioneer, one, two or more
months, if possible, or for the speci
al
two-week period. Keep busy in Kingdora service and you will keep happy
going about your Father’s business.

YOUR SERVICE
(Demonstration for week of June 6.
Student talk to be given by same
student week of June 13 in
ministry school)
SCENE I (4 rain,)
School servant
talks on value of third student talk.
Purposeof the talk is to bring out interpretative points. Much is missed
when students merely repeat information covered by the previous two
speakers.
Perhaps some do not understand how to gather
material
or know
what points
should
be brought
out.
Speaker who has the third
talk
next
week has been asked to help demonstrate preparing of talk.
SCENEII (14 min.) Servant asks if
student has carefully
read lesson,
Ex.
4:10 to 7: 7. Student has read material
several
times; however, does not know
how to find interpretative
points. Servant points
out that two simple ways
are to look up marginal references
for
explanations
from other scriptures
and
examine scriptural
indexes in latest
books and December 15 issues of "The
Watchtower" to find where scriptures
are discussed.
These publications
can
be found in theocratic
ministry library.
Servant
has several
books and bound
volumes of "Watchtower"
from library
with him. First they discuss scriptures
and pick out points
of importance,
such as Ex. 4: 10-16, Jehovah’s
commanding Moses to speak; Ex. 4: 24-26,
circumcising
of Moses’ son; Ex. 5: 2,
Pharaoh’s refusal to recognize
Jehovah
and subsequent
burdens on Israelites;
Ex. 6: 3, Jehovah’s
making known his
name to his people; Ex. 7: 3, 4, Pharaoh’s obstinacy of heart. Servant asks
if theme has been selected.
Student
has had difficulty
here, too, so after
brief discussion
of points they decide
"Recognizing
and Serving
Jehovah"
would be a good theme.
Turning
to index in December 15,
1953, issue
of "The Watchtower,"
servant
shows how to find information
on Exodus 6" 3. Referring to pages 574,
575, they find that Jehovah showed the
proper application
of his name to his
people and that name was used in its
right
sense.
Today those with right
heart conditionhave been selected as
his name people because they recognize and serve Him. On other points
they find that Moses’ obedience in
preachingdespitehls speechdefect set
proper example.
Even old age (Moses
was 80) should not keel) us from service. (W 10-15-52, p. 614) Some are critical of Jehovah for sending his angel
to kill the son of Moses, but marginal
reference
to Gen. 17:]4 gives proper
understanding.
(W 6-1-53,
p. 351)
Pharaoh pictures
Satan and his organizatton,
that refuse to recognize Jehovah and set their
hearts obstinately
against
the message preached by God’s
servants’
(W 6-1-53, p. 345) Recognizing Jehovah
and serving
him mean
deliverance
from evil old world just as
it did for Israelites
from Egypt. Consuiting some of the books they find additional
information
on the points in
"This Means Everlasting
Life",
page
13; "Let God Be True",
pages 21-24,
31: and ’"What Has Religion
Done for
Mankind?" pages 116, 117. Student
is
pleased to find out how to gather material,
will use points in talk following
week
SCENEIll (2 rain.)
Servant sums up
points
covered.
His talk should deal
with correct interpretation,
use of theocratic
library,
looking up marginal
references,
checking scriptural
indexes
and using theme. He urges all to attend school so as not to miss fine features like third student talk

MEETING

District

Assembly Reminders

As announced in the May 1, 1954,
Helpful Suggestions
Watchtower
seventeen
district
as(5 rain.)
Servant discourseson fine semblies
will be held throughout
the
resultsof givingthree-to eight-minuteUnited States
during June, July and
sermons and using Bible m house-toThese convenient
locations
house ministry. Many people want to August.
know the reason why things are as make it possible
for virtually
all to
they are, but do not seem to know who attend an assembly this year. Please
or whatto believe.It is our privilege
to
remember
to
submit
your
Room
Reaid persons of good will by referring
them to the Bible and Biblestudy aids, quest
form to the city
where you
which reliably
answer their questions.
will attend.
Volunteer Service appliHave all accepted suggestions
outlined
may also be sent.
Those who
m the "Informant"
to give threeto cations
eight-minute
sermon and to use the expect to attend one of the Canadian
Bible in house-to-house
preaching?
Do assemblies
may use the regular
you have questions?
form,
mailing
it to
(2 rain.) Publisher raises hand. Likes Room Request
idea of giving three- to eight-minute
the rooming
address
given
in the
talks
and sees merit of doing so. He Watchtower issue referred
to above.
has prepared some, but has trouble remembering and finds himself
forgete In addition
to attending
an asting points and scriptures
at the door. sembly every publisher
will want to
He would appreciate
suggestions
from
his brothers.
share in field service work. The cur(5 rain.)Servantinvitesaudience
rent offer of the month will be used
make suggestions,such as this practi- wherever
you attend.
Schedule
your
cal one. A brother relates that, when
he has an assignmentfor the ministry activity
so as to join in field work
schoolor a talk to give on the service arranged
in accord
with the assemmeeting, first of all he gathers material and makes notes.]But even more is bly program.
a The good conduct
and bearing
of
required,he must practice delivering
the material.
So, he suggests,
first
of
witnesses
while in assemall gather material
from "Make Sure of Jehovah’s
All Things" or other Society publicably have been the subject
of much
tions,
make notes, practice
giving the favorable
comment.
This
reflects
talk before going to the door and, if favorably
upon
Jehovah,
whom
we
necessary,
carry
the notes with you
from house to house referring
to them serve.
While attending
meetings,
when necessary.
kindness
and consideration
should
(1 min.) Another publisher
relates
Do not mill around
that he would like suggestions"
on using be shown others.
the Bible in house-to-house
preaching.
the passageways
or the grounds durHe gets so nervous
when he cannot
ing meetings.
It is a good policy to
find the different
books of the Bible.
before meetings
start,
and
The pages seem to stick together
and be seated
he just seems clumsy when he tries
to to be quiet during the entire session,
use the Bible giving a three- to eightfor your welfare
and in consideraminute sermon.
tion
of others.
Occasionally
some
(5 rain.) Servant again invites audience to make suggestions,
such as have left meetings early to avoid the
these:
Put suitable
markers between
crowd or to be first
to the cafeteria.
the disturbance
,pages
of the speakers
Bible youdo want
Some public
this to
so use.
they This does not Justify
Be on time for meetings
can readily
turn to the scripture.
To to others.
find the scripture
location on the page and always remain for the concludeasily,
some underscore
the verse. To ing prayer.
(See The Watchtower,
remember the next scripture
to be used
issue of July 1, ]953.)
in giving a three- to eight-minute
sermon, a pencil
notation
alongside
the
4As all
of Jehovah’s
witnesses
verse being used works very well.
things
in mind and apply
(3 rain.)
Servant sums up good sug- have these
gestions
made showing how they can them at the district
assemblies,
muassist
many more to commence having
tual joys and blessings
will be the
a joyful part in giving three- to eightrich portion
of each one. Be sure to
minute sermons at the doors of people
to whom we are privileged
to minister.
attend
one of the 1954 district
assemblies
for all four days.

De Luxe Bible Price Reduced
Beginning
June 1, 1954, the price
of the de luxe edition
of the New
World
Translation
of the Hebrew
Scriptures,
Vol.
I, and the New
World Translation
of the Christian
Greek Scriptures
will be reduced to
$5.00 each for congregation
publishors and $4.00 to pioneers.
They will
be available
at all district
assemblies.

Speech Counsel Form
The speech counsel
form has been
revised
to conform with our present
ministry
school arrangement.
A sample for the ministry
school servant
is enclosed
with this
Informant.
When ordering
please
remember
that this is a cash item.
3

Pioneer Meal Ticket
Meal tickets
will
be mailed
to
pioneers
who were on the list
as of
January 1, 1954. Treat the ticket
as
l you would money. Do not leave it at
home or lose it, as none will be replaced.
These tickets
are negotiable
only at the convention
cafeteria.
Training

Program

...

(Cont’d)

ross has been made since
September
and that Jehovah’s
blessing
is upon
the new arrangement.
May all
continue
to give full
support
to this
training
program and thereby
reap
the intended
benefits
of greater
maturity
and effectiveness
in house-tohouse preaching.

Walking

in

Jehovah’s

Unassigned

Territory
Work
to Start
1 To walk in the name of Jehovah
is the way of unending ]ire. The worshipers of all other gods are walking
in the way that leads to destruction.
By keeping our footsteps in the way
Jehovah sets for us, we shall gain
everlasting
life in his new world.
Then, in the fullest sense, we shall
"walk in the name of Jehovah our
God for ever and ever."--Mic.
4:5,
AS.
2 During July Jehovah’s witnesses
will prove their worthiness to continue walking in the name by praising it more and more to all kinds of:
men. As aids they will use three
bound books, on a contribution
of!
$1.50, with a premium of three booklets, or two magazines and a booklet.
3 Unassigned territory
work begins
in July. It means contacting people
who have had little
opportunity
to
learn of Jehovah’s great name and
purposes. In this territory
be pro-;
pared to give a three- to eight-minute sermon and offer the three oldest
hooks you have in stock, as most ell
these isolated
people have not read
the older books and it will be a good
opportunity
to move these out of
your stock. Public meetings should
be arranged wherever possible.
4 Special pioneers have been working unassigned territory
for several
months now and many new congregations are being formed. If special
Legal Notice
Ministers finally classified as conscientious
objectors
(I-O) and denied the ministerial
exemption by
draft boards may find helpful
a
memorandum for attorneys
prepared
by Hayden C. Covington, counsel for
Jehovah’s witnesses. A copy of this
may be obtained
by writing
to
Brother Covington at 124 Columbia
Heights, Brooklyn 1, New York.
Brooklyn
Bethel
Vacation
The Society’s offices,
factory and
Bethel home will be closed from July 31 to August 15, inclusive. Orders
and correspondence
sent in during
that period will not be handled until
some time after the reopening of the
offices.
Anticipate
needs now and
place your orders so they may be
handled before the vacation period.
Coming Literature
Offer
September:
5ew World Translation
of the Christian Greek Scriptures or
the Hebrew Scriptures;
either volume can be used along with one
bound book on a contribution
of $2.
*

Every

Publisher

a

Name

Forever

pioneers in unassigned
territory
would like "assistance
from nearby
congregations,
arrangements may be
worked out between the special pioneers and congregation servants.
5 Though working primarily
with
bound books, we must also keep in
mind our quota of two magazines
per publisher each week. The Watchtower and Awake! magazines
do
much to show forth the glories of Jehovah. Place them increasingly
in
the homes of the people, where they
can do the most good assisting sheeplike ones to know of Jehovah’s name
and purposes.
CONGREGATION
Training-Program
Assignments
It is the privilege
of more mature publishers to assist those who
are less mature and new in tim truth
to become effective
house-to-house
preachers.
Under the new training
program arrangements
have been
made for this assistance to be given
in a systematic way. After ascertaining who qualify to give this mature
assistance, they can be given definite
assignments to assist
less mature
publishers.
2 But how are these assignments
to be made, and by whom? When the
circuit servant is with a congregation he will work with the more mature publishers
and ascertain
who
qualify to assist others. Before making assignments it is suggested that
lie discuss them with the congregation servant and respective congregation book study conductors.
They
might have suggestions
in making
assignments, so that the best results
will be accomplished.
The circuit
servant will then make definite assignments by getting the two persons
together and discussing
with them
what is required.
He will explain
that the more mature publisher is to
take the lead in field service and
will be offering suggestions for improvement.
3 This method for giving training
will not be a "teacher-student"
arrangement so much as it will be a
mature publisher going along With a
less experienced publisher to offer
suggestions for improvement. It is a
reciprocal
arrangement.
While one
will be assisting the other, both will
profit from the experiences
in the
field.
Both will strive to improve
their ministry by giving effective
three- to eight-minute sermons, con-

Regular

House-to-House
4

"Make Sure of All Things"
2nd week:
Bible (page 39, Inspiration to 2 Pet.
1:19 on page 43)
Back-call on newly Interested persen answering questions on these
points.
(1) How God inspired
faithful mento write, though they
did not always understand meaning; (include preflood documents).
(2) Why interpretation
and understanding of Scriptures
must
come from Jehovah.
(3) How
Scriptures were transmitted, preserved and used by priests, kings,
Jesus and disciples. (4) Written
Word should be accepted while
rejecting man-made tradition.
4th week:
Bible (pages 43-46)
Discourse covering (1) True Sclence, (2) Authenticity
and (3)
Examples showing fulfillment
of
prophecy.
ORGANIZATION
ducting better back-calls
and home
Bible studies.
4 The two publishers should adjust
their personal
schedules
so they
have definite times to work together
in field service. They will not necessarily be working together at each
door all the time they are in the
field.
Perhaps the first
hour each
time they work together,
depending
on the circumstances,
will provide
sufficient
opportunity for improvement suggestions.
After this they
could work alone, the less mature
publisher endeavoring to apply the
suggestions
given. The assignment
will continue in effect until some adjustment is made later by the circuit
servant or congregation servant.
5 The congregation servant should
properly supervise the training program by keeping it well organized
following the circuit servant’s visit.
He will make adjustments
in individual assignments when necessary,
following the same procedure as the
circuit servant.
6 Much depends on the leadership
of congregation
book study conductors as to the success of the training
program.
Each publisher
in the
group, whether assigned to assist another or to receive assistance, should
be given regular
encouragement.
Point out the importance of close
co-operation and support. With each
one doing his part, much progress
will be manifest.
Assignments
should
be made
with care, and those assigned should
take their assignments very seriously. The training
program is accomplishing much to increase effectiveness and regularity
in tim service.
Continue to use it to the utmost in
working toward the goal of ’every
publisher
a regular house-to-house
publisher.’

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*

"Every day wilI bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.

3ULY, 1954

Walking

in

Jehovah’s

Name

Forever

Unassigned

BROOKLYN,
Territory

N.Y.
Work

Special
Offer
May Be Used
* July and August will find many
brothers
throughout
the United
States busily working in unassigned
territory.
The purpose of working
unassigned territory
is to contact
and assist interested
personswith
the view to building them up in the
faith and helping them to organize
their praise to Jehovah.
u A year’s subscription
for The
Watchtower with one book, or three
books with three booklets or with
two magazines and one booklet,
may
be offered on a contribution of $1.50.
Since these people are seldom called
on, we suggest presenting the Watchtower subscription
and book offer.
Try to leave something
at every
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

New Fields
to
Be Worked
Use 3- to 8-Minute
Sermons
receive unassigned territory,
arJehovah’sname is worthy to be rangements
may be worked out bepraised.As Jehovah’s
servants,dai- tween the special pioneers and conly, by word and deed, we proudly gregation servants. And, too, let us
sing the praisesof our God.Let the not forget our quota of two magaworldpraiseits gods.But as for us, zines per publisher
per week. The
"we will walk in the name of Je- vibrant
message contained
in The
hovah our God for ever and ever." Watchtower and A,wake: can mean
--Mic. 4:5, AS.
life to those who read and heed it.
2Devotion
to the name must be
6Keep the name of Jehovah beproved. July offers opportunities
to fore the people.
Be diligent
to
furnish
that proof. Vacations may praise the name at all
times whether
be spent in pioneer service and long,
unassigned territory
or in your
pleasant
days filled
with happy in
regular assignment, it is necessary,
hours of praise in regular and un- if you are to be found walking in
assigned
territory.
In deeds and
name now and in the
spoken words have a full share in Jehovah’s
days to come.
activities
this month and then do
not neglect to report.
What is the offer for July? Three
More
and
More
New Subscriptions
books with three booklets or with
two magazines and one booklet on a
512,649
Received
January--April
contribution of $1.50, in regular terExpansion is on ! Howthrilling
it is to receive over a half million new
ritory, and the alternate offer in un- subscriptions
for The Watchtower and Awake! in the Brooklyn office alone !
assigned territory
of a subscription
This is the first
time in any campaign that the half-million
mark was
for The Watchtower and a book, on surpassed. And that is not the grand total world-wide! Additional tens of
a contribution of $1.50. Especially in thousands of new subscriptions
for magazines printed elsewhere,
such
unassigned territory
we shall want as in Germany, Switzerland,
South Africa, Japan, etc., are not included
to use the older books in stock. Here in the following chart.
will be a chance for many to receive
1954
1953
the fine information in these older
Fromthe FromOther
Fromthe From Other
publications and, too, it will help to The Watchtower United States Branches Total United States Branches Total
,reduce your stock of older books. Be English
318,667
63,955 382,622 299,800
69,148 368,948
103
509
612
99
617
716
sure to present the complete offer at Arabic
Cebu
-Visayan
17
745
762
18
702
720
each door.
Greek
515
427
942
444
379
823
ibo
501
501
417
417
Prepare Your Sermons
"/6
1,572
%648
61
%709
1,770
4 Whether our servicewill be in llocano
Italian
1,736
2,782
4,518
1,485
2,387
3,872
unassigned territory
or in our regu- Polish
957
760
1,717
949
721
1,670
382
322
704
344
283
627
lar territory,
plan interesting three- Ru ssian
Slovak
289
89
378
230
77
307
to eight-minute
talks to catch and Spanish
8,492
18,971 27,463
8,937
13,166 22,103
hold the interest of people. Talk to Tagalog
666
32
634
27
762
789
362
i
362
336
336
one another about your sermons and Tw
Ukrainian
666
950
294
240
721
961
presentations
as you travel to the Yoru ba
995
995
887
887
territory,
Try them out on one an- s
Misc. Lang’
3,353
3,353
2,954
2,954
Total
334,913
93,290 428,203 315,583
92,312 407,900
other, and offer suggestions for improvement. And, of course, continue Awake
!
the training
of less experienced
English
55,272
20,785 76,057 60,108
22,092 82,200
publishers.
Take them with you from Greek
182
213
395
241
212
453
5,490
6,825
1,335
1,449
5,442
6,891
house to house, on back-calls
and Spanish
Ukrainian
122
317
439
95
449
544
Bible studies. Help them to see their Misc. Lang’s
730
730
683
683
privilege
of walking in the name of
Total
26,805 84,446 62,576
23,195 90,771
57,641
CampaignTotal
392,554
120,095 512,649 378,164
120,507 498,671
Jehovah as a regular house-to-house
It is very encouraging to note that an additional
19,325 new Watchpublisher.
were received from the United States publishers this
If special pioneers in unassigned tower subscriptions
territory
would like assistance from year and also a 25 per cent increase in Spanish Watchtower subscriptions
(Continued on page 8, col 2)
nearby congregations
that did not

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Baptism
From all nations, peoples, kindreds
and tongues, over 50,000 persons last
year, an average of 139 each day, on
learning and coming to appreciate the
truth, symbolized their dedication by
water baptism. This was done as Jesus
commanded, at Matthew 28:19, NW.
At the New World Society Assembly
in New York, the amazing number of
4,640 were immersed. (43, 44) This is
the largest baptism on record to date.
(Acts 2:41, NW) And it was not the
only large baptism held last year for
at the German assembly 2,843 symbolized, (160)
Is a long period of time required
between the time one first hears the
truth and one’s baptism? (Acts 8:2638, NW) On recognizing
and appreciating that "this is the truth," in just
a matter of weeks or a few months
those who love Jehovah will delight
to follow the example of the Lord Jesus by being baptized and then by
diligently carrying out their dedication
vows. One of these requirements is to
share in the preaching work regularly.
(90, 112, 113) That the truth is making
rapid progress in Korea and that maturity is forthcoming, note that last
year 236 of 417 preaching there took
the forward step of water immersion.
(82)
But to obey Jesus’ command more is
required than just to understand what
baptism means. Additionally, one must
live a life in accord with the principles
of Jehovah, to whomeach one is dedicated. Gladly, as illustrated on pages
209 and 210, potential members of the
New World society,
on learning the
truth,
make whatever adjustments
may be necessary before baptism and
thereafter
live in accord with God’s
will as found in the Bible.
Special
Slips

Subscription
Insert
to Be Discontinued

When your present supply of experimental special subscription
insert slips for distributors’
copies of
The Watchtower
and Awake,
is
exhausted,
please do not request
more. The slips are no longer being
printed.
From the first of January through
the month of May the Society has
kept an accurate check on the number of special subscription
slips
sent in. Out of the 10,229,500 slips
printed and distributed,
only 990
persons used the slips to subscribe.
That means one subscriber for every
103,329 slips.
While the experimental
subscription slips undoubtedly acquainted
man), persons with subscription
arrangements, once again the point is
forcibly brought home to all Kingdom publishers:
The only effective
way to place literature
and preach
’the good news of the Kingdom’ is
by personal contact with people at
their homes. God’s Word tells
us
to preach and it is the talking that
brings results.

While

Traveling

Jehovah’s witnesses are travelers. I Several times each year they
make theocratic trips to circuit, distrier or national
assemblies.
Additionally,
much traveling
is done[
during regular
witness
work, as
well as on vacations,
etc. Have
literature
with yon at all times, and
keel) it near at hand for ready use
while traveling.
When you stop to get gas the
attendant will generally notice your
bumper sign. Tactfully lead him into
conversation by asking how far it is
to the assembly city, explaining you
must get there by a certain date as
you are to attend a Christian
assembly of Jehovah’s witnesses.
Ask
him if he heard of the large assembly held at Yankee Stadium
last year (most have), and point
out to him that it was the largest
Christian
assembly held in modern
times,
with people coming from
96 different
lands. The gathering
amazed the world and proves that
the Bible, when understood
accurately, is not a divisive book, but
one that unifies people of all nations.
After a brief discussion,
judged by the amount of time he
has, you might offer the latest magazine and a booklet for ten cents.
3Then, when stopping
to eat,
many times you will have opportunity to talk to the waitress
or
cashier, especially
if they are not
Unassigned Territory . . . (Cont’d)
home! If not a subscription
and
book, then some books or booklets
and magazines. Generally,
at least
a tract can be left.
3 As money may be scarce in some
areas, literature
can be exchanged
for canned goods, fruits, vegetables,
eggs, honey, fowl, gasoline,
etc.
These products can either be used
or exchanged for money later on.
Organizing for Work
4 On receiving an assignment, prepare for the work. Organize car
groups and arrange for territory
coverage. Select public meeting locations (parks,
grange and community halls, private homes, etc.) and
obtain blank or printed handbills.
At service
meetings review unassigned territory booklet instructions
and discuss the work to be done.
5 It would be well to work populated centers first and then scattered rurals.
Calls should be made
on interested
persons whose names
2

very busy. If you can engage them
in a brief discussion,
do so. You
might say: "’Did you know that a
man who lives
70 years
spends
approximately
five years of that
time doing nothing but eating? Food
certainly is important, isn’t it? . . .
I am Just returning
from a Christian assembly of Jehovah’s witnesses. There I [earned it takes more
than material food to sustain life.
Jesus said that we must be conscious
of our spiritual
need as well. I
know that you are busy now but ][
twould like to give you this trac
Life in ¢ New World. It outlines the
promises contained in the Bible for
a better
world. You will enjoy
reading it."
4 Another opportunity to witness,
and probably in more detail,
may
come while stopping at night. After
the manager
has shown you to
your room, you might approach him
in this manner: "After viewing the
beautiful
and peaceful countryside
today it seems hard to realize that
there
could be so much trouble,
sorrow and suffering
in the world.
Have you ever wondered if permanent peace is attainable
by man?"
Then discuss with him God’s promise to create
a new world of
righteousness
and offer the book
"New Heavens and a New Earth"
on the contribution
of fifty cents,
Three- to eight-minute
sermons on
Scriptural
themes equip you to be
ready for all these opportunities.
have been sent by the Society and
studies should be started where possible.
Answering their questions.
taking them in service,
organizing
study groups, etc., will build them
up for future organization.
6When the assignment
is completed, the names and addresses of
all especially
interested
persons
should he sent to the Society. It is
preferred
that these names be put
on separate slips of paper, 3 inches
by 5 incites,
along with pertinent
information
about each one. With
these names you should send a report on the coverage of the territory, informing the Society of interest found and the prospects
for
development
by pioneer
aid. Experiences involving such things as
the people’s reactions to the message,
how problems in the territory
were
overcome, outstanding interest found
and the effect the work done in the
past two years
has had will be
welcomed.

YOUR
SERVICE
All Can Preach
SCENEI (3 min.) Conductor cotangents m
on purpose of training progra
and how all can be assisted to preach
When assigned to work together,
do
so as often as possible by making adjustments in personal routine.
Cooperation is essential for full benefits.
Tact and encouragement will often be
required on part of more experienced
publisher to assist another, as will be
noted in following demonstration. Willing calls on Need Assistance,
whom
he is assigned to aid.
SCENEII (12 min.) Willing begins
by saying he wanted to stop by and
arrange convenient working schedule,
as suggested by circuit servant. Practical to get together in order to outline
and agree on specific times and days
to work together.
Need Assistance
likes training program, but doubts if
he will be able to work with Willing.
Does not feel capable of doing houseto-house work and doubts if he ever
could. Does not want to become burden to Willing and feels Willing could
do more good by helping someone else.
Willing tactfully replies none are capable in own strength. Must rely upon
Jehovah’s direction.
He makes provisions for his people that must not be
shunned. When circuit
servant discussed working together, Need Assistance raised no questions.
Would be
well now for them to follow through,
for real happiness results from being
obedient to direction and will of Jehovah and visible organization.
Need Assistance says he does not
want to be untheocratic, but feels program good for others more capable but
not for him. He is unable to express
himself clearly at door, is easily discouraged, fears what people might say
to him while preaching, etc. He would
like to preach, but just does not feel
he can. Willing uses Scriptural example of Moses, who, due to speech
difficulties,
felt that he was unqualified and unable to lead Israelite nation.
Did he say, Impossible, it can’t be
done? No! He relied on Jehovah’s direction.
Jehovah assigned Aaron to
assist Moses as his spokesman. Moses
accepted assistance rendered by Aaron. Did not overlook Jehovah’s hand
Another
Makes
Adjustments
to Pioneer
After carefully
and prayerfully
considering
the invitation
in the
May Informant to pioneer a sister
71 years old made adjustments
to
take up this joyous service. In the
letter
of recommendation the congregation servant wrote: ’This sister is 71 years of age. She is very
zealous
for the Kingdom work.
Though living
13 miles from the
Kingdom Hall, she regularly attends
meetings.
When she considered
Jehovah’s call for full-time
workers
she said : "I will go." ’ Are you making adjustments in order to pioneer?
Legal
Notice
Brothers expecting to appear before draft boards or hearing officers
of the Department of Justice
may
write to H. C. Covington, 124 Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn 1, New
York, for helpful
suggestions
on
procedure.

MEETING

Be Sure

to

Attend

If you did not attend the Boston,
in matter. (Ex. 4:10-16) After a period the Cincinnati or the Richmond disof time elapsed Moses was able to trict assembly, then surely you will
represent Jehovah effectively
before
want to attend one of the other fourhis people
Present-day training program should teen assemblies
to be held in the
be viewed in similar spirit. It will help United States during July and AuNeed Assistance in becoming a qualified preacher of good news, if he gust. A splendid program providing
responds to provision. Need Assistance four days of ’food in due season’
thanks Willing for Scriptural encour- awaits you. There is still
time to
agement. He does want to become a make plans and to attend.
Write to
good preacher of the good news and
will appreciate patient assistance of the city of your choice for rooming
Willing. The two then sit down and accommodations,
if you have not
plan a working schedule permitting
them to work together several times already done so. If by chance you
each week.
do not receive your accommodations
SCENEIII (3 min.) 3ehovah knows through the mail, they will be held
what his people need and when. Now for you at the assembly city rooming
is the time for more and more to be- department.
come better preachers, to care for the
2 In addition to attending an asgreat gathering
work. Through the
training program all can be assisted to sembly, enjoy an additional
part of
preach and enjoy many New World
assembly activities
by volunteering
society blessings.
to help. Much assistance
will be
needed by each department
at all
"Make Sure of All Things"
assemblies.
You can make the task
2nd Week:
lighter by offering your assistance.
Blood Transfusion (pages 47-48)
So why not send your Volunteer
Demonstration: One of Jehovah’s
witnesses in need of an operation
Service application
slip to the asexplains to his doctor why he
sembly city where you will attend,
cannot Scripturally
undergo a
designating
on it what you can and
blood transfusion.
would like to do?
4th Week:
While there is much to be done
Born Again (pages 48-50)
around the assembly,
do not lose
Discussion:
One of the newer
publishers
does not understand
sight of the importance of field servwhat it means to be "born again"
ice. Arrangements have been made
and inquires of one of the mature
for field service at each assembly
publishers,
who explains Scriptural meaning by following macity. Take advantage of all opporterial outlined.
tunities to engage in house-to-house
work as well as to share in street
New Cost List
advertising
with magazines, placTwo new Cost List booklets
are ards and handbills.
Font" days give
to acbeing sent to each congregation with us a wonderful opportunity
in the
this Informant. It is important that complish a great witness
the congregation
servant and the assembly city.
stock servant carefully
study the
* Bumper signs, lapel cards and
instructions that appear in the first
holders are now available.
If you
few pages on how to order. A copy trove not ordered from the Society
of the booklet is also now being what you need, please do so at once.
sent to pioneers working unassigned
these additional
ways of
territory.
All other pioneers will re- Utilize
assemblies going to, at
ceive a copy of the new booklet with advertising
astheir yearly supplies sent out in and returning from the district
August.
sembly.
New Subscriptions
(Continued)
and a 17 per cent increase in Italian Watchtower subscriptions.
You will
observe that the United States report of 392,554 new subscriptions
differs
from the figure 370,277 given in the June Informant. The 370,277 figure
was taken from pioneer and congregation reports, while the 392,554 figure
is the actual count of new subscription slips received at the office.
Another very gratifying
thing noted by the Society is the very fine
support that publishers "ire giving to the arrangement to obtain renewals
before subscriptions
expire. During the campaign 145,447 renewals were
received, a far-greater
number than ever before. Continue rendering this
fine assistance so that subscribers will have uninterrupted magazine service.
The total number of new subscriptions
reported to Brooklyn from September 1, ]953, to May 15, 1954, stands at 788,480. For the last full service
year the total for the world was 882,296. Will the one-million mark for new
subscriptions
for the world be reached by the end of August? IT Is IN THE
REALMOF POSSIBILITY. Remember, any time is a good time to encourage
persons of good will to subscribe for the two most enlightening magazines
on earth,
The Watchtower and Awake!
3
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Service
Year
and Unassigned
Territory
Work End with
August!
1 A world destruction
impends!
Warning must be given! Where is
the place of safety? Certainly
not
in any part of this doomed world’s
systems. Jesus warned to fake flight
to the mountains for safety. (Luke
21 : 20, 21; Matt. 24 : 15, 16, NW) It
is in the new-world theocratic
system of things where Jehovah keeps
his :New World society safe. Members of that New World society now
want to warn others to flee this
doomed world’s system of things and
to help them find safety in Jehovah’s
new-world system of things.
1955

CONGREGATION

UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954
153,962Publishers
Monthly Field
Service
Report
May Report
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
327 148,2 55.8
5,6
SD’I Pies,
Pioneees
5,276 96.1 31.4
4.2
403 90.3 26.0 2.9
Vac. Pies.
Cong. Pubs. 151,211 10.3 3.2
.4
Total Pubs.157,217
Public Meetings Held: 11,542
Do Not Neglect
to Report!
While July and August with assemblies, unassigned territory
and
vacations will be busy, fast-moving
months, do not neglect to report
your field service.
In past years i
many, because of being away from
their home congregation during this
period,
have not arranged to turn
in their reports. If necessary, send
your report slips to the congregation
servant by mail just before the end l
of the moult1. Do not become an Jr-i
regular publisher because you have:
neglected to report.
Every

Publisher

Safety

2 August will mark the final month
of the service year. Lovingly aid
others to take flight to God’s prescribed place of safety by continuing
to offer three books with three booklets or with two magazines and one
booklet,
on a $1.50 contribution.
Placements and interest
should be
noted for return calls, with the view
of developing home Bible studies.
Help train others when engaged in
any feature of service.
With the close of August this
summer’s unassigned territory
work
will terminate. Make every effort to
cover your assignment thoroughly.
At the end of August be sure to send

Conventions

Inquiry is made from time to time
as to when and where the 1955 European conventions will be held. It appears now that the convention
in
London will be held from July 27-31 ;
in Paris from August 3-7; in Italy
from August 5-7; -in Germany from
August 10-14; and in Sweden from
August 17-21.
In the United States we plan to
have five assemblies. At the moment
it appears that the New York assembly will be July 20-24. As soon as
other information
is available,
it
will be announced.

*

for

a

the Society
a report of what was
accomplished
and the names and
addresses of especially
interested
persons.
4 Magazine distribution
should
continue to command our attention.
Have you been keeping up with the
quota of placing at least two magazines cacti week? Being magazine
conscious at all times will enable
you to not only meet but also surpass the quota.
5There must be no letup in our
preaching activity.
Flight to Jehovah’s new-world system of things
for safety is imperative. In love for
our imperiled neighbor and fellow
man. let us help as many as we can
to flee without further delay to the
mountains
for safety,
Jehovah’s
New World society.
ORGANIZATION

Public
Relations
Servant
connection with dedication of KingIn each circuit
the Society has dom Halls, special
programs, etc.
appointed a brother to care for pub- Each congregation is responsible for
licity in connection with the circuit
local publicity
and should be alert
activities
of Jehovah’s witnesses. He to use all opportunities to publicize
the theocratic activities
locally, but
is known as the "Public Relations
Servant,"
since it is his duty to the public relations servant can offer
maintain
good relations
with the suggestions
and be of much assistante to the various congregations
various news channels in publicizing
assemblies and other special events in his circuit in handling and improving publicity.
The servants should
in the circuit.
When handled discreetly
tim newspapers,
radio and feel free to consult him on local
other media for disseminating
in- publicity.
4 In handling his duties the pubformation can be used to a very good
advantage in acquainting the people lic relations servant should use the
with the important activities
of Je- spirit of a sound mind at all times.
hovah’s witnesses.
Controversial
material and discus2primarily
the public relations
sions should be avoided wherever
He should have in mind
servant will be concerned with as- possible.
sembly publicity.
When circuit
or that the information he provides for
district
assemblies are announced, public consumption will usually be
widely distributed.
Hence, he should
he should contact the newspapers
within the circuit
and keep them not only make it interesting
and
posted with pertinent
information
alive, hut factual. The Society does
on the assemblies.
He may request
not recommend paid advertising.
If
the assistance of certain brothers in releases are submitted as important
the congregations in connection with NEWSregarding
activities
of the
such publicity.
Congregations should community and if interviews
are
co-operate. At circuit assemblies he planned in order to be interesting
should release important data re- and educational
to the people in
garding the assembly, its purpose,
general,
most newspapers and rewhat is to be presented on the pro- clio stations will consent to cover the
gram, speakers who will participate,
activities
free. Much depends on the
etc. He will work closely with and contact made by the public relations
under the supervision of the circuit
servant as to the response the ediservant in caring for his duties. A tors "cad program directors
make.
5 Jehovah has commissioned us to
memorandum entitled
"Suggestions
on Theocratic Public Relations" has preach the good news of the Kingbeen prepared for public relations
dora in all the world for the purpose
of a witness. The other-sheep
must
servants, and this should be consulted frequently
in caring for public
learn of the New World society and
relations work.
come into it for safety. The public
3 In addition to publicizing
as- relations
servant can add much to
semblies, the public relations servant the proclamation
of the good news
can assist in directing publicity in by diligently
caring for his duties.
Regular

House-to-House

Preacher

of

Good

News!

.

"Every day will I bless you, and I Will praise your name
foreverand ever."--Psalm
145:2,CB.
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Aid
Others
to
Plenty
of Territory
to Work
1 The old world is devoid of hope !
It is doomedto complete demolition !
Plainly in evidence is the fact that
armies of destruction
are beginning
to surround
Christendom.
Now is
the time for all persons of good will
to /lee to the mountains of Jehovah’s
organization
of permanent safety,
security and preservation
before the
winter of Armageddon sets in and it
becomes too late to flee.--Matt.
24:
15,2 16;
Luke 21
21.
Putting
into: 20,
practice
the won-’
derful counsel received at district
assemblies, Jehovah’s servants durADDED
AIDS
Have you developed several threeto eight-minute
sermons? Are you
using them in witnessing from house
to house? Do you support points in
your sermon by reading scriptures
from the Bible? All publishers
are
encouraged to do so, for using short
sermons is proving to be the most effective
means of conveying Bible
truths to the people.
As an aid to developing
more
seven- to eight-minute sermons, commencing with the August 15th issue
and appearing in the September, October and November issues, the first
article
in The Watchtower will be a
short sermon. It will contain material that you can use effectively
in
sermons from house to house after
you Say your usual "good morning"
and brief introduction.
By condensing the material into outline form
and listing
the scriptures
you want
to read to support the major points
you will have a variety of sermons
to use; in fact, seven different ones.
Take advantage of these added aids
which will assist you to give better,
and more sermons. On service meetings during these four months congregation
servants
might well arrange for publishers to prepare and
give sample sermons from these articles.
Undoubtedly you have also noted,
starting
with the July 1st issue
of The Watchtower and the July 8th
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Take

for

Safety

Flight

ing August will urge the other sheep
to hasten their flight.
There is no
time to waste! Prepare coherent,
thought-arousing three- to eight-minute sermons
and use them from
house to house. The Offer will be
three books with three booklets or
with two magazines and a booklet
on a .$1.50 contribution.
It is sugRested that "The Truth Shall Make
You Free" be included in the offer.
a One Bible study per publisher
remains Our goal. Bible studies result from making back-calls.
Make
return calls upon those who obtain
President

Writes

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

the offer
and aid them to take
fliight by gaining accurate knowledge
through
a home Bible study.
New
and less mature dues will be assisted
by more experienced witnesses.
4 Congregations
working unassigned territory
will complete their
assignment by the end of the month
and then submit to the Society a
complete report of what was accomplished, As suggested in the July Informant, since people in unassigned
territory
seldom are called on it
would be well to offer a year’s subscription
for The Watchtower and a
book for $1.50 instead of the regular
offer for the month. Congregations
not assigned special territory should
concentrate
on working remote sections and areas in their assignment
that have not been worked recently.
(Continued on page 3, col. 31

Encouraging

Letter

Bethel
Family
Field
Record
Good
All Jehovah’s slaves in the New World society will be interested
in
knowing some of the things Brother Knorr recently wrote to the 75 branch
offices concerning the Bethel family’s field service report, so here are a
few excerpts from his letter.
"All of us who have the opportunity
of working in the Bethel homes,
either in Brooklyn or at branch offices,
certainly
appreciate
the wonderful treasure of service that is ours . . . taking care of correspondence,
shipping literature,
doing home duties,
cooking and laundry."
He also
s-rid: "They rejoice in the opportunity of going out in the field service
with their fellow workers preaching
this good news of the Kingdom.
The Bethel family in every country is looked to by local publishers to set
the example in leadership."
He then mentioned that it was not only the work in the Bethel home
that counted but also field service was necessary to give the individual
a good standing before Jehovah. In this connection he said: "I took occasion to check the hours of every member of the Bethel family, of which
:here are approximately 400 here now. who are assigned either with the
Brooklyn Heights unit or with other units throughout the city ; and I
compiled the averages of hours, back-calls
and Bible studies.
During the
months of April and May there were 414 members in the family and they
averaged the following in hours, back-calls and Bible studies.
Combined Averages for ]Entire Family
AV, HOURS
AV. BACK.CALLS
AV. BIBLE STUDIEs
April
May
April
May
April
May
12.5
14.6
5.8
6.(4
.7
.7
United States’ Publisher .Averages
AV. HOURS
AV, BACK.CALLS
AV. BIBLE STUDIES
April
May
April
May
April
May
9.6
10.3
3.3
3.2
.4
.4
"You will note from the above that the averages for the Bethel family
are much better than the averages of the publishers in the United States.
This makes our hearts very glad. In hours for April they averaged 2.9
more hours and in May 4.3 more hours. Anti then in the back-calls
and
Bible studies they were well ahead of the general averages for the country.
(Continued on page 2, column 2)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
UnassignedTerritory Results
Jehovah’s blessing has been richly
manifest upon the diligent effort of
congregation publishers and pioneers
to witness in unassigned territory
since the inauguration of this special
work in 1952. To observe the farreaching effects,
note a few of the
many "Yearbook" experiences.
Working unassigned
territory
in
Newfoundland the brothers were greetod with expressions like: "Have you
any more of those good books? .... Oh,
you’re here at last! .... You might just
as well stop here until you teach us
the right way. We Want to know how
1o get everlasting life." (213) These
expressions certainly indicate that the
"other sheep’" are eagerly awaiting
the truth of God’s -Word It is no
wonder, then, that the brothers put
forth mucheffort in the various countries, such as in British Honduras, to
work unassigned territory
Here much
more is .required than settling comfortably in an auto and driving to the
territory,
bat the brothers are happy
to do it in order to reach the sheep
(108, t09)
This year, as last year, many congregations will receive the same assignments and thus return to areas previously worked. In Argentina an effort
was made to return personally to the
homes previously visited,
with good
results. (86, 87) This shows the merit
of calling on persons whose slips the
Society sends out with a congregation’s
assignment.
And just what may have
happened since literature
was left the
previous year? Perhaps your expert-,
once will be a joyful one, similar to
that on Page 246.
Travel Witnessing
Many times in traveling the opportunity is presented to talk the truth
and witness to others. By talking to
the one traveling next to yon, by bus,
boat, tram or other ways, you might
have experiences such as these taken
from the 1954 "Yearbook."
Homeward bound from the New
York convention a New Zealand pioneer spoke to a man who expressed
fear of growing Catholic power. He
had never before talked to one of Jehovah’s witnesses
and was glad to
hear gems of truth. (204, 205)
An Alaskan publisher decided to take
his canoe down the Yukon River, witnessing en route. His experiences were
numerous In his travels he encountered two young Catholic men who recognized and accepted the truth and
who are now publishers
of the Kingdom message. (76)
Preaching can be done aboard ship
too. A Norwegian brother spends up to
fifty hours a month witnessing as he
travels. After preaching systematically
to all on the boat he leaves and takes
up work on another. He has been privdosed to help many to become associated with the New World society and
to join in the preaching work. (221)
A missionary in Japan en route to
her territory witnessed to a businessman and obtained a subscription.
The
next day he came to her on the train
and obtained a subscription
for a
friend. The next day he came again-until by the week’s end the missionary
had obtained six subscriptions. (188)
Days to witness while traveling.

to where he came from, the dust.
With Three-Book
Offer
over in Ecclesiastes
9: 5. 10
During August we should be pro- Then
learn from the Bible that the
pared to take advantage of every op- we
know nothing.
And at John
portunity to leave the complete com- dead
Jesus spoke of Lazarus’
bination with householders by arous- 11:11-14
ing their interest with the giving of death as a sleep. And what is the
hope for the dead? At John 5 : 28, 29
a three- to eight-minute
sermon.
Jesus speaks of the resurrection.
So
-"One approach might be as folyou see that upon examining what
lows : "Good morning. My friend and
the many different
Bible writers had
I are making a friendly
call this
to say on u subject we are able to
morning to help honest people get a learn clearly what the Bible teaches.
better understanding
of the Bible. To assist
people to get better acMany sincere people have the Bible quainted with the Bible and to unand read it, but find many things
derstand what it teaches,
you are
difficult
to understand.
To under- invited to obtain these three Bible
stand the Bible, more is required
helps, on a contribution
of $1.5o
than just reading it. In his sermon They will aid you in a personal.
on the mount .Jesus showed us how topical study of the Bible."
to get an understanding of it. He (lid
4 If you contact
a householder
not just read the Bible to the people, who already has the offer, encourage
but brought together
the related
him to read the books so as to benescriptures on one subject. Note /)ere tit from the material they contain.
at Matthew 5:5 [read] that ,Jesus
Try to arouse his interest
in readwas quoting
from Psalm 37:11
ing the hooks by discussing a point
[read]. Jesus quoted from different
of interest
and showing how the
lparts
e
of the Bible to help peop
books can he used effectively
in
understand it, and the same is nec- study. By ct
turning to the subje
essary for us today.
index of one of the books the housea,,For
example:
All have lost
holder has, various topics of inloved ones in death. Would you be terest
can he pointed out and the
able to go to the Bible "and find the individual
shown how simple it is
answer as to where the dead are? to gain Bible knowledge with the
As you know, the Bible has much to assistance of the book. If no one is
say on this subject,
but in many calling on the householder and indifferent
places. At Genesis 3:1,(1
terest is shown, it is your privilege
[read]
we learn
Adam went back to call hack and give assistance.
President Writes ]Encouraging Letter
(Continued)
"I thought this comparison would he good for you to see and to study
over and to ascertain how you are getting along in your field service activity,
to compare with the averages of your own country or even the
averages of the United States and the Bethel family here."
Then he pointed out, "This presents a very healthy condition and it
has made our hearts glad here in the Bethel home ....
Of course, at
different
seasons of the year there are interruptions,
such as working
nights and all day Saturday in order to get certain things out on schedule.
But regardless of this it is always good for us to have in mind the preachins of tills
good news of the Kingdom in all the world for a witness."
After telling about other matters, he brought his letter to a close and
said, "What a joy it is to the remnant to see the other sheep gathered and
Inking on this great burden of responsibility
in preaching the good news
Together we rejoice in our grand privilege of service and pray that Jehovah God will continue to give prosperity
to his people as they bless
him every day."
Our comment is, we are very thankful to receive this letter
from the
president
of the Society and we are very happy to he members of the
Bethel family and to be able to serve our brothers everywhere by working faithfully
in the factory, the office, the home and in the field.

Publications
Now Available
"Let God Be True" ( Second Edition)
--Hiligaynon-Visayan
Coming Literature
Offer
"This Means Everlasting
Life’"
October : A wake! Subscription
and
--Cebu-Visayan,
three booklets for $1.
Hiligaynon-Visayan
2

What Has Religion
Done for Mankind?
--German, Greek
Evolution
versus The New World
--Japanese
God’s Way Is Love
--French
The Kingdom Hope of All Mankind
--Greek

Actual
Count
YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Two
Stock
Inventory
ferule
are
That Householders May Know
Introducing the GoodNews
being sent to each congregation with
SCENEI (2 ram.) chairman opens,
I (2 min.) Whether or not
Informant. An actual-count
indiscussing importance of giving a good weSCENE
gain a listening ear in house-to- this
ventory of stock is to he taken on
witness at each door so householder house work often depends on our first
will know that one of God’s ministers
spokenwords. Introductions should be September 1 and recorded on these
is calling and your purpose in calling,
well thought out and prepared just as
accurately and completely. All
and that he may be favorably
im- sermons. While a different introduction forms
with congregapressed by your witness.
and sermon need not be given at every pioneers associated
varied presentations at the dis- tions will take a count of their stock
SCENEII (3 min.) Publisher talks door.
posal
of
a
publisher
equip
him
to
witto householder along this line without ness effectively to all types of people in and turn in to the congregation stock
using Bible or prepared three- to a territory.
servant a signed slip showing how
eight-minute sermon
’Calling upon
many books and 32- and 64-page
persons in a Bible-education work and
SCENE|1 (16 min.) Four publishers
have literature
that explains God’s meet at a brother’s home for an infor- booklets they have. The total for all
"Word, Householder will find it interwith your congathering.
They sit down and pioneers associated
esting and helpful and may have these mal
start talking about everyday matters.
gregation will he shown at the betthree books and booklets for $1.50 con- Then one suggests it would be pleas- ton] of the Stock Inventory form.
tribution.’
Householder smiles conde- ant and helpful to discuss the matter
scendingly and. gently closing- door. of approaching people at the doors and The congregation servant should
says he is not interested. As publisher to get stone ideas as to what introduc- check with the stock servant to see
is ready to turn toward next apartment ,tions may be made. Others agree
floor he hears from within apartment saying, at times opening words to that the inventoryis properly taken
Send
he just left: ’Who was that, dear?’" catch interest seem to be the hardest and give him help if necessary.
One who answered door: "Someone. I part of presentation. Brother then gets the originalto the Societynot later
don’t know who he was." ’What did several different books, gives one to than September
3 and retail]the duhe want? ....
He had some books exand suggests a chapter be se- plicate
plaining the Bible he wanted us to each
for your files.
lected
to
he
used
as
theme;
from
it
buy," "Did you buy any? .... No, I told select several key scriptures
for a
him we weren’t interested
in any three- to eight-minute
sermon, and
New Circuit
and District
books...
Say, is dinner ready: I’m then develop an interesting
introduchungry."
tion leading into the talk and offer.
Servant
Talks
prepares quickly and tries his
SCENEIll (2 min.) Chairman com- Each at
Starting September 5, 1954, circuit
presenting a different introments that publisher was not very ef- hand
and sermon and concludes
servants will give the public talk
fective, for householder did not learn duction
ith
current offer.
(Make each of "Preparing
real purpose of call "What suggestions w
Now to Live Forever."
presentations
three minutes.)
does congregation have? Undoubtedly four each
presentation, the rest offer The new pal)lie
talk to be given by
someonewill recommend
use of three- After
to eight-minutesermonwith Bible. suggestions or comments, particularly
the district servant at circuit assemChairman agreesthree-to eight-min-placing emphasis on the introduction.
blies starting in September is "Does
and chapters
ute sermonsare the answerand invites Sample introductions
all to observehow muchmoreeffective
such as the following may be used: "I God Really Care?"
the publisher
wouldhavebeen by do- am calling to help people toward a
inglikethis:
( Cont’d
better and fuller life Weall desire to Take Flight . . .
Today, with so much destruction
5 Let all have a share in Kingdom
SCENE IV (10 min.) Same publisher live.
in
the
earth,
life
seems
to
be
cheap.
and householderas Scene II. After But not so with God. He counts life
service this final month of the servbriefintroduction
publisher
proceeds
I should like to call your ice year, and then report. If you will
’The H-bomb,as well as the atom and sacred.
attention
to
the
fact
that
God
is
going
cobaltbombs,is lookedupon by many to preserve
the
the livesof all righteousbe away from your congregation
todayas a threatto peaceand as a ‘personsthrough
the comingcrisis."last of August, arrange to send repossiblemeansof destruction
of our "Tills Means Everlasting
Life", chap- ports to the congregation. Do not beearthlyplanet. Many peoplewonder ter XXV) "I am a minister.
may come an irregular
whatthe Biblehas to say on the mat- seem strange to have a ministerIt call
publisher by negter,and that is exactly our purpose in on you,butthe crisisthatexistsde- lecting to report t
calling. At Isaiah 45:18 God’s original n]andsthat we preachthis way to6The two magazines
that flash
purpose regarding our earth is stated.
("New Heavens and a New warning signals
about the time of
] God purposed from (lay."
[Read scripture
Earth",
chapter
XIX)
"I
am
calling
outset that it would be man’s home. on you as a minister, not to bring you the end and tell the good news of
[Read Gen. 1 28.] For how long? At a new religion,
but to help you to .the Kingdom continue to pour forth
Eccl. l: 4 we are assured that it will be
religion in your everyday life."
torrent as pubforever. Thus on reading about those apply
c"What
Has
Religion
for Man- m an ever-increasing
who plan or would like to destroy and kind?" chapter XXVII)Done
lishers distribute at ]east two copies
work
rum our earth it is good to know Je- am doing is to turn the "The
minds of the each week. Utilize time before the
hovah’s purpose to turn the tables at people toward positive thinking
and a congregation
Armageddon’s battle.
[Read Revelabook study for maganew outlook."
("Let God Be True",
tion 11:18 ] Thereafter paradise con- chapter
zine distribution
in addition to sharXXVI)
ditions will return to earth, with peace,
ing in Magazine Day activity.
health, etc., as foretold at Isaiah 35: 1,
SCENE
Ill
(2
min.)
In
conclusion
7
As
emphasized
at the district as2, 7’ Turn to chapter 22 in "Let God conductor sums up need for effective
Be True" and show how chapter gives introductions
and the merits of pub- sembly, the warning must be soundScriptural proof of new-world condi- lishers’ taking advantage of occasions, ed! The modern counterpart
of Jetions. Then make three-book offer.
such as the one demonstrated, to asUrge
After door closes publisher hears: sist one another to become better and sus’ prophecy is in existence.
persons of good will to take flight to
’"What was that?" One witnessed to more effective ministers.
replies: "It was a minister. My, what
the mountains with you, taking them
a wonderful sermon he gave! .... "What
to help
did he say" .... He pointed out right
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954 by the hand, if necessary,
speed their escape.
from the Bible passages that the earth
153,962Publishers
will not be destroyed by the H-bomb
and that some day the earth is to be
Added Aids
(Cont’d)
made into a paradise garden He sure- Monthly Field
Service
Report
ly knew what he was talking about."
issue
of
Awake!
that
each
issue of
June Report
"Why didn’t I call you’: Hm-m-m, I
the magazines has contained a pubwas so interested in what he said about
Av.
Av.
Av.
lie lecture. These public lectures, in
the Bible I didn’t think of it."
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. addition to all the other fine articles,
SCENE V (2 mind Chairman con- Sp’l Pioe.
312 145.4 55.3
5.9
will direct the minds of people of
eludes with appropriate remarks about Pioneers
4.0 good will toward the Kingdom. They
5,344 91.9 29,2
effectiveness of prepared Bible sermon I
presentations,
and recommends that all Vac. Pios.
1,145 88.7 18.3
1.9
are being especially prepared for the
publishers use this or other sermons in Cong.Pubs.148,352 9.6 2,9
.4
public. Use these added aids and reghouse-to-house witnessing, that house- Total Pubs,155,153
ularly place your weekly quota of at
holders may know the purpose of our
Public
Meetings
Held:
8,244
least two magazines per publisher.
call.
3

Warning

of

Assault

by

Gog

of

Magog

Zealous
Preaching
Activity
Interest
can be stimulated
by
reading
scriptures
used in your
Emphasizes
Warning
three- to eight-minute sermons right
1 Gog of Magog is preparing
for from your personal
copy of the
his final, all-out assault on the New Greek or Hebrew volume of the New
World society.
(Ezek. 38:3, 4; 39: World Translation.
Then bring out
1, 2) Although outwardly appearing a fresh copy of the Bible and preweak to the enemy Jehovah’s
New sent it with a book to the householdWorld society is the only place that er. Doing this will enable us to demoffers genuine security and proteconstrate to the householder the valtion. Therefore Jehovah’s servants
ue of the New World Translation.
must not only be alert to Gog’s com4 Be sure to call back on all placeing assault,
but must sound the ments, treating each back-call as a
warning and invite persons of good potential
sheep. Be prepared to give
will into the domain of the New a ten- to fifteen-minute
sermon at
World society.
each back-call
and make your goal
2 September starts the new service the starting
of a home Bible study.
year. Plan to share in the warning
work every month. All congregations
will continue
to arrange for the
CONGREGATION
training of those needing assistance
Fulfilling
Training-Program
in any feature
of service.
During
Assignments
September all publishers
will want
to share in offering
the New World
The over-all
purpose
of the
Translation
of either the Greek or training program is to build up the
Hebrew Scriptures
and a book on a efficiency in field service so that all
contribution of $2.
publishers are effective and regular
house-to-house publishers.
Organization and supervision of the training
Finding
Greater
Happiness
program are very important,
but
1 "Urgently need five cartons ’New actual results come from fulfillment
Heavens and a New Earth’. Publishof individual
training-program
asThe mature publisher
ers going from door to door more signments.
assigned
to
assist
another
publisher,
than anticipated.
We are completely
out. Publishers findings.greater
hap- or possibly two, must make definite
arrangements
to work with him
piness."
2 This telegram received by the regularly.
2 First the two publishers should
Society well expresses the great happiness and joy Kingdom publishers
discuss a schedule "for field service
everywhere are having in using the that will be suitable
to both. BarBible and giving three- to eight-min- ring unforeseen circumstances,
both
ute sermons. More and more publishshould be able to be at the Sunday
ers are doing so with telling effect,
morning contact for group witnessas shown in our May report
when ing. At least two hours of house-tothe offer was the book "New Heav- house preaching and an hour or so
ens and a New Earth".
of back-call
activity
will get the
Then some
Pubs. Books week off to a good start.
time can be devoted to magazine or
Special pioneers
327
7,569
booklet work before the congregaPioneers
5,276
62,562
tion book study during the week. An
403
Vacation pioneers
5,762
evening can be arranged for backCong. Publishers
151,211 178,495
calls; and on Magazine Day, particularly, house-to-house and store-to157,217
254,388
Total
store work can be engaged in. Both
3 Hours spent in field service go by should make adjustments
so as to
so quickly when using the Bible and work together several times a week,
giving sermons from house to house or as often as possible in the various
that time and again publishers
are features of the service.
3 During the time that they work
heard to say: "What! Have two
hours gone by already? Let’s work together, periodically
and at approsome more !"
priate places, the mature publisher
4 Keep on arranging to spend two will suggest points for improvement
as he goes
or more hours each Sunday morning and can demonstrate
in house-to-house
work and then an along. As pointed out in paragraph
Training-Proadditional
hour or so making back- four of the article,
in the June Incalls.
Your happiness
in doing so gram Assignments,
formant, it will not be necessary for
will be great!
*

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House-to-House
4

"Make Sure of All Things"
2nd week:
Caesar’s Things to Caesar (Pages
50-53)
Demonstration:
Publisher
encounters politician
who charges
Jehovah’s witnesses are not good
citizens. Tactfully publisher clarifies a Christian’s stand by explaining
from Scriptures
how
worldly rulers are respected and
their laws obeyed--except where
a Christian’s life, worship and allegiance to God are involved.
4th week:
Caste System (Pages 54-57)
Discourse highlighting
(1) God
does not favor family or class distinction, (2) his arrangements for
nation of Israel, (3) clergy are not
to be elevated, (4) cliques and
classes in Christian congregation
forbidden, (5) Christians are not
social reformers, but living as
NewWorld society set proper example for others.
ORGANIZATION
both publishers
to work together
during the entire time they are in
the field.
4This training
will be carried
over into the back-call
and home
Bible study activity
also. As interest is located, the more mature
publisher should give assistance
in
following this up and help the less
experienced publisher to turn effective back-calls into home Bible studies. They should work together in
preparing
threeto eight-minute
sermons and preparing for effective
back-calls and studies. This provides
a wonderful opportunity for publishers to learn how to prepare for field
work, and then to see the actual results in the field. Under the training
program the assistance
of a more
mature publisher helps one to ]earn
quicker and to become more effective.
5 The assignments
may continue
in effect for several months, depending on the need of the publisher receiving assistance.
As soon as a
publisher
has progressed
to the
point where he can effectively
witness at the doors and conduct backcalls and studies properly,
an adjustment can be made by the circuit
servant or congregation
servant so
that the more mature publisher
can
assist another who needs help. Possibly the publisher who was receiving help could then be used to help
others in the training program. The
training program is, therefore,
progressive and adaptable ,to the needs
of each congregation.
Are you as a
servant, a congregation
book study
conductor, a pioneer or a congregation publisher supporting it fully?

Preacher

of

Good

News!

*

"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145=2, CB.
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Warning
Sound

of
the

Assault

Warning

by

and

Bible-and-Book
Offer
1 Jehovah’s organization is increasing by leaps and bounds. Like an nowalled city it swells and expands.
Gog, Satan the Devil, and his wicked
forces now see this prosperous condition along with what appears to him
to be a weak and indefensible
position. With gathering rage he organizes his forces for the attack, being
lured irresistibly
to his own destruction; for Jehovah will fight for his
people.--Ezek. 38 : 3, 4 ; 39 : 1, 2.
2 Since Jehovah’s witnesses have
already b0en warned of the attack,
they desire to work zealously from
house to house spreading the warning
and preaching
good news from the
Bible. Let all start the new service
year right by engaging in house-tohouse service offering the New World
Translation
of the Christian Greek
scriptures
or the New World Translation of the Hebrew Scriptures with
one book for a $2 contribution.
"The

New

World

of

Magog

Prepare

for

Expansion!

New Service
Year Begins
1 Jehovah’s forward-looking
New
World society looks to the 1955 service year to be one of great expansion.
a By now effective three- to eight- And it is sure to be, by Jehovah’s
minute sermons have been developed undeserved loving-kindness,
as each
by most publishers.
This month will one of us does his part in contributprove to be an opportune one for ing toward the expansion.
using the Bible in our sermons, for
2 We are better equipped now than
scriptures can be read front the Bible ever before to effectively minister to
being offered. It is suggested, though, linen of good will The training prothat publishers
use their personal
gram is progressing well "and will accopies of the Bible during the sermon complish great things as district and
and then produce a fresh copy for the circuit servants, congregation servhouseholder. This will eliminate cop- ants, pioneers and publishers
conies’ getting soiled or dog-eared. Pub- tinue
the good work being done
lishers
assigned to work together
through it. House-to-house work will
should go over the sermon to he used go on expanding this year as more
before starting
in the field so each and more publishers
become regular
one knows what the other is to do.
house-to-house preachers of the good
The purpose of our ministry is to news. And with more publishers
gohelp persons of good will to the place ing from house to house giving threeof safety with us in the theocratic
to eight-minute
sermons and using
land. This cannot be done by merely the Bible, a greater number of goodplacing literature.
Personal aid must will persons than ever before are gobe given through back-calls and home ing to give ear to the Kingdom mesBible studies.
A well-prepared ten- sage. Then as prepared back-calls are
to fifteen-minute
hack-call sermon made more home Bible studies will
will aid greatly in starting home Bi- be started,
and more home Bible
(Continued on page 2, eel. 2)
(Continued on page 3, col. 2)
Help

Society

Thousands
Thrill
on Seeing
Film
During the months of May and
June alone, 101,393 people thrilled on
seeing "The New "World Society in
Action," This inspiring
demonstration of Jehovah’s earthly organization in operation
has made deep,
lasting impressions on publishers and
people of good wilt alike. All want
to see it--more than once---according
to numerous reports and expressions
pouring into the office.
2What reaction
has it had on
strangers?
A sister met a person in
house-to-house work and invited her
to see the film. She came and was so
thrilled
am
e
that the next day she c
to the public meeting, bringing her
neighbor and entire family. Another :
The Jewish manager of a theater
where the film was shown was
prompted to tell his Protestant
preacher friend : "You ought to come
over and see this group in action!

Gog

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Others

in

to

Safety

Action"

They have an idea of service that I
have never seen any place else. They
call themselves servants
and they
really mean it."
3 And what effect on persons of
good will?
One of many reports
reads: "Before I saw the picture I
thought Jehovah’s witnesses were a
small local group. NowI see that the
organization is world-wide and growing by the minute..,
and what unity and love shown by one another !"
4 As for brothers, the following remarks from several sum up the Selltiments of all: "To see all the work
that goes into making magazines and
books certainly
has made me m
e
r
o
alert to wisely use every piece of literature."
"It did more than a thousand words to impress me with the
unity within Jehovah’s organization
and the work that we have to do at
this time." "It was a thrill to relive
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Expand
Your Ministry
1 When one is a congregation publisher he need only expand his ministry
to become a pioneer.
God’s
"Word, the Bible, encourages all dedicated servants to expand your ministry that all men may note )’our
progress.
What better way, congregation publishers, is there for you to
expand your ministry
than by becoming a full-time
pioneer minister?
2 So far this service year 3,8(i.q
publishers, varying in age from eight
to eighty, have expanded their ministry by becoming vacation pioneers.
This is the highest number ever to
participate
in vacation pioneer service. The Society would like to take
this opportunity to say it is a pleasure to serve with each one of the
vacation pioneers and to note the
good work that they are doing.
3 While many vacation
pioneers
are of school age and soon will have
to leave the pioneer ranks until next
vacation, others,
having tasted of
this grand service, will want to con(Continued on page 4, col. 1)

Around the
with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

Following Through
On placing a piece of literature Jehovah’s witnesses realize their ministry
work is not completed. Good-will persons need help and it is up to the indiother.
The two of them make up
To Those
Who Say the
vidual publisher to see that such help
God’s complete Word, the Bible.’
Hebrew Scriptures
in new-world living is given by making return calls.
a By resorting
to logic,
common
Are Not Needed
To emphasize the point, note the let1 Oftentimes we speak to people sense and reason, we could also say :
ter, on page 72 of the "Yearbook," that
was slipped under the door of a King- who say the Greek Scriptures
are ’It would be impossible to get a full
dom Hall. What a blessing some pub- sufficient for study and contend there appreciation
and understanding
of
lisher missed by failing
to follow
God’s purposes by relying solely on
through !
is no need for the Hebrew ScripGreek Scriptures.
Without the
Outstanding progress has been made tures.
When confronted
with these the
Hebrew Scriptures
how could one
by publishers in French Equatorial Af- expressions one might say :
rica, whoincreased from 112 publishers
learn about our Creator?
how he
2 ’Though the Greek Scriptures,
in 1952 to 416 in 1953. A contributing
factor: literature placements were fol- commonly referred
to as the "New created the heavens and earth? about
lowed up with persistency. (77, 78)
man and his downfall? and about the
Should return calls be made even Testament," serve excellently in re- background to God’s glorious
arthough literature is not placed? If cir- vealing many of God’s purposes, yet rangement to redeem fallen
mancumstances warrant it, yes. A publish- in themselves they are not complete.
er in Syria now conducts a home Bible All Bible books from Genesis to Rev- kind? The Hebrew Scriptures
are
study where no literature
was placed
are inspired
by God and filled with information we need, as
on the first call because the housewife elation
Paul tells us at I Corinthians 10 : 11.
said she "could not subscribe until she none can rightly be ignored. Jesus,
received permission from her hus- his apostles and his disciples did not If we did not have the Hebrew Scripband." Follow-through calls brought
could not understand many
reject the Hebrew Scriptures,
rath- tures we
results. (196)
in the Greek Scriptures.
For
Occasionally publishers are privier they quoted and referred to them things
example : In the 24th chapter of Matleged to make special calls on good- continually.
When
Jesus
was
tempted
will slips sent by the Society’s office or in the wilderness by the Devil {Luke thew Jesus said that in the last days
by following through on other correspondence received. Publishers in Bar- 4) he quoted from the Hebrew Scrip- a disgusting thing spoken of by Danbados know the importance of this and tures, such as Deuteronomy 8 : 3 and iel the prophet would arise to cause
relate a most interesting
experience.
desolation.
Without the book of DanTheir good theocratic recommendation Exodus 20:3, both from the "Old iel to refer to we could not underis. "Follow up all interest and leave the Testament," to support his position.
results with Jehovah." (116) Are you And in the sermon on the mount stand what Jesus had reference to.
doing this?
So we see both are necessary.’
(Matt. 5-7) Jesus made twenty-one
Proper Love
These and many other striking
quotations
from
the
Hebrew
ScripPaul asks, at Romanschapter eight,
to note also points can be used to show men of
"Whowill separate us from the love of tures. It is interesting
the Christ? Will tribulation or distress that at Romans 15 : 7-13 Paul quoted good will the importance of having
or persecution or hunger or nakedness from Deuteronomy 32: 43: Isaiah
and studying the Hebrew as well as
or danger or sword?" (NW) Today
Greek Scriptures.
(If you enwith one accord, Jehovah’s witnesses 11 : 1,10 and Psalm 18 : 49 and 117 : 1. the
counter people who are not familiar
world-wide answer as did Paul in In fact, from Matthew to Revelation
verses 38 and 39.
a total of 365 direct quotations and with the terms "Hebrew Scriptures"
In Costa Rice, Just before Memo"Greek Scriptures,"
then the
rial, religious opposition, amongother about 375 allusions are made to the and
"Phi Testathings, resulted in a Kingdom Hall’s Hebrew Scriptures.
So you can see common expressions
being burned down, with complete loss that the Hebrew Scriptures
may be
and the ment" and "New Testament"
of literature, records, etc. It was a blow Greek Scriptures
supplement
each used in clarifying
the above.)
meant to cripple Kingdom work and to
throw fear into publishers and persons
of good will. But it did not work out :Warning of Assault...
(Cont’d)
Field
Service
Chart
that way. The brothers had proper love ble studies.
Each publisher should 1955-1956
and were richly blessed. (128, 129)
Each congregation is being sent a
Publishers in Greece continue to be conduct at least
one home Bible
new congregation chart covering the
ill-treated
by the government and enDoes your congregation chart next
counter great opposition. But as true study.
two service years, beginning
show
an
average
of
one
Bible
study?
soldiers of Christ they keep on preachSeptember 1, 1954. Included with
Now
that
the
district
assemblies
ing and are privileged to help intersheet
ested persons daily. (166)
are over we are much better equipped each chart is an instruction
describes
how to obtain the
Having proper love, mature publisheffectively invite and assist others that
ers in Syria have not been gripped with to
proper
figures
to
post
on
the
chart.
fear and paralyzed into the state of to the only place of security. Among the assistant
congregation
servant
inactivity by persecution. Though ar- other things, we learned how to inbefore
rested, beaten and mistreated they are crease magazine distribution.
As sug- should study this carefully
determined nothing will separate them
to work on the new chart.
gested, during September arrange to starting
from God’s love. (195)
engage in evening magazine work
Upon being warned by a Catholic
Year Supplies
missionary that false prophets would from service centers before the con- 1955 Service
come with Bibles in their hands calling gregation book study as well as in
Enclosed with this Informant for
themselves Jehovah’s witnesses, a village chief in Togoland had a newly regular Magazine Day activity,
to congregations
are Monthly Report
formed gathering of seventeen good- reach and exceed our goal of two cards and a Congregation Progreswill persons beaten and dispersed. But magazines a publisher
each week. sive Report sheet. The following supthe truth cannot be blocked. Now a
congregation exists there and scores of
God has lovingly given us warn- plies will be sent direct to : Pioneers,
people are manifesting interest. (212) ing. Let us in turn show love for God Monthly Report cards and Daily
No report in this connection would
Special
pioneers,
be complete without mentioning our by taking up the announcement of Record sheets;
brothers who are preaching behind the Gog’s destruction and love for neigh- Monthly Report and Allowance ReIron Curtain under very trying circum- bet by inviting
righteous-hearted
quest forms and Daily Record sheets.
stances. (134-136; 161-162; 176-179; 233- ones into the only place of security
Order all other supplies in the regu235; 240; 269) Let us all continue to
remember them in our prayers.
in this time of the end.
lar manner.

YOUR
SERVICE
Where Can Improvement Be Made?
Publisher Record cards may be
given to study conductors to pass
out to publishers associated with
their service center the evening this
demonstration is put on. All cards
should be gathered from publishers
before the meeting is dismissed. Encourage all to attend this meeting
by making special announcements.
(20 Minutes) Congregation committee
briefly review congregation progress
during year and make appropriate comments. One then suggests beginning of
service year is good time for each publisher to analyze his card to see what
he did during last twelve months and
to note points where improvement can
be made during coming year.
Assistant congregation servant reviews each monthly campaign, September Bible-and-book
offer,
October
"’Awake!" subscription, etc., as publishers check cards to note their monthby-month placements.
Total books,
booklets and subscriptions
placed by
congregation is given. Servants then
make appropriate
comments on use of
three- to eight-minute sermons to increase placements and to give effective
testimonies at door Were eight magazines placed each month or a hundred
or more during the year? Servants give
suggestions to increase magazine distribution.
Bible study servant then begins analysis of back-call work. Howmany backcalls are being made in comparison
with placements? Are notations made
so return calls can be made? Is backcall night supported and are calls being
made after regular Sunday morning
witnessing? Servants stress need for
making prepared back-calls using tento fifteen-minute sermons. Then Biblestudy activity is analyzed. Does congregation average one Bible study per
publisher? Servants make suggestions
and encourage more of the capable
publishers to start having a part in
home Bible-study activity One Bible
study per publisher remains the goal.
Congregation servant takes up discussion of field hours and regularity in
service. He gives the number of regular publishers and explains that a regular publisher is one who has preached
and reported each of last six months.
Does congregation average equal that
of the nation? Servants can give suggestions for improvement, such as two
hours or more in house-to-house work
on Sunday and then an hour or so of
back-calls,
work from service center
before congregation book study, midweek contacts, etc.
Servants conclude discussion by outlining goal of congregation for coming i
year and that it includes reaching a
10 per cent increase by December and
a 20 per cent peak by April. Publishers
are encouraged to work closely with
service center to which they are assigned, attending all
congregation
meetings, participating
regularly in
field work, and to work throughout the
year with a purpose.
Remembering WhyWe Called
SCENE
I (2 min.) Conductor relates
purpose of making back-calls.
They
are not social visits, but are made to
help householder learn the truth. This
is important, and minor interruptions
should not sidetrack us from this purpose.
SCENEII (7 rain,) Householder invites publisher in, turns off radio,
which just gave latest news, and before publisher can say anything about
the truth householder begins discussion
of world conditions. Publisher joins in
discussion. After a while publisher re-

’The New World Society’ (Con
t’d)
the assembly
m
at Yankee Stadiu
"I can see more than ever that Jehomarks, "V¢ell, I stopped by to see you vah’s New World society
an orthis evening to d i cuss God’s kingdom." ganization of workers: I isknow
with
After a few sentences a young child
comes in and causes a disturbance.
application
I can do much better in
Householder then talks about difficulmy personal ministry." "I will never
ties encountered when training" children. Publisher sympathizes and lets forget what I saw."
householder talk on. Finally, publisher
Attend Your Circuit Assembly
gets back to Bible theme, only to be
When can you see it? Whether
interrupted
by the arrival
home of
another member of the household. Aft- for the first time or again? By popuer introductions are made the new ar- lar demand the Society has schedrival
mentions the weather and a
general discussion of it follows, until uled to show it at all circuit assempublisher realizes it is time for him to blies for the next six months. Come
leave.
and enjoy this treat as well as all
SCENEIII (3 min.) Conductor asks
audience what could have been done to other features of the program.
6 Beginning in September, among
improve effectiveness.
[Note: Be sure
the point is made that publisher, not i other outstanding things, the circuit
householder, should lead discussion, and assembly program will feature wholethat interruptions
should be overcome
by tactfully and alertly channeling dis- some counsel on organizing the traincussion to the Bible.]
ing program. Step by step you will
SCENEIV (8 min.) Same householder and publisher in same setting. In i see how it operates and how experithis instance, when householder men- ence has shown that this is the most
tions world conditions, publisher is effective means of aiding publishers
alert to lead discussion by showing to grow to greater maturity and to
that world conditions fulfill
Bible
prophecies. This assures us that King- become more effective
in preaching
dompromises will also be fulfilled. When the good news. Timely demonstrayoung child comes in and householder tions and discourses
are scheduled
complains that child training is difficult today, publisher agrees but shows as well as field service. Be on hand
importance of proper training, for de- at the opening of the assembly and
linquency must be overcome if they enjoy all the sessions right up to the
are to live in new world, where such
conditions will not exist. When the closing talk. Make a special effort to
other member of the family comes in invite good-will persons to attend.
and introductions are made, publisher
Additional Useof the Film
takes initiative and tactfully leads discussion by telling the purpose of his
7 As opportunity affords it may be
call and the importance of all having shown as an educational
film to
more Bible knowledge. Publisher noand to
tices it is time to leave but is invited school groups, in hospitals
by both members of household to re- other interested
groups. Whenever
turn for further discussions.
SCENEV (3 rain*) Conductor re- possible and advisable an approprimarks that publisher took advantage :tie 20-minute talk should be given
of each situation to keep discussion on after the showing. These will be conthe right subject. As a result house- sidered as public meetings. The one
holder was assisted to learn more of
truth and has a desire to hear more. reading the script and giving the talk
may report time for both when the
Prepare for Expansion
(Cont’d)
showing is counted as a public meetstudies will assuredly result in more ing. Tim Society would appreciate reKingdom publishers.
ceiving reports on any such showings.
Is it not apparent, on reflecting
8 A special handbill to advertise
just a moment or two and observing
the showing of "The New World Sohow Jehovah has streamlined
and ciety in Action" has been prepared
made our witnessing more effective,
and may be ordered by use of the regthat he has’ (lone so to equip us to ular handbill order blank. If adverspeed up the witness work? Time is tised with handbills the showings at
getting short and there are yet many Kingdom Halls and other places may
to be brought into the new-world do- be reported as public meetings.
main. Jehovah’s organization
must
lye and now is in position to gather of great activity, Donot let one thing,
such as planning and attending
an
and care for them.
assembly in the United States or in
10 Per Cent by December;
Europe, overshadow all the other im20 Per Cent by April
portant things that we must accom4 Again this year each congregaplish. Preparing for them should not
tion will work for a 10 per cent in- deprive you of privileges of service
crease in publishers by December 31 you have at home. Proper planning
and a 20 per cent peak by the end of will enable you to enjoy both.
April. Start now training and help6 Be a well-balanced
publisher
ing those with whom you conduct a throughout the year. Attend all constudy to have a part regularly in the gregation meetings and have part in
ministry.
Through the congregation
all features of the ministry. Do your
hook-study service center, make ar- part in contributing
toward the exrangements to assist all associated
pansion so you and your congregato share in field work every month. tion will move forward in the great
The year of 1955 will he a year est work on earth during 1955.
3
MEETING

Daily
Blessing
the
New
Awake!
Campaign
Month
What a unique privilege
it is to
bless Jehovah’s
name daily!
Just
think, before angels and men we can
extol, praise and advertise the name
and purposes of the new-world Sovereign. (Ps. 145: 2i Jehovah’s witnesses without letup use every means
possible to speak well of him, knowing it is the right thing to do and
brings Jehovah’s favor.
During October new and old publishers alike will want to offer from
house to house the foremost
news
magazine awake to world happenings
and events. Yes, it is time for the
Awake! campaign. The offer will be
a year’s subscription and three book

Back Issues
Wanted
The legal office has use for issues
of the following publications:
The
lets for $1. Publishers
will remit Watchtower, issues of November 1,
90e for each new subscription.
The 1939, and June 15, 1941 ; Consolation,
quota will be at least one new sub- issue of October 30, 1940, and the
It would be apscription
for each publisher
and a booklet Neutrality.
preciated
if any extra copies of
minimum of four for pioneers.
Start preparing
now to share in these could be sent to the Society’s
the month-long campaign. Develop legal office, 124 Columbia Heights,
Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
an interesting
three to eight-minute
sermon on present-day
conditions
Prepare
for
that allows for scriptures to be read
from the Bible to support the points.
Awake!
Campaign
By your showing the part Awake!
Congregations wishing additional
plays in supplying vital information,
copies of October 8 and 22 issues of
good-will persons will be assisted to Awake! for use in the campaign are
see the merits of this fine magazine. requested to fill out and submit the
Continue to use your Bible in pre- enclosed Magazine Distributors’
orsenting Awake! just as with other der blanks as early in September as
campaign offers.
possible.
World

Sovereign’s

Name

Field
Service
Report
CONGREGATION
The August field service report is
ldentification
Cards
omitted so this Informant
can be
mailed during Bethel vacation. The
A number of cities
now are makreport will appear in the October
ing laws stating that any person who
issue.
goes from house to house doing canvassing or other work must be identi"Make Sure of All Things"
fied. As a result publishers engaged
2nd Week:
in the house-to-house ministry in varCharitable Works (pages 57-60)
Congregation discussion.
Quesious parts of the United States are
tions may be asked by chairman
making request to the Society for
developing (1) Jehovah the greatidentification
cards to show to the
est Giver, (2) give freely and unselfishly, (3l Christians’ special
police when they demand identificaresponsibility
to brothers and
tion or registry with them. In view
family, t4) spiritual giving most
of this condition the Society has preimportant, (5) wholehearted devotion must be given to Jehovah,
pared an identification
card that may
(6) true religion shows concern
be carried by qualified publishers and
for tile poor
shown to police when the need arises.
4th Week:
Communism(to p. 65, Amos 8: 11)
These identification
cards will
Demonstration: Brother and sisnot be given out promiscuously. They
ter discuss world’s trend toward
are to be issued by the congregation
communism.
"Wondering what
servant to only publishers and pio"Make Sure of All Things" says,
they take it and discuss a scripneers who have symholized their dedture or two under each subheadication
by water baptism, and who
ing.
engage regularly
in house-to-house
work and are capable of doing houseExpand Your Ministry
)(Cont’d
tinue expanding their ministry
by to-house witnessing alone. No excepbecoming regular
pioneers.
If you tions should be made. This does not
who do not go
would like to 1)creme a regular pio- mean the persons
neer, the Society,
upon being ad- from house to house cannot be pubvised, will be glad to assist you to lishers. They c,m, but as long as they
expand your ministry by considering
have not symbolized their dedication I
you for the regular pioneer service.
and have not reached the point of
4 None of Jehovah’s witnesses are going from house to house alone they
content just to drift along in the are not eligible for this certificate.
service of our God. At all times they
a The purpose of this card is to
want to expand their ministry, know- provide identification
that can be
ing it is pleasing to Jehovah. If you shown to the police establishing
the
81"0 unable to become a regular or fact that one is an ordained minister
vacation pioneer right now, then be of God and a representative
of the
a good congregation publisher.
Serve Watchtower Bible and Tract Society
Jehovah
with the maximum time
authorized to minister from house to
you can and work toward full-time
service. As soon as you (.an do so, house. The cards will not be needed
expand your ministry
by becoming in communities where there is no poa pioneer.
Make Pioneering
your lice interference.
However, if all
Goal!
qualified
publishers
wish to carry
*

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House-to-House
4

ORGANIZATION
these cards the Society has no objection. The advisability
of providing
cards locally will be left up to the
discretion of the congregation servant.
4 Congregation servants may order
just the required numbers of cards.
They should be filled out on the typewriter (1st line,
name; 2nd line,
street address; 3rd line, city and
state), signed in ink by the presiding minister (congregation servant)
and countersigned
by the one holding the card in the presence of the
presiding minister at the time it is
issued. Notation should then be made
on the Publisher’s
Record card that
an identification
card was issued. If
a publisher moves from one congregation to another, he should surrender his old card to the congregation
servant before leaving and get a new
one from the congregation
servant
of the new congregation
where he
will be associated.
An expiration
date will appear
on these cards ; so it will be necessary
to reissue them every two years. The
Society will announce in the Informant when a new supply of cards may
be ordered.
Congregation servants
may now order the number of identification cards needed at the rate of
two cards" for a penny. The cards are
of a convenient size that may be carried in the wallet or purse. They
should be kept neat and clean.
6 The Society hopes this card will
serve its intended purpose and will
tie of great benefit to the many publishers and congregations where the
police are demanding identification.
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Daily

"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
Blessing

Awake!

Campaign

Goal Well in Sight
1 Giving praise to Jehovah is pure
pleasure! The happiness it gives us
is multiplied
by the time we spend
in blessing his holy name. Daily service, then, is essential
in bringing
happiness to ourselves
and joy to
the heart of the new-world Sovereign.--Ps. 145 : 2.
Daily worshipers of Jehovah, always alert to keep Jehovah’s name
before the people, rejoice to share in
the annual Awake ! campaign. It is another opportunity
to acquaint many
more people with its excellent coverage of diversified fields and with its
intimate
review of global conditions, forewarning readers that only
through God’s kingdom will conditions earth-wide be permanently bettered. Specially selected articles of
public interest will be carried in the
Pioneers

New

Quota:

One

World
Subscription

Sovereign’s
for

October issues,
in addition to the
public lectures
now contained
in
each issue of Awake?
3 During October offer the Awake !
subscription and three booklets on a
$1 contribution,
The quota for each
congregation
publisher
is one new
subscription and for pioneers, four.
AS shown below, each year since 1951
we have been coming closer to meeting this quota.
per Centof
"Awake!"
Total
Campaign Subscriptions Quota
Reached
1951
65,430
54
1952
107,394
81
1953
6
4
133,
1
9
1954
7 ? ? Workingfor 100
4 Yes, the 100 per cent goal is definitely
within-sight.
Last year we
were just nicely getting started with
three- to eight-minute
sermons when
we obtained
133,466
new Awake?

Recommend

Encouraging
Words
x "What a grand provision for all
to enjoy! ....
Many publishers
here
really appreciate the opportunity to
pioneer.
There is no finer way to
spend time." Daily the Society receives such expressions from appreciative congregation publishers, regular and vacation pioneers of all
ages. Whole families have Written in
for applications
and some congregations write : "Arrangements are being
made so that practically
every publisher will pioneer some time during
the year." One writes:
"Thus far,
we have 11 regular and 10 vacation
pioneers. This makes our congregation of 59 publishers
very happy."
aTypical
are these encouraging
words from new pioneers:
"My experiences the past weeks have been
very happy ones. Just a taste, but,
my, how refreshing ! They’ve whetted
my appetite for more." Another, "The
many joys and blessings
that Jehovah’s service brings are greatly multiplied while pioneering. All publishers should take advantage of this arrangement. I know they wilt be glad
they did." And, "I’ve always wanted

the

Pioneering

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

Name
a

Publisher

subscriptions.
That is the highest
number of subscriptions
ever taken
in a single month ! Undoubtedly, this
October will be even better, since all
o£ us will he using three- to eightminute sermons in our house-tohouse ministry with the offer all five
Sundays of the month. Spend at
least two hours each Sunday morning in the house-to-house
work and
then an hour or so making backcalls.
Midweek witnessing arrangements should also be made. With all
of us doing our Dart, we shall far exceed our previous peak of 133,466
new subscriptions.
5 Engage, then, in this pure pleasure of blessing the new-world Seversign’s name in October. Tell others
of Awake ! and its excellent features.
By doing so you will bring happiness to yourself and to others.
Meeting

Attendance

Attend
Regularly
to increase my service privilegeS.
1 Attendance at all meetings of JeHere is the way." One writes, "Not
just vacation pioneering for me---I hovah’s people today is very urgent.
want to be a regular pioneer from Next to the Bible The Watchtower
is one of the most enlightening
innow on."
a Inspiring and confident are the fluences upon the earth. The study
and with the conwords from pioneers
who have of it privately
served for years: "Pioneering
haS gregation is indispensable. The servschool
taught me to have full confidence in ice meeting and ministry
Jehovah. It keeps me doing his will are likewise enlightening forces necessary to a broader vision and to
and leaves no time for nonessentials.
It’s been the happiest time of my equip each one of us for new-world
service. Conlife.
I wouldn’t trade it for any- living and theocratic
book studies
and public
tiling." Another says, "It’s a lifetime gregation
career without equal. Spending each meetings are provided by Jehovah to
understanding
of
day in service gives one peace of give us greater
mind and pleasure,
builds a keener Kingdom truths.
appreciation
for Jehovah’s lowing- 2 The great truths of the Kingdom
kindness
and makes one want to and its requirements cannot .be exshow gratitude."
And this noteworthy plored by us apart from our brothone, "Jesus’ words ’there is more ers. Jehovah never purposed that
they should, for we are told that ’no
happiness in giving’ have certainly
proved true. What a thrill
to help prophecy is of private release’ and
others!
My only regret is that I ’not to forsake the gathering o£ ourselves together,
as some have the
didn’t start sooner."
4 The remaining time till Armaged- custom, but encourage one another,
and all the more so as the day draws
don is limited. From now until then near.’ (2 Pet. 1:20 and Heb. 10:25,
we are extended ministerial
priviNW) With these points in view, let
(Continued
on page 2, col 3)
(Continued on page 2, col. 2,)

Around the
with Jehovah’s

World
Witnesses

Means of Awakening
Howwill people call upon Jehovah if
they are not preached to? All of Jehovah’s witnesses know the answer to
this question and therefore diligently
With
Awake!
arrange to share regularly
in the
1 Uppermost in the minds of men
preaching work and to present literature, knowing that through the spoken today are the troubles in the world.
and printed explanation of the Scriptures many will be awakened to the Tiffs gives us a wonderful opportunitruth.
ty to develop pointed three- to eightFrom all walks and ways of life
sermons based on world conpeople of good will toward God are minute
awaking to the truth. It is not the ditions, and when offering Awake ! to
point
out
that it covers world events
past that counts, but, rather, what one
does upon learning the truth. You will along with many other fields
of
enjoy reading what effect the truth knowledge.
As a basis
for your
had on a hardened criminal in Hawaii.
theme you might use Luke 21 as fol(172)
Through the assistance of "Let God lows :
Be True" many thousands have been
2 "Good morning ! [Introduce yourawakened to the truth. And it does not selves.]
We are calling
on honesttake long, as shown in the report from
North Borneo. (245)
hearted people today concerning the
Even tracts can be used effectively.
on the earth. Needless to
"Awake from Sleep!" was left with a troubles
lady in South Africa who was not too say, there are much wickedness, sufreceptive.
After reading the tract,
fering and corruption throughout the
what did the lady do? She immediately I world, and in almost every tame
looked up the publisher to subscribe
there is unhappiness. All of us have
for "Awake!" (247)
And speaking of "Awake!" A man in wondered why these conditions exist
Peru was so impressed
with thismag- and what the remedy might be. The
azine that he wrote a fine article Bible shows there is a reason for
about It and had it publishedin a: these
troubles.
Jesus spoke of such
prominentstudentpaper.The result?
Otherswereinfluenced
to subscribe
for conditions
afflicting
mankind, at
"Awake!" (230)
21:]0,]1,
[read and apply to
Being awake ourselves and knowing Luke
the merits of "Awake!" we should all events of last forty years]. In fact,
diligently present the subscription offer he foretold
that conditions
would
from house to house this month. It become so bad that heart disease
will be the means of awakening many. (America’s No. 1 killer)
would increase,
as verses 25 and 26 show.
Youthful Witnesses
Does one have to be old in years to Seeing these things happening makes
understand the truth? To take a firm us want to understand why they are
stand? To preach? The 1954 "Yearbook happening and what they all mean.
of Jehovah’s Witnesses" contains many
fine reports showing that youthful wit- In verse 31 Jesus said these troubles
nesses are doing fine work and have would mark the nearness
of the
Jehovah’s blessing and favor as they Kingdom, for which we have prayed.
share in the ministry.
must
In France three girls, 11, 15 and 17, All claiming to be Christians
learned the truth and started attend- now keep awake to world happenings
ing meetings.
What happened? Read and their meaning, for Jesus shows
the interesting
account on page 154
of
of how, amongother things, they exas- in verse 36 that the majority
perated the village priest with their Meeting Attendance
(Cont’d)
knowledge of the Bible to the point
that the priest warned all his parish- us consider pertinent facts pertainioners against listening to the truth ing to our association with the meetspoken by an ll-year-old girl! Another
fine example is found on page 196.
ings Jehovah has arranged for our
At the tender age of five a youthful welfare.
witness in Nicaragua effectively told
Since January, 1954, on the averher grandmother why her speechless,
47,000 (28 per
sightless and deaf images are worth- age, approximately
have not attended
less. She is also able to witness alone cent) publishers
at the doors. This is another good the Watchtower study each week:
example of what results when parents 65,000 (38 per cent),
the service
assist their children to have a solid
foundation for life in the new world. meeting: 68,000 (40 per cent), the
(207)
ministry school and 58,000 (34 per
Youthful witnesses,
are you regu- cent), the congregation book studies.
larly engaging in magazine activity?
Have you tried starting
a magazine -These brothers love Jehovah but ap
route around your home? You can ef- parently do not realize that they are
fectively take part in this feature of looking upon Jehovah’s table with
the ministry as shown by the example an attitude
bordering on contempt.
of other young ministers in Greece.
(166)
Attending meetings and participatAll youthful witnesses should regu- ing in them are essential
to theolarly attend meetings and be attentive
cratic well-being and proper Kingduring then] so as to learn from them. dora service.
Participate
in them, too, as appro4 Jehovah’s table is indispensable
priate occasions are afforded and then in this day of judgment, It is vital to
be regular in the ministry by sharing
our preservation
and salvation
and
in field service.
2

mankind will be destroyed
for
failing
to do so. To aid you in
watching
and keeping
awake to
world developments and their meaning, we are privileged to offer you
this magazine Awoke/ on a year’s
subscription
for just $1 .... "
3 Another might be : "I am making
a friendly call on you with a message of comfort in these distressing
times. No doubt in looking at conditions in the world today you realize
the seriousness
of this time period
in which we are living and desire to
know what hope there is for world
peace. Under divine inspiration
Jeremiah, a faithful
prophet,
in his
prophecy at chapter 8, well outlined
our condition today, Verse 15 reads :
[read front Bible]. Notice, too, how
tim nations are fulfilling his words "at
Jeremiah 6:14. God assures us at
Isaiah 9 : 6, 7 that his provision is for
a government of permanent peace for
righteous mankind. In order to gain
true peace we need to be taught by
lJehovah,
m
as Isaiah 54 : ]3 and Psa
2:10-12 show. To aid people to be
awake, not only to conditions of the
world, but also the remedy--’God’s
government of peace’--I
feel sure
you will appreciate this timely Journal entitled
Awake! . . ."
4 By participating
in the house-tohouse work often this month, using
these or other pointed three- to eightminute sermons at every door when
making the Awake! subscription
offer, it will be your good pleasure to
assist many persons of good will to
become regular
readers of Awake!
entry into the new world. Therefore,
attend and participate
in all meetings regularly.
In this way you will
grow to maturity in Jehovah.
Pioneers Recommend. . . (Cont’d)
leges no other human creatures have
ever had,nor willhaveagain.Do not
linger or wait. Enjoy them to the
full by becominga pioneer.The Society will be happy to supply you
with a pioneer application
blank,
regular or vacation, upon your request. Accept the good recommendations of those already pioneering.
!Become a pioneer
Coming Literature
Offers
November and December:
Three
books and three booklets for a $1.5(|
contribution,
or the Near W
orld
Translation of either the Hebrew or
the Greek Scriptures and a book for
$2.

YOUR
SERVICE
MEETING
Knew Your Magazine
Be Alert and Awake
The following two demonstrations
are to assist all publishers to become
October will undoubtedly be the best
familiar with the material in the Oc- "Awake!" campaign to date. More pubtober 8 and 22 issues of "Awake!" lishers than ever before will take part
which will be used during the cam- in this campaign and all of us are betpaign. Consider the October 8 issue as ter equipped than ever to present efearly in October as possible and the fectively this excellent magazine after
October 22 issue two weeks later. An- giving a three- to eight-minute sermon.
nouncement should be made to the i The keynote to successful witnessing
brothers well in advance so that all during the month of October, as of all
publishers may prepare to take part other months, is preparation. For best
and benefit from the discussion.
results prepare and practice your sermon before going into the field work.
First Meeting: A panel of "experts"
! (5 min.) Mother and daughon platform faces congregation, fully terSCENE
son) in kitchen preparing Sunprepared to answer any questions pro- day (or
breakfast
discuss day’s activities.
pounded by audience. Questions asked Both look forward
using their sershould bring points to view that can mons in the field, toand
on how
be used in "Awake[" presentation. They many good experiences comment
they have had
should arouse interest and curiosity
using
them.
So
that
all
can
have
part
and create a desire in others to have in and stay longer in the service, a mothmore information,
which an "Awake!" er has made preliminary preparations
subscription will supply. Chairman will for Sunday dinner. She comments as
act as moderator and see that things to how muchbetter it is to plan ahead
are kept moving. He will call upon this way so as not to have to stay at
various ones so that as many as pos- home Sunday morning while the rest
sible are given opportunity to take are enjoying field service privileges.
part. Quick and ready questions from
the audience as well as prompt anII (16 min.) Father comes in
swers from the "panel" will allow for at SCENE
of discussion and compliments
greatest coverage. Each "panel" meal- his end
industrious wife. He is glad all have
bet can be given a turn in rotation in arranged
to spend a portion of Sunanswering questions, or raised hands day together
Jehovah’s work. All sit
can indicate readiness. The chairman downto table in(conductor
narrates while
should see to it that time spent and others pantomimeconsideration
of text,
questions asked are properly propor- prayer and the reading of a branch
retioned so that each article gets some port). Then discussion turns to serconsideration.
"Do You Know?" ques- mons for the day. Father asks mother
tions on page 28 of each issue may be what theme she is going to use; then
used in addition to the ones publishers he suggests that he act as householder
make up for this meeting. With an- and listen to her presentation. Mother
swers brief and to the point this meet- gives a four-minute sermon from start
ing will be most lively, informative to finish. Father offers a point or two
and beneficial to all in becoming ac- of counsel and then asks his daughter
quainted with "Awake[" magazine used to give one she has prepared. Mother
during the first part of the campaign. acts as householder while father lisDaughter gives a good threeSecondMeeting: A brother will be: tens.
minute sermon. Father makes a sugassigned to prepare good, pointed ques- gestion
or two and then gives a fivetions on "Awake[" The audience will be minute sermon.
conclusion, as they
told the week before to come prepared leave the table Inand
prepare to reach
to answer questions on any article
the
contact
point
on
father comin the October 22 issue. A minimumof mends all for being time,
well prepared to
pausing will avoid loss of time and take part in the "Awake!"
campaign.
yield best results, so stress preparation. The brother should prepare some Conclusion: (3 min.) Conductor points
questions on each article. Interest can be out the value of each one’s preparing
added by calling upon the group seated sermon in advance and then practicing
on one side of the hall and then the the sermon before another and receivother. With many brothers answering ing suggestions. Being prepared gives
the questions, zest will be added to the one greater joy in the field and makes
part, making it absorbing and profit- for a more effective presentation. Enable. True and false statements can be deavor to use three- to eight-minute
asked periodically.
Questions on de- sermons at every door in presenting
tailed statistics
or complex data are the "Awake!" subscription offer.
not necessary. Rather, use interesting
points that publishers may use in ore- ,
seating the magazine. With all pubPromptly
Handle
lishers being thoroughly acquainted
with the magazines used during the
New Subscriptions
campaign and by all taking a full Dart
in the house-to-house service, this will
To provide new subscribers
with
be the best "’Awake!" campaign to good service it is necessary for subdate.
scription slips to be sent to the Society’s office promptly. Publishers are
Congregation
Publisher’s
requested to turn in immediately all
new subscription slips to the accounts
Record
Cards
servant. He will carefully check each
When congregation
publishers
slip to see that it has been properly
move to another
locality,
they
filled
out. The complete name and
should take their Publisher’s Record address of subscribers
should be
card with them and give it to the given. Do not abbreviate
the name
new congregation
servant. Also, as of the city or the street. As the zone
far in advance as possible,
they number is very important, please see
should send the Society a change that it is given correctly. Congregaof address for personal Watchtower tion servants are requested to see
that subscription
slips
are sent
and Awake! subscriptions,
giving
promptly to the Society each week.
both old and new addresses.
n

"Make Sure of All Things"
2nd Week:
Communism (pages 65-67)
Back-call:
Publisher makes return call on person who made the
claim that the Bible supports
communism. Publisher
proves
(1) that early Christian congregation
was not communistic
though members helped one another, (2) that each Christian was
responsible to provide for his own
household and did not covet another’s property, (3) that Christians recognize God as supreme
and do not try to overthrow governments and laws, (4) that Christians bring up their children in
the discipline and the authoritative advice of Jehovah.
4th Week:
Confession (pages 67-70)
During home Bible study a Catholic person brings up question on
confession. On concluding study,
publisher starts on page 68 and
clarifies
how and through whom
Christians are to make confession
for shortcomings and sins, and
sums up with definition and origin
of unscriptural practice of confessing to priests.
New Arrangement
for
Ordering
Bound Volumes
It will not be necessary for congregations and individual publishers
to place orders for bound volumes of
the Watchtower and Awake! magazines a year in advance as heretofore. Starting with the 1955 volumes
please do not submit an order for
these volumes until advised to do so
by an announcement in the Informant, which will be made about November or December of 1955. It will
be appreciated
if publishers
order
volumes through the congregation,
so all orders for a congregation can
be combined. The cost for a volume
remains $2. When you have sent in
an order for volumes and your address changes before the order is
filled, please be sure to send in )’our
change of address for mailing the
volumes ordered.
Publications

Now Available
B
ts
le
k
o
God’s Way Is Love
--Arabic, Portuguese
The Joy of All the People--Douala
Tracts
What Do Jehovah’s
Witnesses
Believe? (T1) --French,
Indonesian
Hell-Fire (T2 )
--French
Jehovah’s Witnesses, Communists or
Christians?
(T3)
--French
"A Wake from Sleep !" (T4) --French
Hope for the Dead (T5) --French,
Indonesian
The Trinity--Divine
Mystery or Pagan Myth? (T6)
--French
How Valuable
Is the Bible? (T7)
--French, Greek
Life in a New World (T8) --French

Aiding

"the

Desire

of

All

Follow
Up All Placements
and Start
Bible
Studies
z Jehovah is now giving the nations
of this world a shaking from which
they will never recover. One of the
chief means is by having the good
news of his kingdom preached as a
witness to all nations. And with what :
telling
effect?
Jehovah is drawing
the desirable
ones from all nations
to fill
his house of worship with
glory and praise.--Hag.
2:7.
2 Continued preaching
will aid
many, many more desirable
ones.
You may help others during NovemContinue
Studying
Book "New Heavens
and a New Earth"
Many congregation
book study
groups are nearing the completion
of their study of our latest study aid
"New Heavens and a New Earth".
This book contains so much valuable
information that th e Society suggests
it be thoroughly studied at congrega-

Nations"

to

Come

In

ber by presenting one of the following offers:
Three books and three
booklets for a $1.50 contribution, or
the New World Translation of either
the Hebrew or the Greek Scriptures
along with a book for a $2 contribution. Each publisher may select the
combination of his choice. Prepare
and use three- to eight-minute
sermons to stimulate greater interest.
a A definite record should be made
of all placements.
Then make backcalls to encourage further investigation and study. A prepared ten- to
fifteen-minute
sermon expanding on
what was discussed or placed on the
CONGREGATION

the

ORGANIZATION

Progressive
Arrangements
for Giving Assistance
x For over a year now, in accord
with arrangements
made during the
circuit servant’s visit,
mature publishers
have been assisting
other
publishers.
It is a joy to observe
how well the arrangements
are beestablished in the congregations
tion book studies at least twice, after ing
wholewhich one of the following
books and supported by publishers
may be studied
again:
What Has heartedly co-operating.
In order to keep abreast
with
Religion
Done 1or Mankind? "This
Means Everlasting
Life",
"Let God the progress being made, circuit servants will make adjustments
at the
Be True".
proper time to keep progressive
arrangements in operation at all times.
Well
Done
After serving a congregation several
Kingdom Publishers]
times the circuit servant should not
At the district
assemblies it was spend all his time working with
announced that our July and August those who are already assigned to
reports would have to average 157,- assist others and who are doing good
761 publishers
to meet the 10 per work. He should work with those
to the point
cent average increase
set for the who have progressed
1954 service year. "We Made It i" as where they possibly qualify to assist
you will see below. Well done, King- another and with those who are assigned to assist others but who may
dom publishers !
still
need help themselves.
Other
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1954 available time will be spent working
153,962Publishers
with publishers who attend the service center.
Monthly Field
Service
Report
8 As heretofore, congregation servJuly Report
ants will supply circuit servants with
Av. Av. Av.
a list of all congregation book studPubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. ies and publishers assigned to each.
Sp’l Pios.
313 140.7 52.8 6.1 He will recommend which studies
Pioneers
5,565 89.9 26.8 3.7
Vac. Pios.
2,163 89.0 15.5 1.5 the circuit servant is to work with
Cong.Pubs.149,476 9.8 2.7
.4
and show which publishers
he feels
Total Pubs.157,517
to be qualified to assist others but
Public Meetings Held: 7,654
who have not been assigned as yet to
August Report
do so. He will also show who have
Av. Av. Av.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. been assigned and then indicate who,
Sp’l Pios.
362 133,9 47.7 5.2 if any, among those assigned to asPioneers
5,280 93.8 29.4 3.9 sist others could use further assistVac. Pios.
1,690 85.4 17.3 1.7 ance themselves. (Circuit
servants
Cong.Pubs, 150,753 10.2 2.9
.4
will continue to check personally
Total Pubs.158,085
Publisher’s
Record cards for dePublic Meetings Held: 8,785
,i i
*

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House.to-House

initial call is an excellent means to
build up the original
interest
and
lends greater effectiveness
to return
calls. Endeavor to develop back-calls
into Bible studies.
Remember our
goal: Every publisher conducting at
least one Bible study. Also, let us
keep in mind the quota of each publisher:
the placing of at least two
magazines each week.
4 The work of gathering
the desirable
ones from all nations continues to grow and expand. A vast
multitude now fills Jehovah’s house
with glory and praise. Share now in
aiding unnumbered others to come
into the blessed surroundings of Jehovah’s organization and to add their
voices to his further glory and praise.

tailed information, on arrival at congregation.)
The congregation servant
will also show which publishers will
be available to work with the circuit
servant in the morning and in the
afternoon.
This is to be done for
each day of his visit. With congregation servants diligently
supplying
this most important information the
circuit servant is able to spend time
most effectively
during the entire
week with the publishers.
4 In harmony with the June, 1954,
Informant, the circuit servant should
make definite
arrangements for two
publishers to work together.
Whereever possible he will get the two publishers together and discuss what is
required. Occasionally it may be necessary to assign a publisher to assist
another where the opportunity is not
afforded to get them together privately to discuss the assignment. In
this case the assignment should be
made and the congregation
servant
given the responsibility
to see personally that the two publishers
understand the arrangement.
By making assignments
during the week
rather than waiting until Sunday
evening, the circuit servant will be
able, in most cases, to get the publishers together himself and discuss
arrangements.
5 The circuit servant should make
a thorough examination of the training program each time he serves a
congregation
and then make whatever adjustments he may find necessary to ensure greater progress. It
should not be necessary for the circuit servant to make major adjustments in the basic setup each time
he serves a congregation, but adjustments can be made in individual assignments when necessary
to keep
the program progressive.
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"Every day will I bless you, and I will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2, CB.
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"the

Desire
Grand

of
Increase

All

Nations"
to

to

Come

In

Continue

Share in All Field
Service
have witnessing "Thanksgiving Day."
1,,Have the desirable things . . .
HomeBible Study Service
of all nations come in?" This was Back.Call,
4 As highlighted
in the articlein
the timely query placed by Brother
Informant--"Needed:
More to
Franz before 131,419 assembled at this
the Sheep"--back-call
and home
Yankee Stadium in 1953. Then came Feed
his thrilling
invitation
to those of Bible study activity should be given
Are you spending
the anointed remnant in attendance : greater attention.
"Lift up your eyes and sweep them at least two hours in house-to-house
on Sunday and then an hour
about this vast structure
of Yankee work more
making back-calls?
And, of
Stadium and behold the tens on tens ii or
of thousands of people of good will
. course, with our goal being home
from scores of nations and languag- Bible studies, why not conduct a home I
Bible study following the back-call
es." The significance of this stirring
spectacle
was made known with the work? This will enable you to take
witnessing,
ringing declaration
that there was part in house-to-house
make some back-calls
and end;
"the answer of Jehovah of hosts to then
the question." Yes, "the desire of all your field service for the day with a
study. Attending the public
nations" had come in, with the bright Bible
prospectof many more preciousones talk and Watchtower study therewill round out a wholesome
joiningthe happythrongin further after
day of theocratic activity.
This good
fulfillment
of Haggai2 : 7.
is recommended for all.
2 Desiringto sharein aidingthe schedule
(Continued on page 2, col. 3)
remainingdesirableones of all nationsto comein, Jehovah’s
witnesses
world-widewill preachat everyopNeeded:
More
to
portunityduringNovember.Publishers may usethe offerof theirchoice,
Increase
Back-Call
and
as follows:Three books and three
bookletson a contribution
of $5.50
Bible
Study Activity
or the New World Translation
of
During the last two years particueither
the Hebrew or the Greek lar stress has been given to our goal :
Scriptures and a book on a contribupublisher a regular house-totion of $2. Regardless of the offer "Every
preacher of good news." In virused, all publishers will want to use house
tually every congregation
splendid
their Bibles in giving appropriate
progress has been made as you broththree- to eight-minute sermons.
ers have seen the need for more
house-to-house
service and have reAn Additional Opportunity
sponded
to the Society’s
call for
a"Thanksgiving
Day" opens an
greater activity.
Approximately 80
added opportunity for many publishper cent of the total publishers
ers to enjoy field service privileges.
(which includes physically
handiMost brothers will be free from their
secular jobs. The day may well be capped, newly interested ones, chilcompletely dedicated by all to field
dren, etc.) now engage in the houseministry,
with the vast
service. It is suggested that each con- to-house
gregation
make special group wit- majority using three- to eight-minute
sermons with good effect. It is very
nessing arrangements
"Thanksgiving Day." Many congregations
that
pleasing to observe the fine progress
have done so have written
in un- that has been made. Well done, pubpioneers and servants!
usual experiences. This year the So- lishers,
2 While all of us will want to conciety would like to receive from congregation servants any report they tinue engaging regularly in the houseto-house ministry,
giving three- to
might like to make covering
outsermons and assisting
standing field service results or un- eight-minute
usual experiences
publishers
might others in this basic part of the rain-

BROOKLYN, N.Y.

1955 Yearbook
and Calendar
Orders may be placed now for the
1955 Yearbook and calendar.
The
Yearbook is 50 cents a copy. Calendars are 25 cents each, or five or
more to one address
for 20 cents
each. Publishers
are requested
to
order through the congregation. Pioneers on the list before July 5, 1954,
should register
with the congregation stock servant to receive a free
copy of the Yearbook. The stock servant will keep this list and take it into consideration
when ordering the
congregation supply of the Yearbook.
He will check off the names of pioneers as he gives out copies. Congregations will submit a Literature
Credit Request form the usual way
for copies of the Yearbook placed
with pioneers. Pioneers not associated with a congregation
will receive their Yearbook direct from the
Society, if eligible. Pioneers starling
on or after July 1, 1954, will not be
eligible for a free copy of the Yearbook,
Feed

the

Sheep

istry,
we must continue expanding
our ministry and give greater attention to the back-call and home Bible
study work. The very purpose of our
house-to-house
ministry is to make
placements so that return calls can
be made to start home Bible studies.
Therefore, in addition to continuing
and improving the fine house-to-house
work being done, let us increase our
ministerial activity by devoting additional hours to the back-call
and
home Bible study service.
The Need Is Evident
3 Just what are the facts that point
to the need for greater back-call and
Bible study activity?
The Society
has made a spot check in a section of
the United States where congregation
averages (hours, back-calls and home
Bible studies)
are well above those
for the nation. The result was this :
Only 22 per cent of the publishers engaged in back-call activity regularly.
An additional 85 per cent made a few
(Continued on page 3, col. 3)

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
The Harvest Is Great
The harvest was great in Jesus’ day
but it is even greater today since he
is enthroned as King. We are privileged to share in the harvest work by From the Hebrew Scriptures:
[ Read Genesis 3 : 19.]
first planting and then by making return
"As man multiplied upon the earth
1The months of November and
calls on interested persons, having in
wickedness increased, and this dismind starting
home Bible studies.
December present Jehovah’s witnessThrough these Bible studies more in- es with a wonderful opportunity
to pleased God. He said that such disborers for the joyful harvest result.
using Bible themes when obedient ones were not his children.
Another laborer in Belgium now en- continue
[Read Deuteronomy 32 : 4, 5.] Jehothe New World Translajoys a part in the harvest work through presenting
--yes--attending
a home Bible study. tion of the Hebrew or the Greek: vah showed he would not tolerate
His motive in first attending was not i Scriptures. Scriptures used in three- wickedness and disobedience forever.
right, but his heart condition was, as
In fact, in Noah’s day he destroyed
to eight-minute
sermons can effecyou will read on page 99.
all wicked flesh and preserved only
tively be read from the translation
In Western Samoa much harvesting
obedient Noah and his family. [Read
work is in progress. Preaching the good of the Bible we are trying to place.
news of the Kingdom is relatively
new
Genesis 6:5, 7.] Yon will recall Jehas severa
there, but the interest is great. It is lBy now, each publisher
sus said, referring to our time: ’As
sermons that may be used in presentvery commonto arrange Bible studies
with two or three persons and upon ins the Greek Scriptures. If you wish the days of Noah were, so the presarrival to find ten to forty perso
ns
to present the Hebrew Scriptures you ence of the Son of man will be.
waiting, curious to hear Jehovah’,,
Matt. 24: 37, NW.]
might use this one, which has the [Read
Word. (94)
"And just what, then, is the formuWhat arrangements can be made if theme "Obedience Leads to Life"
la of success and long life? At Joshconditions in a home will not permit a
2 "Good morning. We are calling
Bible study? Why, other suitable locaua 1 : 8 we read that it is daily studytions can be used---even a public park, on people this morning with vital and ing God’s Word, the Bible, and then
as was done in Pakistan--with fine re- comforting information.
Today
the
obediently
doing what he tells us.
sults. If people really wish to study, a
tactful publisher can arrange a place earth is bathed in wickedness and The clarity
of this new up-to-date
for the study to be held. (225)
suffering.
Many people say that this modern-language translation
of the
May a new publisher
conduct home is the way God purposed it to be and Bible and this book have enabled
Bible studies? Most assuredly, and he it will never be any different.
Yet
should,as shownby what resultedIn you, no doubt, have wondered if many people to gain a greater appreNew Zealand. A new publisher there
of God and how he has preassisted a youthful Presbyterian
to this is what a loving God has pro- ciation
served
learn more Bible truth in two weeks vided for his people and just why served all who obediently
to do so
than he had in going to church for conditions are so bad today. To get him, and will continue
years. So do not hold back, you who
today."
are new or you who have published for an answer to these questions we can
5 By using these or other scriptures
years. Conduct one or more home Bi- go right to God’s Word, the Bible.
in Volume I when presenting
the
ble studies and enjoy having a part in
assisting others to share in the har- In the very first chapter [read Gen- Hebrew Scriptures,
an effective tesvest. (205, 206)
esis 1 : 28, 31] it shows man was giv- timony will be given and persons of
en a good start. Where, then, did all good will will be impressed with the
More Aided
wickedness come from? The Bi- need to know and understand basic
In Proverbs 2:1-5 we read: ’If one this
seeks after knowledge and understand- ble tells us that man was disobedient
truths God has re.corded in the first
him to death.
ing as diligently as for silver and gold, and God sentenced
books of the Bible.
then one will find the knowledge of
God.’ By faithfully carrying out their
"Make
Sure
o[
All
Things"
"The Desire of All Nations" . . .
ministry Jehovah’s witnesses, as shown
2nd Week
in the "Yearbook," were privileged to
(Cont’d)
aid many last year to find and underCongregation of God (page 70 to
5 Opportunities for increased servNumbers 31 on page 75)
stand the knowledge of God.
Discourse defining (1) congregaice are plenteous, including those on
Even among the clergy? Yes, even a
tion of God, (2) development
RomanCatholic priest in E1 Salvador.
"Thanksgiving
Day." By preparing
Israelite congregation, (3) how
(148) Also, you will enjoy the report,
and delivering three- to eight-minute
pictured Christian congregation
on page 111, of the butcher in Britain
that would replace ’Jewish syssermons at the doors and ten- to
who passed on to a church warden
tem of things,’
(4) purpose
more Bible knowledge in a few minutes
fifteen-minute
back-callsermonson
Christian congregation, (5) basis
than he had heard in twenty-five years
revisits,takingpart in home Bible
on which it is established,
(6)
of churchgoing.
The church warden
achievements
of new covenant
study work and MagazineDay activis nowable to aid others.
and (7) administration of affairs
ity,attending
all meetings
and workContinually seeking to aid more, Jeon
earth.
hovah’s witnesses call from house to
ing towarda I0 per centincreasein
house delivering
three- to eight4th
Week
December,you will be privilegedto
minute sermons and endeavor to place
Congregation of God (pages 75-78)
fulfillyourdesireto contribute
towith interested persons printed Bible
Discourse covering principle of
sermons for further
study.
Many
of the "decommunityand congregation
re- ward the greatgathering
unusual experiences are encountered,
sponsibility;
need
for
clean,
unitsuch as that of a publisher in mire.
ed organization;
how to settle sireof all nations."
(112) Speaking of house-to-house work,
difficulties
between individuals
UNITED STATES QUOTAFOR 1955
can a territory be covered too often?
and how wrongdoers affecting the
Hardly, is the reply on page 118, which
159,356Publishers
congregation are to be dealt with
tells of two families (now publishers)
by congregation.
who had not been properly contacted
Monthly Field
Service
Report
in territory
covered several times a
SeptemberReport
year. This brings to our attention again
Coming Literature
Offers
the need for keeping a House-to-House
Av. Av. Av.
Record.
Pubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St.
January to April inclusive: WatchSome zealous brothers in Nyasaland tower
363 143.4 5413 5.9
subscription for $1 with three Sp’l Pios.
wondered how they could aid European
5,413 91.7 29.7
3,9
women to find the knowledge of God booklets free. Increase your Supply Pioneers
Vac.
Pios.
488 85.5 22.3 2.6
without offending them. They worked of The Watchtower
to
meet
cam,4
out a plan that was very effective and paisa needs by using enclosed Maga- Cong.Pubs.149,910 9.9 3.1
Total Pubs.156,174
that has resulted in at least one more
adding others. (223)
zine Distributors’
Order Blanks.
Public MeetingsHeld: 9,071

YOUR
SERVICE
The Right Attitude
TowardBible Studies
(4 min.) Bible study servant, speaking on need of each publisher’s conducting a Bible study, posts out that
increase in New World society comes
largely through regular,
systematic
care that good-will persons receive
through studies. Most of us learned
the truth this way and appreciated
loving assistance rendered. Necessity
is laid upon us to share knowledge with
others. Muchliterature
is placed, but
records show that studies are conducted by only a few publishers
(Local
figures may be used here.) The right
mental attitude toward weekly studies
with persons of good will is required
for each publisher to recognize his responsibility. Just last week this problem was discussed;
watch what happened.
(10 sin,) Bible study servant, returning from home Bible ,study just
started, stops at a servant’s homeand
finds lastly lounging before television
set. After greetings he enthusiastically
tells them of his joyful experience in
starting
new study and bow others
studied with are progressing and appreciate knowledge received. Then be
relates sadly that he has found other
good-will persons that would enjoy a
study, but there are no publishers to
care for them. Many brothers are capable, but they just are not conducting
studies. He wonders if servant or his
wife has any ideas on how publishers
can be made to understand their responsibility toward conducting studies.
Both sympathize with him and make
expressions like these: All should feel
and act upon responsibilities
of feeding sheep through studies’; ’planting
requires cultivating’;
’some put personal pleasures ahead of aiding others’; ’better budgeting of time might
eliminate any real or imagined obstacles’; and ’publishers just do not recognize joy of helping "young children"
grow.’ Conversation concludes and Bible study servant leaves.
(4 min.) Brother asks wife when
she last had study. Hesitatingly she
recalls "it was quite some time ago."
Brother shamefacedly mentions that
he too has been lax in this and has not
held a study for "nearly a year." Both
express regret over their neglect and
appreciate call of the Bible study servant, which has made them conscious of
their shortcomings.
He knows where
he can start a study and she will take
one from Bible study servant. Both
will start studies right away.
(2 min.) Bible study servant sums
up points.
He suggests all do some
soul-searching to see if they are neglecting their responsibility.
He offers
assistance
if needed and encourages
each to conduct at least one Bible
study.
Preparing and Using
Back-Call Sermons
This demonstration, which will take
up most of a service meeting, should
be well-planned and rehearsed under
the supervision
of the congregation
servant and Bible study servant. Make
it effective.
SCENEI (4 min.)
Introduction:
Back-calls that will becomeBible studies must be thought out and planned.
Publisher must have the material he
wishes to convey in mind and take the
initiative
on the call. Here is where
ten- to fifteen-minute back-call sermons come in. Are they difficult
to
prepare and to use? Let us see.
SCENE II (15 min.) Bible study
servant calls on No-Study, tactfully
bringing out that he does well in ser
v-

Feed the Sheep
(Co,i’d
back-calls irregularly
during the six
ice, makes good placements, but has months and the remaining 43 per cent
no Bible studies and makes few back- of the publishers made no back-calls.
calls. No-Study replies that he uses
three- to eight-minute sermon at doors
4 And what does the analysis show
with success. Howabout back-call ser- for home Bible studies?
Approximons? No, he has not prepared or tried mately8 per vent conduct home
Bible
them. Servant expresses need for return visitsand starting
of Biblestud- studies each month, another 19 per
ies.No-Study
acknowledges
need,then cent spasmodically,
from time to
franklystateshe does not know how
to prepare ten- to fifteen-minute ser- time, leaving the very high percent.
mon. Servant suggests they prepare age of 73 per cent of all publishers,
one to use. No-Study gets House-to- who do not engage in home Bible
House Record and recalls sermon used
in placing "New Heavens and a New study work at all. These figures inEarth". (First sermon--"Your Serv- clude all servants and congregation
ice Meeting"--May "Informant") New- book study conductors, some of whom
world theme was used; householder
was particularly
impressed with con- have not been sharing in Bible study
ditions to be on earth when Rev. 21: 1, work. Is it not evident,
Kingdom
4, 5 reaches fulfillment. "Good," says publishers,"
that many more should
servant."That is our starting point
then. Let’s prepare a sermon using be sharing in the back-call and Bible
’Make Sure of All Things’." Subject study work?
"Earth and Its Destiny" is used. Servant and No-Study develop the followOrganizingfor Greater Activity
ing very simple but forceful back-call
sermon outlined by selecting points
5The
soberingfigures above, in
from "Make Sure of All Things".
which the Society feels all of you
Introduction:
(Theme: New World, will be keenly interested
because
Rev.21: 1, 4, 5)
they apply to obligations resting upon
1. God’s purpose toward earth
Gen. 1: 28; Isa. 45:18
every dedicated servant of Jehovah,
2. Literal earth to be permanent
bring to our attention
tim need for
Ps. 78: 69; Eccl. 1:4
3. What will be destroyed
each publisher to consider careful])"
Isa. 13: 9; Rev. 11: 18; Jer. 25:31 how he might improve and increase
33
his back-call and Bible study work.
4. Earth to be a paradise
It is these features of the service we
Isa. 35:1,2,7
5. Man to enjoy perfection and bless.
shall want to build up during the
ings Isa. 33: 24; Ps. 46:9
Conclusion: God’s original purpose coming months, as ,we continue to
fulfilled
Rev. 21:1-5 (Lead into maintain our very fine regular partic"New Heavens and a New Earth"
ipation in house-to-house
witnessbook. )
ing, using three- to eight-minute serServant illustrates
to No-Study how mon8.
conclusion of sermon leads right into
first paragraph of book and a study
s It is suggested that all congregacan be started.
No-Study is amazed
with simplicity of preparing sermon. tion servants and book study coilin each congregation
meet
Servantasks No-Studyto accompany clutters
himon call.
within a week or two after receipt of
SCENEIll (15 min.) Bible study this Informant
and discuss
ways
servant and No-Study call on "’New
and means of coping with the probHeavens and a New Earth" placement.
Bible study servant uses outline in lem of how back-call and Bible study
giving sermon; scriptures
are read
locally.
It
from Bible. On conclusion, first para- work can be increased
graph in book is referred to and con- would be good for the congregation
sidered in study manner. After another servant, assistant congregation servparagraph is discussed householder ex- ant and Bible study servant to get
presses appreciation for points learned.
alert servant suggests householder together to check the records carecontinue reading next few pages and fully and discuss points that might
says that they wiI1 return next week be brought to the attention
of the
for further discussion. The result: A
Bible study is started. After leaving, servants and study conductors at
No-Study mentions to servant his ap- this meeting. Highlightback-call
preciation for being assisted to pre- and Biblestudy work on the service
pare back-call sermon and to see how
effective they are when used. Nowhe meeting.Organize a regular backcan enjoy preparing and using them on callnightfromeach servicecenter.
back-calls, just as he enjoys using ser- Arrangefor an houror so to be spent
mons in house-to-house
work
SCENEIV (4 mind Summarize easy- making back-callson Sunday after
to-prepare ten- to fifteen-minute back- two or more hoursin regularhousecall sermons, their effectiveness, need to-housewitnessing
with the current
for all to use them and to increase
back-call and home Bible study ac- offer. Back-callwork can also be
tivity.
done during the week. Publishers
assistingothersin house-to-house
work will assist those with whom
Convention
Travel
Ship reservation
forms are now they are working to make back-calls
conduct Bible studies. This is a
available.
Write EUROPEAN CON- and
vital part of the training program.
VENTIONS, 124 Columbia Heights,
t With all servants, study conducBrooklyn 1, New York. Fares: $260
to $350 round trip. Departures will tors, pioneers and mature publishers
supporting
organized congregation
be about July 15, 1955; returning
the latter part of August, 1955.
(Continued on page 4, col. 1)
MEETING

1954
Bound Volumes
A limited number of 1954 Watchtower and Awake! cloth-bound
volStrive
for 10 Per Cent
vah during the month. To achieve
umes are still available.
If you deIncrease
in Publishers
our goal of a 10 per cent increase in sire one or both of these volumes
1 Centuries were used in preparpublishers
this month all must do please order right away. Each volume is available at $2.
their part. As a dedicated servant
ing it! It is to be an everlasting
to make
praise to its Creator! Now we are put forth an extra effort
Vacation
Pioneering
December an outstanding
month of
living in it! What a grand privilege
Do you have a vacation in Decemto be a part of the Society that is praise. By each one’s appreciating his
as a member of the ber? If so, remember you can now
most precious to Jehovah and dear responsibility
be a vacation pioneer for two weeks.
to the hearts of his servants. All who New World society every congregawill
are in it will live forever to praise tion will be able to mark its Decem- A vacation pioneer application
be sent to you on request.
Jehovah. But it must be the most im- ber report, "We Made It!’
portant thing in our lives. We must
live now as a New World society.
CONGREGATION
ORGANIZATION
--Matt. 19: 28, 29, NW, margin.
2 An essential
of living now as a
Ten- to Fifteen-Minute
condition of the dead, etc.) prepare
NewWorld society is accurate knowlSermons
on Back-Calls
accordingly.
edge of its requirements.
You have
4 With the subject in mind you will
The
primary
purpose
of
our
minit; others need it to live. So plan istry, that of finding and feeding the be able to select appropriate scripyour schedule for :December to take
lures. Use "’Make Sure of All Things"
that knowledge to all who want to Lord’s other sheep, should never be together
with the Bible or other
learn of the way to life. Offer them lost sight of. That is why we devote sources,
such as The Watchtower,
time
to
house-to-house
work.
But
our
three books and three booklets on a feeding work does not stop there. It books and booklets of the Society,
contribution of $1.50, or, if you prehas only begun. We plant the seed of etc., for obtaining the information
fer, a New World Translation
(eifive to ten
God’s Word when we give three- to you wish. Generally,
ther Greek or Hebrew Scriptures)
scriptures will suffice, depending on
eight-minute sermons, place literature
and a book for $2.
otherwise stimulate interest.
We the subject and your comments. All
aBe sure to make a notation
on [or
must
cultivate
this
interest
if
it
is
to that is necessary now is a few wellyour House-to-}tense
Record of all
and concluding
grow to maturity and in turn "bear chosen introductory
interested persons that you find. Then fruit with endurance."--Luke
remarks. In concluding have in mind
8:
15,
make return visits to strengthen and NW.
leading the interested person into one
stimulate their interest.
Increase
of the publications
where more in2
How
can
we
best
follow
up
the
your back-call activity,
remembering interest shown? Ten- to fifteen-minformation on the subject is available.
back-calls are steppingstones to Bible ute Bible sermons on back-calls
Often a study can be started on the
studies through which persons learn the answer ! Just as we prepare are
first or second call.
to
5 Use the Bible in giving ten- to
how to live as a New World society.
give
threeto
eight-minute
sermons
n
i
4 Each congregation,
as the local door-to-door activity,
fifteen-minute
sermons. You
preparation is might make a briefBible
outline and keel)
center of new-world living, will or- needed before making return visits.
ganize its activity during December First of all, a proper House-to-House it handy for reference. In fact, since
ten- to fifteen-minute
sermons may
to aid all associated to praise Jeho- Record must be kept of placements
used more than once, just as
and outstanding interest.
Brief no- be
to eight-minute sermons are,
Feed the Sheep
(Cont’d)
tations
can be made on it of the threeit is good to keep them. Start out
hack-call and Bible study activity, be- theme used in your three- to eightwith one or two and gradually build
fore long many more publishers will minute sermon and of points of par- the number up so you have several
expand their ministry to include these ticular interest to the householder.
to use. Ten- to fifteen-minute
serfeatures of the service and thus be of With this basic information you can mons are easy to prepare
and a
prepare to make an effective
back- pleasure to use, just as the threegreater assistance
to the multitude
to
call.
whomthey are privileged
to assist
eight-minute sermons are.
into the New World society.
Seeing
How It May Be Done
6 In making return calls the pubthis great need, let all of us inlead the disa Just as in preparing three- to lishers must tactfully
crease our hack-call and home Bible eight-minute sermons, first of all se- cussions for best results. So be prestudy activity. It will result in more lect a theme on which to base your pared. "The heart of the righteous
of the other sheep being properly
ten- to fifteen-minute
sermons. You studieth to answer." (Prey. 15:28)
fed and nourished in the way of life.
might use themes dealing with the Remember, your objective
is making
s Month by month through the In- Kingdom, destiny of the earth, edu- back-calls to start home Bible studformant the Society will continue to cating ourselves on life, peace, etc. ies. The interest you stimulate on the
offer suggestions and counsel that
first few calls will usually determine
Some publishers have very effectively
will help all publishers as they ex- enlarged on the theme of their three- whether or not you will be able to
pand their ministry, regularly shar- to eight-minute sermons, working in start a home Bible study. Use your
ing, not only in finding the sheep in different scriptures so as to elaborate Bible effectively
in giving ten- to
house-to-house witnessing, but also
fifteen-minute
sermons on back-calls
in feeding those fontal, through the on the subject in which the house- and thereby have a greater share in
Where interback-call and home Bible study work. holder showed interest.
feeding the sheep that the Great
V¢ill you be one wire responds to the est is expressed in a particular sub- Shepherd is gathering into his New
need of the "other sheep"?
ject (meaning
of world events,
"World society to(lay.
Living
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"’Every day will I bless you, and I Will praise your name
forever and ever."--Psalm 145:2. CB.
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"This

Living

Now

as

a

New

World

Society

Will
There
Be 169,366
Publishers
This
Month?
Special
Magazine
Day!
s With servants organizing activ1 Where there is life, there is ac- fry as suggested in the Congregation
tion. Jehovah’s New World society is Organization
article
and with all
proof of that. Striving to live accord- publishers
working close together
ing to Jehovah’s
standard,
we are toward the goal ’Every publisher
united as a hard-working, right-livpreaching this month,’ indeed, by the
ing society preaching for his name’s end of December 169,366 or more will
sake. Forsaking the lazy standards
have shared in ]New World society
of the old world, we are busy living service to Jehovah’s praise. Congrenow as a New World society.--Matt.
gation servants:
On meeting the 10
19 : 28, 29, NW, margin.
per cent increase do not forget to
New Publisher Peak
write "We made it!" on your month2 From the first of the month right ly report card.
on through the 31st, we shall keep
4 During the month our regular ofbusy in New World society activity.
far will be the New World TranslaThis is the month we want to report
tion of either
the Hebrew or the
for our 10 per cent increase,
"We Greek Scriptures and a book for $2,
made it!" To do so will require
or three books and three booklets for
at least 169,366 public praisers! It $1.50. Though we may use the offer
means (1) each of us preaching, (2) of our choice, each of us will be preassistance being rendered to the new pared to use effective three- to eightand irregular,
and (3) new publishers
return calls
being started.
How long have you minute sermons. Make
As the November
been conducting a home Bible study? on all placements.
Is this the month to help the persons Informant stressed, we must feed the
sheep through more back-calls
and
with whomyou study to start offerBible studies.
Are you sharing in
ing to God a sacrifice
of praise?
---Heb. 13: 15, NW.
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Good News of the
Kingdom"
Just in time for use in the 17th
annual Watchtower campaign comes
the release of the new 32-page booklet "This Good News of the Kingdom". It has been provided to supply Kingdom publishers
with a
booklet containing
basic Kingdom
truths to use in field service. This
booklet will be gratefully
received
by persons of good will.
Each congregation
is invited
to
order a supply of this booklet immediately, so that it will be on hand in
time for use during the Watchtower
campaign. Use this booklet and two
older ones as the premium for each
new Watchtower
or Awake! subscriber. Endeavor to leave a copy at
each home. If a subscription
is not
obtained a booklet can be placed for
a small contribution.
Make a notation of each booklet placement and
make a return call, with the following in mind.
A New Feature
This booklet has questions covering each paragraph. It is a very easy
booklet to study with interested persons. Having studied the material in
the October 15 issue of The Watch(Continued on page 2, eel. 3)

"Going to Europe*."
"Are you going to attend the EuNew Booklet
conventions in 19557" During
tures of Kingdom work and enable all ropean
the last year this question has been
Effective
January 1, 1955
to see eye to eye as they work diliIt is a pleasure for the Society gently to ’thoroughly accomplish the a favored topic of theocratic discussion and will continue to be for the
to announce the release of Preach- ministry.’
next few months. But not only is it
ing Together
in Unity.
This new
Study
It
Carefully
a subject for discussion ! Nowis the
booklet is to replace Counsel on Theoa There are many changes and ad- time for action ! Time is rapidly flycratic Organization
for Jehovah’s
ing by! The European conventions
Witnesses.
:It will enable all Je- justments set forth in the booklet.
should are only eight months off. If you are
hovah’s people to work together in Each servant and publisher
closer unity and to understand with carefully note them. It is suggested going to attend, now is the time to
plans and
greater clarity their relationship
to that each dedicated publisher read decide and make definite
one another as Jehovah continues to his personal copy upon receipt. Con- arrangements.
2 For over a year now the Society
gregation servants will arrange for!
expand his New World society.
a thorough consideration and discus- has been working to obtain sufficient
Preaching and working together
sion of the entire
booklet on the travel accommodations for those goin unity is the theme emphasized
should ing to Europe. However, to complete
throughout the booklet. It is earth- service meeting. Publishers
and make the accomwide in scope. It applies to all Je- be advised in advance when they are I arrangements
the Society must
hovah’s dedicated people in all lands, to bring their booklet and what por- modations definite,
know the exact number of delegates
whether in congregations
or as iso- tion is to be studied.
4 A few of the principal
changes going to Europe. Therefore,
if you
lated individuals,
for all are obliwill be briefly presented, so that all are going to Europe under the Sogated to work unitedly
in aiding
people of good will to come to a congregations may put them into ef- ciety’s arrangements, fill out a transfect January 1.
portation
application
form and send
clearer understanding
of Jehovah’s
5 Servant Change: The duties of it to the Society just as soon as pospurposes. It will bring all Jeho(Continued on page 3, col 2)
(Continued on page 2, col. 8)
vah’s witnesses up to date in all fea"Preaching

Together

in

Unity"

Around the World
with Jehovah’s Witnesses
Making Adjustmentsfor Life
To have Jehovah’s blessing and favor his worshipers must render clean
and acceptable service. This requires
not only preaching new-world living to Tactfully
During December
others but also living it. (1 Cor. 6: 9,
1 During December the minds of
NW) The "Yearbook" contains
many most
people are turned to the "Christinteresting accounts of the effort put
forth by those loving Jehovah to make mas" celebration.
Jehovah’s people
adjustments and live by his commands, will be alert to use this occasion tactIn compliance with the explanation
to turn the minds of those they
of "’The Watchtower," that in order to fully
maintain Jehovah’s spirit and expect contact toward new-world blessings.
increase it is vital to have a clean This can be done by preparing
and
organization, letters covering common- giving three- to eight-minute sermons
law marriage were sent to congregations in Cuba. (130, 131) It meant diffi- especially appropriate for this seaculties and sacrifice
to meet God’s son. You might use the following in
righteous requirements,
but not one
publisher had to be disfellowshiped be- offering the New World Translation
cause of rebelliousness. Publishers in of the Christian Greek Scriptures or
Haiti (170, 171) and Puerto Rico (239) the New World Translation
of the
are making adjustments for life, to the Hebrew Scriptures
and a book:
amazement of many.
2,,Good
morning.
My name is
Should uncleanness be permitted? No !
It was necessary to clean out consider- Mr.--. This time of the year most
able immorality in the British West people try to get a little
out of
Indies in 1952 but now fine progress is life. Troubles, yes, we all joy
have them,
being made by Jehovah s clean worshipers. (114, 115) Also, see Sierra but it is refreshing to let our minds
Leone. (241, 242)
God and the provision of his
Just what are individuals willing to turn to
Christ Jesus. During this month
do to comply with God’s commands? Son,
interest in
Whena crippled sister in British Hon- many people show a little
duras understood she had to make a the account of the birth of Jesus,
choice between continuing a sinful life and some in the words of the angel
and living the truth, she happily selected the truth. (108) On pages 267, 181 who made the announcement to the
and lg2 you will read of publishers in shepherds, saying, as shown at Luke
Venezuela and Indonesia that made 2 : 10, 11 [read]. What does it mean
adjustments and are now living for the
that that joy 1,900 years ago was
new world.
shared not only by shepherds
but
CongregationBookStudies
Not only has the importance of this was extended even to the heavenly
study in gaining Bible knowledge come host, as the Bible account goes on to
to be appreciated
greatly in recent
show at verses 13 and 147 [Read.]
years by Kingdom publishers,
but
why was this
announcement
its use as a center for service has also And
come to be appreciated. Therefore, the such a joyous one? It was because
Society has arranged for circuit serv- they were looking forward to our
ants to visit and work from these cen- day, when God’s purpose to crush
ters.
Where they are being fully used
New World Society
(Cont’d)
and supported by publishers splendid A
results are in evidence. Take France, these features of New World society
as an example. (158) Two hundred new service ?
studies were there organized in six
Special Activity
months, resulting in 1,300 more persons
5 December 25 has been set aside
attending and working from them. The
branch servant writes that much of as a special Magazine Day. Arrange
France’s increase can be attributed to for group witnessing to start as early
a better appreciation of the value of as is practical and spend the day in
the congregation book studies.
magazine work. ConFrom Finland comes the report that house-to-house
at the Society’s suggestion more con- gregations
should ascertain
immegregation book studies were started.
the number of magazines they
An illustration
of how persons of good diately
will are assisted through these studies need for use on this special Magazine
is found on page 150.
Day and send their order to the SoCongregation
book study conducby air mail right away, so that
tors are not only privileged to conduct ciety
an interesting
and informative study magazines can be sent in time for
work. A tremendous
but must also take a zealous lead in the "holiday"
field work. All whoare assigned to the witness will be given if all publishstudy should be assisted regularly. Ar- ers share in this activity.
The Sogentina (87), Nigeria (208), the United ciety would appreciate receiving outStates (72) and Uruguay (265-266)
experiences enjoyed on this
report grand progress by greater use standing
Magazine Day and reports
of the congregation
book study ar- special
and comments from congregations
rangement.
Congregation servants, is the con- having high placements.
s Throughout the "holiday" period
gregation book study arrangement being fully utilized locally? Study con- group witnessing should be organized
ductors, are you taking the lead in so that young and old can energetiservice? Publishers, do you regularly
attend the study and support field serv- cally live now as a New World sodurIce contacts? Let all of us utilize this ciety and advance its interests
splendid arrangement more and more. ing the time off that they have.

the one responsible
for sin and
world trouble,
namely, Satan the
Devil, would be accomplished,
as
written at I John 3 : 8 [read]. Jesus
is the one who will bring about
the end of Satan and sin. But greater blessings are yet in store, for with
the complete end of Satan full joy
will be experienced by those living on
the earth, as Revelation 21 : 3, 4 tells
[read]. This modern language translation of the Greek Scriptures
and
this Bible study aid book will assist
you to consider these most important matters.
You may have these
two for the small contribution
of
$2." (Both volumes of the New World
Translation may be offered for a $3
contribution,
if you wish to make
that offer.)
3 After you complete your witness
many householders
will sincerely
wish you holiday
greetings.
What
may the tactful publisher say? Since
you have completed your witness
and are in the process of leaving,
a brief
comment like
this will
generally suffice:
"Thank you. And
may I wish you many hours of joy
and happiness learning more about
God’s love and the blessings soon to
be realized
through his kingdom."
If no literature
was placed, then perhaps you might reply: "Thank you.
And in parting may I give you this
little
tract Life in a New World."
Other tracts may also be used.
"This Good News . . ."
(Cont’d)
tower, all publishers
will be well
equipped to make back-calls
and
study it with others. It is the Society’s hope that this booklet will
open the way for many more backcalls and home Bible studies with
persons of good will.
"Going to Europe ?"
(Cont’d)
sible. This will enable the Society to
know for exactly how many to plan
transportation.
Your early co-operation will help the Society to expedite
travel arrangements for you.
3 A number have asked: "Will the
Society accept deposits on reservations
to Europe? The answer is:
Yes; deposits will be accepted and
reservations
held, provided the Society is guaranteed full payment for
travel by the end of February, 1955.
Chartered-ship
fares range from
$260 to $350, round trip.
4 So, if you are going to Europe, see
your congregation servant for additional information
and start
now
making definite arrangements to go.

YOUR
SERVICE
Starting Bible Studies
The need for more Bible studies was
highlighted in the November "Informant." How may they be started?
Various ways, a few of which will be
illustrated.
The Bible study servant
will act as chairman and see that the
following three methods are clearly and
simply presented to the congregation.
SCENEI (7 min.) Frequently a study
can be started very easily when literature is first placed. Publishers and
pioneers using the following method,
when householder’s time and circumstances permit, have had excellent results. Demonstrate: Publisher gives
four-minute sermon and places literature. Alert publisher then asks householder if he has just a minute, so that
publisher
can demonstrate how the
book may interestingly
be considered.
Householder invites publisher in. Turning to the front of the book, publisher
points to the question at the bottom of
the page, has it read, then has the paragraph read, after which the question is
discussed. A few more paragraphs are
briefly considered, to the householder’s
liking. Careful not to overstay his welcome, publisher tells householder he
must leave but would like to return
and continue very interesting discussion. Arrangements are made. Publisher encourages householder to read
the next few pages before he returns.
SCENE
II (5 min.) Bible study servant next explains that if householder
above had not had time to invite publisher in when literature
was placed,
the publisher
tactfully
would have
asked: "Wen, then, may I call back
and demonstrate how it may be used
effectively by you?" On the back-call,
after greeting and a few appropriate
comments bearing on material in book
to be considered, publisher proceeds to
demonstrate use of book to householder, following same procedure as
above.
SCENEIII (12 min.) :Bible study
servant next explains that, while many
studies can be started by using the
above two methods, others will he
started by following up placements
with 10- to 15-minute back-call sermons. "’Let God Be True" was placed
with a householder who questioned the
truthfulness
of the Bible. Preparing
for the back-call publisher
remembered "Awake!" article "Whythe Bible
Is True." (October 8, 1954) From it
prepared a sermon that upon completion would lead into consideration of
material in Chapter I of "Let God Be
True". Have publisher give 10-minute
sermon on why the Bible is true. On
concluding his sermon he leads householder into consideration of Chapter I.
After a few paragraphs are discussed
publisher makes arrangements to return and continue discussion next week.
CONCLUSION(2 min.) Bible study
servant encourages all seriously to
consider starting and continuing home
Bible studies. Being alert and taking
the initiative as illustrated will aid you
to start Bible studies.
OvercomingObjections
SCENEI (2 min.) In br ief in troduction conductor points out the need
of constantly improving our ministry.
When confronted with objections
in
our presentation at the doors instead
of continuing, with negative results,
we should try to overcome them.
SCENEII (3 min.) Faithful
meets
Mature, who is bubbling over with
good experiences had in the service.
Faithful is a bit discouraged because
he found it difficult to give his sermon
effectively that morning. He had given
good preparation
to the sermon, but

MEETING
was confronted with objections
that
made it difficult to finish the sermon
at the doors. Faithful is invited by
Mature to come to his home that evening so that they can discuss the problems with some other friends and work
out solutions together.
SCENEIll (13 min.) Group of four
or five at Mature’s homebegins by relating brief field experiences. Mature
mentions that some have encountered
objections in the field and it would be
well to discuss the objections, so that
all can meet them effectively.
(These
can be taken up in an informal manner, with everyone in the group offering suggestions on the points raised.)
(1) "I agree with those at the World
Council of Churches that said we should
establish Christ’s kingdom now." Refutation:
’Certainly all of us would
like to see things better, but, since we
know our hope is the Kingdom, we
must know what God says about it in
his Word, for the Kingdomhope .originated with him. Since you are sincere i
in your interest,
I know you will enjoy what is found in these few Bible
texts: (John 18: 36; Ps. 2: 2, 9-11; 1 Cor.
4: 8; Dan. 7:13, 14; 2:44)/
(2) "Howcan you believe the Bible?
It is so contradictory." Points in refutation: (a) ’What point in particular
do you have in mind?’ (Usually it is
Just a statement they have heard other
people make, without proof.) (b) ’Perhaps I can point out one of those "contradictions" that was shown me. (Eccl.
1:4 versus 2 Pet. 3: 7) The context in
2 Peter shows that it Is the wicked
system of things that will he destroyed
and not the literal globe and heavenly
bodies. Whenstatements are lifted out
of their context they often appear to
be contradictory.
However, the Bible
contradicts, not itself, but the wrong
ideas men have acquired.’
(Other
good points on these and other objections can be found in "Make Sure of
All Things" and other books published
by the Society.)
SCENEIV (2 mind Conductor sums
up, showing the need to become ever
more effective in our ministry, to overcome objections and to return to sermon as quickly as possible to present
"this good news of the kingdom" properly. Discuss service problems freely
with other publishers and then work
with your training-program partner to
apply the good suggestions offered.
"Preaching

Together

In Unity"
( Cont’d)
the territory and advertising servants
have been combined. This servant
will be known as the magazine-territory servant. After reading the duties
set out for this servant the congregation committee will submit to the
Society the names of the two brothers whom they recommend for this
position, indicating first and second
choices. If the circuit servant will be
visiting
your congregation
before
January 1, 1955, he will recommend
a brother for this position on his report at the end of the visit.
6 Pioneering: Publishers applying
for this service will fill out a pioneer
application
blank and give it to the
congregation
servant. He will show
their month-by-month field service
for the last year on the application
and then the application will be con-

sidered by the committee. The application containing the above information and the committee’s letter
of
recommendation
will be forwarded
to the Society by the congregation
servant. When a pioneer is enrolled
the Society will send the Pioneer Appointment letter in care of the congregation
servant and notify the
local congregation of the pioneer’s
appointment.
Congregations will be
kept advised of pioneer
appointments and removals.
r Publisher’s
Record Cards: This
file will be arranged in two sections.
One section is to contain, in alphabetical order, all Publisher’s Record
cards of dedicated publishers,
The
other section will contain, in alphabetical order, the records of persons
who have not symbolized their dedication.
8 Literature
Check Sheet: With
this Informant
a sample copy and
small supply of this new form are
being sent. (This form may now be
ordered. The price is five cents for
fifty copies.) It is believed that this
form will be of great assistance
to
the literature
servant as he carries
out his duties.
9Back-Calls:
The booklet emphasizes the responsibility
each publisher has to keep a record of and to
follow up his literature
and subscription placements. Therefore, it will
not be necessary for the accounts
servant to supply the Bible study
servant with a copy of the subscription record sheet for subscription
follow-up work, since the responsibility rests upon each publisher to see
that this is properly done.
WhoAre Entitled to Copies
z0 Congregation servants will see
that only dedicated publishers
are
given a copy of this booklet. (No exceptions are to be made.) Publishers
are to sign the booklet in the congregation servant’s presence. An initial
supply will be sent to each congregation. As additional copies are needed
they may be ordered. Pioneers working with congregations
will receive
their individual copies from the congregation servant. Pioneers serving
in isolated territory
will receive a
copy from the Society. Isolated publishers
who have symbolized their
dedication may request copies from
the Society.
11 This booklet has been prepared
by the Society to aid dedicated servants of Jehovah to preach together in
unity. Let each of us, therefore, become familiar with its contents and
apply the counsel in his individual
ministry.
If that is done the work
will go along in peace, systematically and effectively,
as a great witness is given to the praise of Jehovah’s name by his united New World
society’s preaching together in unity.

Bracing

Up the

Mind

for

Prepare
for
Watchtower
Campaign
1 Behind us is the old world with
corruption,
greed and death. Before
us lies the new world with life and
its blessings.
This is not a time to
suffer a mental relapse into corruption. Our minds must stay renewed ;
our bent of thinking must be kept in
line with the ever-advancing
New
World society.
This can and will
be accomplished
if we brace up
our minds for new-nation activity.
--1 Pet. 1:13. NW.
Now is the time to brace up our
minds and prepare for coming activity. January will mark the beginning
of the 17th annual Watchtower campaign. During the period from January through April the offer will be
a year’s subscription for the Watchtower with three booklets for $1.
Awake’ may also be offered
and
three booklets given with each new
subscription.
The new 32-page booklet "This Good News of the Kingdom" is to be included in each book-

New Nation

Activity

let combination.
Publishers
will
remit 90 cents for each new Watchtower or Awake’ subscription
obtained during the campaign.
a Be sure that sufficient distributors’ copies are ordered, that sermons are prepared
and that
you
participate regularly in the house-tohouse work, making the subscription
loffer. If you do, undoubtedly it wil
be your good pleasure as a publisher
to obtain at least two new subscriptions and as a pioneer, sixteen.
Get Off to a GoodStart
4 The campaign starts
January 1,
Saturday, which is a "holiday." Does
this not mean each publisher
can
spend time Saturday and Sunday in
the house-to-house
service,
making
the subscription offer? With special
group witnessing arrangements made
by each congregation
and supported
by all publishers,
the 17th Watchtower campaign will get off to a
good start.

CONGREGATION
Movie
Film
Working
for a
Inquiries
have been made whether
10 Per Cent Increase
extra
sets of the film "The New z During December all congregaWorld Society in Action" are availwill be working to reach their
able for local congregations and cir- tions
10 per cent increase in publishers.
cults to use in their territories.
A To reach this goal will require each
reprint will be made for orders re- publisher to manifest to the full his
ceived on or before January 1, 1955. appreciation for privileges of KingThe cost is $200 a set and the money dom service and also to take advanmust accompany the order. A narratage of opportunities
to assist othtion script is supplied with each set ers. Servants will need to organize
of film, which comes in five 400-foot congregation activity so that all pubreels, 16Into, double-perforated stock. lishers have a share in field service
and new ones are started
in the
New School
Schedule
ministry.
With this Informant a supply of
2 On the first of December the asthe new ministry school schedule is sistant congregation servant should
being sent. A copy is to be supplied prepare for each study conductor a
to each member of the congregation.
list of those who did not report field
There are several changes in the in- service during November. Study constructions,
so it would be well for ductors will arrange for immediate
all to read them carefully
and for assistance to be given to these pubthe school servant to emphasize the lishers.
changes at a meeting.
a Let all associated share in the
field service by the fifteenth of the
UNITED STATES QUOTA FOR 1955 month. At that time the assistant
169,366Publishers
congregation servant will again check
his records and see who have not yet
Monthly Field
Service
Report
published. In a spirit of have study l
October Report
conductors will be supplied another
Av. Av. Av.
list. They will either arrange personPubs. Hrs. B-C Bi. St. ally to give assistance to those who
Sp’l PiGs.
331 144.4 55.4 6.5 have been unable to publish up to
Pioneers
5,398 93.7 30.8 4.0
Vac. PiGs.
370 90.6 25.3 2.9 that point in December or assign
Cong.Pubs.153,001 10.5 3.3
other mature brothers to do so.
.4
Total Pubs.159,100
+ In addition to rendering assistPublic Meetings Held: 10,763
ance to theocratic
companions under
Total Subscriptions:138,021
the training
program, congregation
*

Every

Publisher

a

Regular

House-to-House

Legal
Memorandum
All brothers
who received Class
I-O from local boards and, on appeal,
Class I-A or I-A-O from
the appeal board should write to
Hayden Covington,
]24 Columbia
Heights,BrooklynI, New York, for
a memorandum. You must enclose
a
self-addressed
envelope with proper
return postage on it.
"Make Sure of All Things"
Creation
2nd Week:
Creation (page 78 to Ps. 134:3 on
page 81)
4th Week:
Creation (page 81, earth, to page 83)
Both parts will be audience participation. Chairman will ask the
audience one or more questions
on each section,
framing questions along this general line:
’What scripture would you use to
answer...’
For example: What
scripture
would you use to answer the question, "Was Jehovah
ever alone?" ’ ’How would you
answer the question, "How is it
that Jehovah is the only Creator ?" ’
ORGANIZATION
arrangements
shouldbe made to assist all publishersto sharein the
ministry.This is vital,for some,
especially
personsof good will,may
not be assignedto work with a companion.Study conductorsand other
publishers
willneedto lenda helping
handso thattheseare aidedto share
in makingpublic declaration.This
assistance,
of course,shouldhe given not only during December but
regularlyevery month.
5 This year we are in fine position
to reach and even exceed our 10 per
cent increase. The training
program
has aided many brothers to advance
to maturity and become more effective In the field. The good news of
the Kingdom has been preached with
greater effectiveness,
and persons of
good will have responded in ever-increasing numbers. But full co-operation will be needed if we are to reach
the :10 per cent increase by the end
of December. Servants will need to
organize congregation
activity
and
take the lead in field service. The
congregation servant should closely
supervise arrangements made to aid
all publishers, and each one of us as
a publisher must co-operate
and do
his share. If we work diligently
to
share in theocratic
increase, Jehovah gives the promise that he will
bless our efforts to meet the desired
goal. We look forward to receiving
December’s congregation
monthly
report cards and noting your happy
expression:
"We made it!"

Preacher

of

Good

News!

¯

